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The Burnside Rifle. 

In 1856 General Burnside, now the commander of 
the Army of the Potomac, invented and patented a 
breech-loading rifle. In 1857 a board of seven offi
cers, appointed by the Secretary of War under an act 
of Congr('ss, met at West Point for the purpose of 
s ubjecting to trial all the breech-loading small-arms 
in the country which migbt be submitted to their 

examination; about twenty different kinds were 
tried, and the board in their unanimous report gave 
the preference to the Burnside rifle. In 1858 a 
second trial was made at the same place of some 
twelve different kinds of breech-loaders, also before 
a board of army officers appointed by the Secretary 
of War, when the preference was 
again unanimously given to the 
"Burnside rille. When the war broke 
out, a company with a large capital 
was formed in Providence, R. I., for 
the manufacture of these rifles for 
tbe army, and at tbe present time 
they are being furnished to the cav
alry at the rate of about 70 a day. 
After the soldiers began to use the 
gun in actual warfare a slight ob
jection was discovered in the diffi
culty of removing the empty car
tridge cases, but tbis was effectually 
obviated by a simple modification 
invented by Dr. Hartshorn, of Prov
idence, and the arm is now giving 
perfect satisfaction to the officers 
and soldiers of tbe army. The rifle 
as now manufactured is illustrated 
in the accompanying engravings, of 
which Fig. 1 is a perspective view 
and Fig. 2 is It section of the breech. 

Through the breech is made a 
vertical slot into which is fitted a 
block of steel, a, swinging upon a 
hinge b. In the block, a, is formed a 
conical hole, c, to receive the car
tridge ; the block being turned down 
into the position shown in dotted 
lines to permit the insertion of the 
cartridge, and then turned back 
into the position shown in the ful l 
lines before the gun is discharged. 

The cartridge, Fig. 3, has a tbin brass case for 
holding the powder ; the conical shot, a, is inserted 
into the upper or forward end ; a wad, e, covers the 
powder ; and the flame from the percussion cap en
ters through an orifice at/, in the rear end ; this 
orifice being closed by beeswax. The cartridges thus 

constructed are impervious to water; after lying 
under water a week they are fit for use. 

As, when the gun is discharged the expansive force 
of the gases fits the cartridge case closely and firmly 
into its receptacle, it  is necessary to loosen it before 
it call be removed. This loosening is effected by 
means of a movable bolt, g, which enters the block, 
a, at the rear of the cartridge. When the cartridge 

GENERAL BURNSIDE'S PATENT RIFLE. 

one hinge, b, but this carried it so low in the slot 
when it was turned down, that it was difficult for a 
soldier wi th large fingers to reach the cartridge case. 
Complaint having been made of this, the difficulty 
was removed by the introduction of a second hinge, 
by which the case is carried up in the position 
represented in the dotted line. 

When the breech is closed, ready for firing, a strong 

is inserted in its receptacle and the parts are brought I catch, l, holds the parts In place, and this catch is 
into the position for firing, the bolt, g, is pressed loosed from its hold by the pressure of the thumb as 
backward, bringing the piece, h, to which the bolt is  the breech is opened, without any additional motion 
attached, firmly against the solid metal behind it; of the hand. 
and then after the gun is fired, as the block, a, is The bead in the cartridge case around the bolt is 
turned down to permit tbe removal of the cartridge, filled with grease, by wbich the shot is tboroughly 
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the projection, i, presses the piece, h, and with it the 
bolt, g, forward, thus loosening the cartridge case, 
when by the action of the spiral spring, j, the bolt is 
pressed still further inward, and the cartridge case 
is forced out sufficiently to be easily seized by the 
fingers and removed. 

As first made, the block, a, was hung upon only 

lubricated ; the grease being effect 
ually protected froln contact with 
dust or dirt. 

The sbot is secured in the car
tridge case by the guidance of me
chanism, and thus the axis of the 
shot is made to coincide precisely 
with the axis of the bore, securing 
an accuracy for this breech-loader 
equal to that of the muzzle-load
ers. 

Patents for this invention were se
cured, through tbe Scientific Amer
ican Patent Agency, in England and 
France about the time the America.n 
patent was granted. Further inform
ation in rel�tion to it may be ob
tained by addressing the Burnside 
Rifle Company, at Providence, R. 1. 

.� •.. 
Licensinlr Enl!:ineers 

A correspondent writing to us 
from Oxford, N. Y., makes inquiry 
regarding a statement in an editoria 
article lately published in this jour
nal, respecting engineers' certifi
cates. We would �tate in answer 
that, so far as we know, the certifi
cates are only required by law in 
tbis city. It is a municipal ord
nance, under the control of the Me· 
tropolitan Police Commissioners ; 
and one which we, in common with 

otbers of the mercantile community, would be 
glad to see put in force in every town where steam 
is used. Perhaps our correspondent will use his in
fluence in his locality to that end. 

THE Mormons are turning their attention to the 
cultivation of cotton. 
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LAUNCH OF THE IRON BATTERY "KEOKUK." I coal bunkers, and immediately inclosed by them and 

two fore-and-aft bulkheads, are the steam boilers. 
On Saturday, the 6th ult. , the iron-clad, turreted Before a shot can strike the latter it must pass 

battery Keokuk was launched from the foot of through the inclined side, the coal and also the two 
Eleventh street (E. R. ) 'rhis vessel is one which was stiff bulkheads or partitions, just mentioned ; they 
projected by Mr. C. W. Whitney, of this city, and are therefore very fully protected. The officer ' s  
differs materially from any o f  the other iron-clads quarters promise t o  be cool, well lighted, and thor· 

now building or about to be built. She is 159 feet oughly ventilated ; as the lower part of the turret is 
long, 36 feet 3 inches beam, and has 13 feet 6 inches entirely open, or can be rendered so, there will be, 
depth of hold. There are two fixed turrets and a apparently, at all times a free circulation of air . 
short smoke-pipe visible above deck ; these alone They are also further ventilated by thirteen 6·inch 

break the smooth surface which everywhere slopes to deck lights. 
the water 's  edge. Below the water-line the Keokuk is The Keokuk is propelled by engines of 500-horse 

an ordinary sea-going craft of good model ; above power, designed for her by Mr. N. A. Wheeler, of 

this mark however, she has some peculiarities worthy this city. They consist of two twin-engines, one 

of mention. The side armor extends 4 feet below upon each side, the cylinders of which are 23 inches 

the fighting draft, w hich will be about 8 feet 6 in diameter by 20 inches stroke, worked by two re

inches, and for a porti on of the length, amidships, turn tubular boilers, of 3,000 feet fire-surface and 82 

presents an angle of 370 to the horizon .  This inclined feet of grate surface, having side furnaces .  There is 
armor runs up to the ma in deck on each side, which also one of Sewell's surface c�ndensers, having gal

is but little wider than the turrets. The bow and vanized iron tubes. The engines are of the locomo
stern of the Keokuk round away to the water, and tive finish in respect to the fittings of the connecting 

present the same appearance to the eye t.hat a rods, link-motion, &c . They drive a true screw, un
wasp' s body would immersed_ The stinger however, der each quarter, of about 7 feet diameter. A stout 
is not in the same relative position. The deck beams ram, 5 feet long, projects from the bow, which seems 
are a continuation of the ships ribs, which are of iron capable of doing some damage to an adversary. Our 

4 inches deep by 1 inch thick, placed 18 inches space warns us that we must omit other details for 
apart. Over these ribs a �-inch plate is laid, and the present. 
that relaid again with a 5-inch wooden deck ; this The launch was very successful. A delay took 

latter is caulked water-tight and then armed with place owing to the cold weather, which hardened the 

two !-inch iron plates, somewhat similar to the grease upon the sliding-ways. As the vessel had but 
Ericsson Monitora. The case mated portion of the ves- a slight inclination she was loth to start from her 

sel, 5i inches thick, is laid with iron 4 inches deep by comfortable position. Once oil', however, she glided 

1 inch thick, placed 1 inch apart ; the interstices be- down gracefully to the river, making a parting sa
ing filled in with yellow pine. The remaining Ii laam to the assembled multitude who responded 

inches are made up by the outside sheets. This with vigorous hurrahs and hat-wavings. Mrs. Whit
armor is fastened on with countersunk bolts Ii inches ney, wife of the projector, christened the Keokuk as 
in diameter and 12 inches apart, sccured inside with £he was descending. A fine collation was prepared 

strong, six-sided nuts. The deck has only seven- in the boiler-shop of the Works, to which, after the 

eighth bolts through it. ceremonies were concluded, a large number of guests 
The turrets, two in number, are stationary, and repaired. Toasts were given, and cheers proposed 

mount one ll-inch gun each. Tbey are 14 feet in for Mr. Whitney, which were responded to by a Mr_ 
diameter at the top and 20 feet at the base, extending Ryan, of California ; Mr. Whitney ' s  modesty prevent-

7 feet above the deck, and twenty inches helow it ; ing him from answering to the calls of his friends. 

upon a platform con�tructed at that line the guns are The different engineering firms were represented by 

mounted. The turrets proper consist of wrought .. Messrs. Quintard, of the Morgan Iron Works, Mr. 

iron skeletons, made of flat iron, 5 inches deep by 1 Thomas Faron, of the Navy Yard, Mr. Underhill, of 

inch thick, placed edgewise, 15 inches apart and se- the Dry Dock Works, &c. Navy officers were also in 

cured to a �-inch sheet by 4 wrought-ir.,n clamps 4 force on the occasion. Commodore Alexander C

inches deep by 1 inch thick. The 15-inch spaces re- Rbind will command the Keo1cu1c, and we shall look 

maining inside are filled up with wood, and after- with interest to her nautical and naval performances, 

ward covered with a thin, sheet-iron lining to make and also endeavor to give our readers some account 
a smooth finish ; outside of the turret- skin, !-inch of the former. 
plate, the protection is the same as that of the case-

------........... ----
mates. Each turret has its own shot, shell and pow- CHEAP OXYGEN GAS---LIGHT AND HEAT. 

der magazine, communicating from the deck, just un- The oxyhydrogen or Drummond light is produced 
derneath the tower, by hatches . In the after-end by burning currents of hydrogen and oxygen gases 
of the forward turret is the pilot-house, which is 2 upon a piece of lime. This is the light which is 
feet higher thau the main structure, where the helms- usually employed in exhibitions of the " magic lan
man controls the vessel by the usual steering appar- tern," and it is so brilliant that the eye cannot gaze 
atus. upon it. A sphere of t.his light resembles a minia-

The turret gun decks, 20 inches below the main deck, ture sun, and could it be produced at a moderate cost 
consist of a circular iron frame 6 inches deep by i of and a very durable material in place of the lime ob
an inch thick, supported by 12 wrought-iron beams tained, it would be the best and most desirable of 
2Z inches in diameter. This frame is further crossed marine lights for dangerous coasts and for the il
at regular intervals by 14 wrought-iron beams, also lumination of cities and other purposes _ This light 
6 inches deep and i of an inch thick. At Tight an- was discovered by Dr. R. Hare, of Philadelphia, but 
glos with the latter a strong box girder, 12 inches it received its more general name from Lieutenant 
by 18 inches across the angles, is riveted to the cir- Drummond, who first applied it practically at night, 
cular frame, being strengthened in the middle by a many. years ago, in making a government survey of 
heavy wrought-iron column 5 inches thick. Upon Scotland. The oxy-hydrogen light also gives out a 
the top of the 14 beams, previously mentioned, a most intense heat, and it is eminently adapted to the 
wooden deck 5 inches thick is  laid, to which the gun- reduction of the most fractious metals, such as pla
ways are made fast_ In the centre of the turret the tina, &c. In fusing common metals with the blow
gun is pi voted ; three ports are made for it in the pipe, atmospheric air is blown through the flame of 
turret-two broadside and one aft or forward, as the alco)lOl, oil, and common gas, and thus a very intense 
case may be-through which it pays its compliments heat is produced ; but the temrerature of such flame 
'to the enemy. A lateral range of 80 and a vertical can be intensified five-fold by the use of pure oxygen 
one of 100 can be obtained for the missile. From the gas in place of common air for the blast, because the 
lower deck, inside the turrets, two doors permit com- latter contains only one-fifth of oxygen, which is the 
munication with the forecastle and also the engine- supporter of the combustion. Atmospheric air is 
room and officers' quarters. There are two water- composed of nitrogen, 79 ; oxygen, 21 ; therefore 
tight compartments in the vessel, one fore and aft, when it is used for the blast of a flame, and as a sup
to which access is had by the usual man holes ; these porter of combustion, the great quantity of the inert 
can be filled with water, if desirable, in a short time, nitrogen acts as a cooling medium , because it is 
and will, it is calculated, settle the ship one foot. heated with the products of combustion, and carries 
The forecastle is large and roomy, so much so that off a large quantity of heat. Could pure oxygen gas 
100 men can swing their hammocks in it. Alongside be obtained at a moderate cost, so as to be used for 
of the vessel , just behind the casemates, are the \ the blast of smelting furnaces and as a supporter of 

combustion for illumination, a complete revolution 
in many arts would be effected thereby. It would 
effect a great saving of ft161; and many minerals 
which are now held to be too fractious for common 
smelting operations could be reduced with ease and 
economy. All combustible substances burn with 
great vigor, and many of them with wonderful bril
liancy, in oxygen gas. The most common way of 
manufacturing it has been from the chlorate of pot
ash and the oxide of manganese, submitted to heat in 
a retort. Although oxygen is the most abundant 
substance in nature, the price of materials and the 
expense of manufacturing it have been so great, that 
it could not be made for less than from four to five 
dollars per hundred cubic feet-a cost which precludes 
its common use entirely. Chemists, metallurgists 
and others have long been in search of a cheap 
method of producing this gas, but hitherto without 
satisfactory results .  Some of our late foreign ex
changes, however, contain accounts of such a dis
covery by Mr. J . Webster, London, who has secured 
a patent, and a company has been organized to man
ufacture the gas and introduce the invention. The 
materials used for producing it are the nitrate of 
soda and the crude oxide of zinc. A description of 
the process has been given in the Chemical News, by 
J. H. Pepper, professor of chemistry. The materials, 
in the proportion of ten pounds of the nitrate of soda 
and twenty pounds of the crude oxide of zinc, were 
first moistened and mixed together, then thoroughly 
dried to expel all the moisture, and afterward placed 
in an iron retort, heated to dull redness in a furnace. 
From this quantity of these substances 32.968 cubic 
feet of a mixed gas was obtained, the composition 
of which was 59 per cent of oxygen and 41 per cent 
of nitrogen. Nitrous acid also passed over, but it 
was absorbed in the purifier which contained moist 
caustic soda. It is stated that the residuum of these 
materials are said to be valuable products, and may 
be sold so as to reduce the cost of gas. The materials 
used for making this gas are only about one-fifth the 
cost of those used to make oxygen gas in the common 
way. Pure oxygen gas, however, has not been ob
tained by this process ; still it is much superior to 
common air for illumination. This has been deter
mined by experiments. J lldging from the nature 
and cost of the materials used and the results ob
tained, we conclude that an advance has been made 
in this depfl.rtment of chemistry, but other discoveries 
and improvements must be made before oxygen gas 
will be obtained for general use in the arts. We 
trust this notice will be the means of inciting others 
to investigate this subject at further length, as it is 
one of great importance and promises to be fruitful 
in useful results. 

A Singular Shot. 
A few days ago a paragraph appeared in the Boston 

Journal, headed "A Singular Shot," and stating that, 
at the navy yard at WashIngton a I30-pound solid 
shot fired from a lO-inch smooth· bore Dahlgren gun 
at the distance of 500 yards from the target, pene
trated four inches of iron plating and ten inches of 
white oak planking. A correspondent at Washing
ton, who witnessed the experiment, writes to the 
Journal in order that the facts of the experiment ml\y 
be stated _ He says :-"A 10-inch Dahlgren was 
charged with 30 pounds of powder and a 130-pound 
solid shot, and was flred by means of a slow match . 
The shot made a clean hole through the target, 
which is composed of one iron plate, 4!· inches thick, 
and six other plates each one inch thick, holted to a 
framework of white oak planking 18 inches thick . 
The target may be about 500 yards distance. These 
are the main facts as I observed them. Our English 
and French friends won 't  think we have made much 
progress if, on extraordinary occasions, we can only 
get through four inches of iron an'd a lO-inch o�k 
plank. " 

A DIFFERENcE.-The annual pay of an English 
soldier averages $100, and that of the French $50_ 
A French colonel (full pay) has $1,500, and an En
glish $6,000. In France a vice-admiral has $8,000, 
in England $12,000_ The French reu-admiral re
ceives $6,000, and the Engl ish $17,000. Few of our 
army and naval omeers mrmage to live as cheaply no 

tbe French naval lieuteuant, who has to find his 
own uniform and food Ollt of 120 francs a month , or 
lese than $300 a year. 
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Waste of Cities. diurnal revolution of the stars is 23 hours, 56 min-

Paris throws five millions a year into the sea. And utes,4.09 seconds; and the time of the apparent 

this without metaphor. How, and in what manner? yearly revolution of the stars is, in solar time, 365 

Day and night. With what thought? Without think- days, 6 hours, 9 minutes, 96 seconds, which is equal 

ing of it. With what object? Without any object. to the time of the sidereal yeal·. The proportion 

For what return? For nothing. By mf,ans of what that these times bear to each other is that, in the 

organ ? By means of its intestine. What is its in- time in which a star will make one apparent yearly 

testine? Its sewer. Five millions is the most mod- revolution, it will also make, in appearance, 366 

erate of the approximate figures which the estimates diurnal revolutions and an arc of 92°+. Thc re

of special science give. suIt which follows from this should be that, if a star 

Soience, after long experiment, now knows that the sets out from a given point in its apparent diurnal 

most fertilizing and the most effective of manures is and yearly revolutions, at the close of the sidereal 

that of man. The Chinese, we must say to our year, the apparent diurnal star will have reached a 

shame, knew it before us. No Chinese peasant, Ecke· point 1)2°+ beyond the point at which the apparent 

berg tells us, goes to the city without carrying back, annual star finishes its yearly revolution. To Wus

at the two Ends of his bamboo, two bucketsful of trate this, take, for example, the point where the 

what we call filth. Thanks to human fertilization, circle of the ecliptic intersects the circle of the celes

the carth in China is still as young as in the days of tial equator; and sUppOSo a star to set out in its 

Abraham. Chinese wheat yields a hundred and twen- diurnal course, appearing to move in the plane and 

ty-fold. There. is no guano comparable in fertility circle of the celestial equator, and at the same in

with the detritus of a capital. A great city is the stant to set out in its yearly course, appearing to 

most powerful of stercoraries. To employ the city to move in the place of the ecliptic. Because the star 

enrich the plain would be a sure success. If our gold j is said to make an apparent diurnal revolution in 23 

is filth, on the other hand our filth is gold. What hours, 56 minutes, 4·09 seconds, at the close of 365 

is done with this filth, gold? It is swept into the solar days, 6 hours, 9 minutes, 9·6 seconds, the ap

abyss. parent diurnal star will have finished 366 revolu-
We fit out convoys of ship�, at great expense, to tions and an arc of 920+, and the apparent place of 

gather up at the South pole the droppings of petrels the star in conseqnence of its diurnal motion will be 

and penguins, and the incalculable element of wealth advanced in right ascension 920+ from the point 

which we have under our own hand we send to the at which the star completes its yearly revolution in 

sea. All the human and animal manure which the the plane of the ecliptic. Hence from the accepted 
world loses, if restored to the land instead of being star time it is demonstrated that a star can be in 
thrown into the sea, would suffice to nourish the two different places at the same moment; the inter

world. vening distance bOling a little more than one-fourth 
These heaps of garbage at the corners of stone of the circle of the heavens! The absurdity of the 

blocks, these tumbrils of mire jolting through the demonstration is obviously a most serious interfer
streets at night, these horrid scavengers' carts, these ence with the a!tronomers' claim that the science 
fetid streams of subterranean slime which the pave- of which they are the ma.ters" is founded on laws 
ment hides from you, do you know what !Ill this is? which are immutable." 
It is the flowering meadow, it is the green grass, it is -�-----------

VALUABLE RECEIPTS. 
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Many valuable paintings that are hung against solid 
walls of masonry, in churches and other buildings, 
are subjected to a damp atmosphere, and the canvas 
becomes moldy. Old pictures which have become 
blackened, are restored by washing them with deut
oxide of hydrogen, diluted in eight times its weight 
of watcr. The parts thus touched must be afterward 
wiped with a clean sponge and water. 

The Colors of Flames. 
In burning pure hydrogen gas upon a loop of fine 

platina wire, a white light is produced. In such a 
flame various substances emit different colors. Phos
phoric acid gives a beautiful light green; sulphuric 
acid, a beautiful blue color ; boracic acid an intense 
green ; chromic acid a rose color, and molybdic acid 
a yellow· green flame. Nitric and nitrous acids give a 

bronze·green color, and muriatic acid a greenish blue. 
Of the alkalies, potash gives a rose-violet flame 
color, and soda an orange· yellow flame color, which 
in very large quantities appears pure blue ; lithia 
affords a carmine red color. and baryta a blue-green 
flame. Strontia gives a beautiful rose color; this 
substance is chiefly used for this purpose in fire-works. 
The nitrate of copper gives a green flame; the 
chloride of copper, an azure blue. Every substance 
produces its own peculiar color or shade of color in 
flame; hence a knowledge of the colors of flames is 
essential to the chemist, and now forms a peculiar 
branch of chemical investigation. 

Intermarriage of Deaf Mutes. 

marjoram and thyme and sage, it is game, it is cattle, 
it is the satisfied low of huge oxen at evening, it is 
perfumed hay, it is golden corn, it is bread on your 
table, it is warm blood in your veins, it is health, it 
is joy, it is life! Thus wills that mysterious creation 
which is transformation and transfiguration in 
heaven. Put that into the great crucible; your 
abundance shall spring from it. The nutrition of 
the plains makes the nourishment of men. You 
have the power to throw away this wealth, and to 
think me ridiculous into the bargain. That will cap 
the climax of your ignorance. 

Statistics show that France, alone, makes a liquid· 

ation of a hundred millions every year into the At
lantic from the mouths of her riv�rs. l\1ark this: 
with that hundred millions you might pay a quarter 
of the expenses of the Government. The cleverness 
of man i" such that he prefers to throw this hundred 
millions into the gutter. It is the very substance of 
the people which is carried away here, drop by drop, 
there in floods, by the wretched vomiting of our 
sewers into the rivers, and the gigantic collection of 
our rivers into the ocean . Each hiccough of our 
cloaca costs us a thousand francs. J!'rom this come 
two results-the land is impoverishBd and the water 
infected; hunger rising from the furrow and disease 
rising from the river. It is notorious, for instance, 
that at this hour the Thames is poisoning London.
Victor Hugo. 

TESTING AURIFEROUS PYRITES FOR GOLD. -It has been 
very desirable to obtain a simple method of deter
mining the amount of gold in auriferous pyrites, be· 
cause the aspects of the gold and the pyrites are s'o 
much alike that the one cannot be distinguished 
from the other with a lens. The exploring miners 
in California, Australia and other places, have been 
at a loss to find out the amount of gold in the aurif
erous pyrites which they have discovered; hence in 
maRY cases, they have mistaken pyrites for gold and 
vice versa. The following simple mode of examining 
auriferous pyrites is given by Lewis Thompson, 
an�lytical chemist, in Newton's London Journal oj 
Arts, and he states it was furnished upon appllcation 
to a miner who went to Australia a few years since, 
and who has lately l'eturned to England quite 

wealthy:-

The question of the intermarriage of deaf mutes 
was the subject of a paper recently read before the 
French Academy of Sciences by Dr. Boudin, who took 
the ground that the infirmity is not hereditary. The 
parents of deaf and dumb children, he observed, 
are generally in perfect health, and, moreover, deaf 
and dumb parents not connected with each other by 
ties of consanguinity very rarely have deaf and dumb 
children. He quoted an observation made by Dr. 
Perron, of Besanyon, of two brothers of the name of 
Vallet, splen didly constituted and enjoying the most 
perfect health, who married two sisters--th"ir 
cousins german. The elder has had several children, 
only one of whom, now aged twenty, is deaf and 
dumb. The younger brother has had six children, 
the first, third and fifth of whom could hear and 
speak, while the second and fourth were deaf and 
dumb ; the sixth, still in its cradle, does not seem 
sensible of any noise they may happen to make in 
the room. These cases are utterly in contradiction 
to the doctrine of inheritance . 

MUSTARD.-The Sacramento (California) Bee says :

There were shipped from San Francisco last week, 
234 bags of mustard for New York. It is known that 
the wild mU5tard, or the mustard which grows wild 
on hundreds of thousands of acres in southern Cali
fornia, ccunting from Santa Clara down, is superior 
to the English imported mustard. This home mus
tard is in general use in this State, and for many 
years it has been gathered by parties and shipped 
abroad. The supply seems almost endless, and the 
business of gathering it ought to be, and will yet be, 
when labor becomes cheaper, a leading one in the 
commercial interests of the State. 

-----

The Revolutions of the Stars---An Error Deteoted. 

We take pleasure in publishing the following com
munication from the Rev. William Isaacs Loomis , of 
Martindale Depot, N. Y. :-

In the appearance of nature the times of the revolu
tions of the stars are so graduated to each other that, 
when one appears to set out from a given point in 
its diurnal and annual revolutions, the time of the 
apparent diurnal star will bring it to the same abso· 
solute point which is occupied by the apparent yearly 
star at the close of the sidereal year. The times of 
the apparent revolutions of the stars, as given in the 
accepted system of astronomy, involve the absurdity 
of a star being in two different places, a little more 
than one-fourth of the circle of the heavens distant 
from each other, at the same instant of time. From 
this it is certain that the astronomers' times of the 
apparent revolutions of the stars have ne founda

tion in truth. Herschel E'1yS the time of an apparent 

Having provided a common tea-cup or other sim
ilar vessel, cut a piece of card into a circular form, 
and of such a size that it will rest midway in the tea
cup: then take a small piece of the pyrites recently 
broken , and make a hole in the center of the card, 
just large enough to admit and retain the pyrites : 

now put into the tea-cup a small quantity of quick
silver, about the size of a four-penny piece, and place 
the card in the cup, so that the pyrites may rest a 
short distance above the quicksilver: next place the 
whole upon the hob or other warm (not hot) situa

tion, and so leave it for half an hour; at the end of 
this time examine the surface of the pyrites with a 
lens, of the kind used by watchmakers and which 
are sold in London for sixpence or a shillinl\" each : 
the particles of gold will now be of a white color, as 
if frosted over, and if the whole be rubbed with a 
camel's hair pencil or the top of a quill, the gold 
will assume a brilliant appearance like a mirror or 
the surface of a piece of newly·polished silver, while 
the rest of the pyrites will remain unaffected. It is 
then easy to judge of the comparative value of the 
ore . 

PRESERVING PICTUREs.--Many valuable oil paint
ings suffer premature decay from attacks of micro
scopic insects. The best way to prevent this species 
of decay is to add a few drops of creosote to the 
paste or glue that is used to line the pictures; and 
also to add some creosote to the picture varnish . 

Paintings should be kept- in a pure dry atmosphere. 

LAST Thursday a telegraphic dispatch was sent from 
New York city, between three and four o'clock in 
the afternoon, to San Francisco, and an answer re
ceived between six and seven in the evening! 

SEVENTEEN THOUSAND PATENTS SECURED 
THROUGH OUR AG'ENCY. 

The publishers of this paper have been engaged in 
procuring patents for the past sev.enteen years, during 

which time they have acted as Attorneys for more 

than SEVENTEEN THOUSAND patentees. Nearly all the 

patents taken by American citizens in FOREIGN coun

tries are procured through the agency of this office. 

Pamphlets of instructions as to the best mode of 

obtaining patents in this and all foreign countries are 

furnished free on application. 

For further particulars as to what can be done for 

inventors at this office, see advertisement on another 

page, or address MUNlir & Co., 
No. 87 Park Row, New York. 
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AN ADDRESS ON THE PATENT LAWS. 

Sir David Brewster recently delivered an intro
ductory address at the opening of the Edinburgh 
University, from which we extract the following in
teresting passages on the subject of the patent laws : 

" Among the subjects which occasionally arrest and 
agitate the public mind, there are few which imme
diately affect the position and interests of educated 
men. Such questions, however, have occurred, but 
they have generally been settled by the united wis
dom of the Government and the Legislature, without 
any of those appeals to popular or party clamor under 
which great measures have been often abandoned or 
impaired. A question of this kind, however, has 
unexpectedly ariseu respecting the amount of pro
tection which inventors should receive from the Leg
islature ; and there is, doubtless, no subject more im
portant  to educated men, whether their education 
has been completed in the school, the workshop, or 
the university. You are all aware that the author 
of any literary work, however small be its dimen
sions and however frivolous its subject, enjoys, by 
the laws of England, the sole righ t of publishing it 
for twenty-eight years, and during the rest of his 
life. The only tax exacted by the law, and that 
only for the benefit of the public, is the presentation 
of five copics to the principal libraries in the king
dom. The artist, the engineer, the draftsman, the 
geographer, the hydrographer, and the sculptor 
enjoy the same valuable right ; and so complete is 
the protecti on afforded by the law that piracy is al
most unknown and works thus secured constitute 
a property which can be as saf(lly transferred as land 
or money in the funds. It is otherwise, however, 
with the inventor of new machines, new instru
m ents, and new processes in the fine and useful arts. 
While the author can instantly dispose of his work 
or draw the profits which it ma.y yield, the inventor 
must devote himself to the development and practi
cal application of his invention. When his arrange
ments are complete, he applies for a patent and he 
receives a right to use his invention for fourteen 
years by paying fees and expenses which, half a 
century ago, amounted in many cases to £400 or 
£500. The right thus obtained was entirely illusory. 
His parchment, indeed, bore the Great Seal of Eng
land, but the patent could be refused, and the price 
of it forfeited, either from want of complete origi
nality in the invention or from frivolous defccts in 
his own description of it. In this state of the patent 
law, injurious to the interests of the public and 
ruinous to inventors, our ,distinguished Chancellor, 
Lord Brougham, directed his attention to the subject, 
and carried two bills through Pa.rliament, which re
duced the price of patents and removed many of the 
more obnoxious provisions of the former law. These 
improvements were genemlly acceptable, and though 
inventors were still di ssatisfied with the large sum of 
about £150 or £200 which they had to pay, and with 
the imperfect protection which their patent secured, 
they nevertheless submitted to the operation of the 
law, in the hope that future legislation might im
prove it. Under these circumstances, men of science, 
and inventors of all clasees, were startled with a pro
posal made by a distinguished engineer, that the 
patent law should be repealed, and that there 
should be something like free trade in inventions. 
In addressing an assembly of civil engineers at 
Sheffield, Sir William Armstrong stated that the 
dauntless spirit which, in matters of commerce, had 
led this country to cast off the trammels of protec
tion had resulted in a.ugmented prosperity to the 
nation, showing the injurious tendencies of class 
legislation when opposed to general freedom of ac
tion ; and he expressed a hope that the same bold 
and enlightened policy might be extended, in some 
degree at least, to matters of invention. For his own 
part, he was incl ined to think that the prestige of 
successful invention would, as a rule, bring with it 
sufficient reward, and that protection might be en
tirely dispensed with. Under the free tmde of the 
present day, thus highly and j ustly appreciated, we 
receive the corn and the wines of one country in re
turn for the iron and the coal of another ; but it ex
ceeds our comprehension how there can be free· trade 
between two parties, one of which is the small class 
of discoverers or inventors and the other the 
wbole mass of society, who are not inventors a.t a.ll, 

a.nd who,  with all the influence of numbers, wealth, house, but the traveling artist, who takee pictures 
and position , would instantly appropriate and turn of the sublime and beautiful in nature, is required to 
to profit every discovery in science tha.t had a practi- carry a load of articles to operate by such a process .  
cal bearing and every mechanical idea that could To avoid this he employs dry plates, but hitherto 
be embodied in an instrument or a machine. Be- these have not been made so sensitive and certain as 
tween such parties as these there can be no inter- wet plates, hence they require to be much longer ex
change of ideas and no reciprocity of interests ; and posed to the light. As shadows and figures in nature 
as there ca.n be no dealings hetween them, there ca.n I are constantly moving ; it is very essential to obtain 
be no freedom of trade in a.ny sense analogous to that sensitive plates. The following is 'the substance of 
great commercial doctrine to which reference has a paper upon this very interesting subject, recently 
been made. But even under the present patent laws, read before the British Association for the Advance
as they exist in every part of the Old and New ment of Science, by Thomas Sutton :-
Worlds, there is already something approaching to Dry plates have been produced by an improvement 
freedom of trade. Every foreigner can obtain a and have proved to be as sensitive as wct plates, 
patent in Engl9nd, and an Englishman enjoys a simi- and they have preserved their good qualities f01 
lar right in return. The producers of ideas, there- ma.ny weeks. Their sensitivoness depends upon the 
fore, are in every country in the same relative posi- accelerating effect of bromine in dry collodion, and 
tion nearly as the producers of those commodities in this respect an analogy exists between the 
which are interchanged under free trade-the non- daguerreotype and dry collodion processes. In the 
producers of commodities deriving analogous advan- former a silver plate, simply iodiz�d, is extremely 
tages under the law-the one from the importa.tion insensitive, but when submitted to the fumes of 
of useful inventions and the other from the imp or- bromine its sensitiveness is increased a hundred-fold, 
tation of the necessaries and luxuries of life. There the same thing happens in those collodion processes, 
is still , however, another va.riety of free trade in wet or dry, in which the free nitrate of silver is 
inventions which, I think, is the only one that washed out of the film. A collodion film, simply 
deserves the name.  Were a patent right granted at iodized, and without free nitrate,  is as insensitive as 
the cost merely of its registration to every applL an iodized daguerreotype plate, but a bromo-iodized 
cant and continued with equal security during the collodion film without free nitmte may be rendered 
same period as a copyright, every new idea-every as sensitive IlS a bromo-iodized silver plate. In the 
scheme of ingenuity or adventure-would be brought wet collodion process the most exa.lted sensibility is 
before the public and elaborated for the use of man. conferred upon a simply iodized film by the preseuce 
Such a scbeme may be expected in some future age, of free nitrate of silver; but free nitrate ca.nnot be 
when statesmen may have learned to face problems retained in a dry collodion film, beca.use it not only 
before which they now quail, and to appreciate inter- crystallizes on drying, but by becoming concentrated 
ests to which they are now insensible. Regarding all as the water evapomtes, dissolves thc iodide of sil
intellectual rights as equal, and as sacred as any ver, and forms a curious and interesting double salt, 
other species of property, it is not easy to under- the cxact properties of which ha.ve not yet been fully 
stand why they should not be placed under the same investigated. The priuciple, therefore, of preparing 
regis. E8to perpetuum is the brand which God and a rapid dry collodion plate consists in using bromo
reason ha.Te stamped upon wha.tever man ' s  genius or iodized collodion, and removing all the free nitrate, 
man's industry has created for the good of man. If which is the element of insta.bility. 
the rich or the barren soil. which conquest has But the image produced upon a bromo-iodized sil
wrested from the sava.ge or industry won from na- ver plate, developed with mercury, is extremely thin 
ture is protected with as much care as the life of its and superficial, as may be proved by transferring it 
owner, why should we not equally protect the right to a sheet of gelatinized paper ; and simila.rly, the 
achieved by genius, whether in the useful arts it cre- image developed by pyroga.llic acid upon a dry 
ates for humanity new powers and products, or blesses bromo-iodized collodion film is thin and too trans
our species with the divine creations of poetry, or parent to yield a good printing nega.tive. It is 
eloquence ,  or art? If James Watt has bequeathfld to neressary, therefore, to apply to the film a coating 
us mechanism to bring water from its earth-bosomed of some organic substance, in order to give density 
springs, or iron from its stony bed, or coa.l from its to the dark parts of the negative. Many substances 
fossil grave-if Milton has sung the loss and recov- ha.ve been used for this purpose, viz., gelatine, 
ery of Pamdise in strains moral , religious and metagelatine, albumen, various sirups, gum arabic, 
sublime-why should not the philosopher and the infusion of malt, tannin, &c., and experimenters have 
poet enjoy the same right of property as a landlord almost without cxception, exhausted their ingenuity 
who reclaims a moss, gives verdure to a heath, or in varying these preservative coatings, as they are 
makes the yellow gmin wave over a beach of sand? called , instead of seeking in the use of bromide for 
I should hardly have been justified by the speech of the true accelerating agent. The preservatives 
Sir W. Armstrong in taking alarm at the revolution- named have not all the same effect, and besidea 
ary opinions which he has maintained; but it is affecting the sensitiveness of the fi lm ,  they also de
well known that a Cabinet minister of high influ- termine the color of the finished negative ; gelatine 
ence has given utterance to the same views, and a and gum giving a black, tannin a red, and albumen 
committee of Parliament has been appointed to re- a yellowish color to the deposit in the dark parts. 
port on the subject of patents in all their relations.  Much, therefore, depends upon the selection of a 

The British Association was the first public body that proper preservative, when the most exalted sensi
took alarm at the new doctrines and boldly de· tiveness is requireC'. 
nounced them ; and an inventors' institute has been One more difficulty remains to be overcome, and 
formed in the metropolis to resist, by every legal it is th is. When a collodion film has once been 
means, any measure of spoliation that the Govern- allowed to get dry, and is wetted a second time, it is 
ment may be induced to support. I have brought very liable to split and leave the glass ; or if a pre
this subject under your notice in the belief that servative has been applied to it, it is very liable to 
every educated man has a substantial interest in ob- rise in blisters, which spoil the negative. But this 
taining a due protection to inventors, and in the may be prevtntud by giving the gla.ss plate a pre
hope that in y our debating societies you may regard liminary coating of india.-rubber dissolved in kero-
this subject as worthy of discussion . "  solene. 

The operations in the rapid dry process are, there-
RAPID DRY C OLLODION PHOTOGRAPHY. 

In the practice of photography the pictures are 
usually taken on glass plates, from which prints tHe 
afterward obtained on prepa.red sheets of paper, by 
permitting the rays oflight to pass through the glass 
plates and fall upon the prepared paper. A problem 
of great interest to photographers has been the dis
covery of a dry collodion process by which plates 
can be prepared and rendered as sensitive as by the 
usual" wet collodion process." By the wet process 
the plate is finally prepared and the negative pic· 
ture has to be taken and finished on the spot where 
the view is taken, This is easily accomplished in a 

fore, as follows :-
1. Clea.n the glass plate, dry it thoroughly, and 

apply to it a. solution composed of one grain of india.
rubber dissolved in an ounce of kerosolene. 

2. Coat the pla.te thus prepared with bromo
iodilled collodion, containing an equal number of 
atoms of iodine and bromine, added in combination 
with cadmium. There should be about 5 gmins of 
mixed iodide and bromide of cadmium to the ounce 
of collodion. 

3. Excite the film in a bath composed of 30 grains 
of pure recrystallized nitrate of silver, slightly acidi
fied with nitric acid. 
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4. Wash off all the free nitrate of silver, and pour 
over the film a preservative composed of 25 grains of 
gum arabic freshly dissolved in an ounce of water. 
Let it  dry spontaneously, and before putting the 
plate into the dark slide, dry it  again thoroughly 
before a hot flat iron. 

silver will form ,  which blackens in contact with the 
developer, even without previous exposure to light . 
It is, therefore, with much propdety that Mr. Sut
ton insists on a careful washing of the plate after 
sensitizing and previous to the application of the 
gum."  

5. Give the same exposure a s  for wet collodion. 
6. Develop the picture by first wetting it with 

distilled water, and then pouring over it a developer 
consisting of 1 ounce of distilled water, 2 grains of 
pyrogallic acid, 2 scruples of glacial acetic acid, and 
a few drops of a weak solution of nitrate of silver. 
The image appears immediately, and very soon 
acquires the necessary intensity. 

7. Fix the negative in the usual way with a satu
rated solution of the hypo sulphite of soda or lime, 
and when dry varnish it with spirit varnish. 

Negatives taken in this way are equal in every 
respect to those taken upon wet collodion plates, 
and the process is as simple as any of those which 
are now employed for slow dry plates . 

Upon the reading of the above paper, Mr. Maxwell 
F. Lyte made the following remarks :-

" My experience having been somewhat considerable 
in the use of dry collodion, I venture to make a few 
remarks on that subject. There is no doubt of the 
fact that a combination of bromide with the iodide of 
silver is decidedly advantageous as an accelerator in 
the case of sensitive dried films of collodion ; but 
that this introduction of bromine should in any way 
be looked upon as new, when employed in this man
ner, is a mistake. Bromides have been very long 
employed in landscape photography, as a useful 
adjunct. One thing seems certain, that where greens 
form one of the prevailing colors in the picture, their 
Impres8ion is most decidedly facilitated. The pro
portion of bromide proposed to be introduced is, in 
my opinion, rather too large-one part in four of 
iodide being the proportion which I find to work 
best. The use of gum arabic as a preservative coat
ing, combined, with a very small portion of honey, 
was mentioned by me in the journal of the Photo
graphic Society of Paris many years since, but sub
sequently discarded as giving a tendency to fog ; 
but perhaps my. decision in this respect may have 
been hurried, as I may not have washed the plate 
thoroughly enough, and certainly the proposed acid 
nitrate bath in which Mr. Sutton renders his plates 
sensitive, is likely to diminish this fogging tendency. 
This fogging it was which inauced me to substitute 
the metagelatine for the gum arabic, which I subse
quently did. Now, however, I am led to believe 
that the following modification of the resin process 
employed by the Abbe Desprats is the simplest and 
best process for dry collodion :-Add to the collodion 
one-fifth pilr cent of the resin of scammony, that 
which has been purified and bleached with animal 
black is to be preferred. Sensitize in a bath of seven 
per cent nitrate of. silver, sl ightly acidulated with 
acetic or nitric acid ; wash the plate thoroughly in 
clean rain or distilled water, to which has been 
added 0 . 1  per thousand of common salt or chloride 
of ammonium, and let the plate become dry in a 
place thoroughly free from dust. The exposure is 
less than that required with any other dry process 
with which I am acquainted, and is not above one
half more than that required for moist plates. The 
development should be performed by first moistening 
the plate with distilled water, and then pouring on a 
solution containing one part of pyrogallic acid, ten 
of acetic acid (glacial) , and five hundred of water. 
Fix with a solution containing about one of cyanide 
of potassium to a hundred of water. It is not abso
lutely necessary to employ fpr the first washing bath 
distilled or rain water, with an addition of chloride. 
The second washing should always be performed in 
water as pure as can be obtained-in distilled water 
if possible-and especially the presence of any bicar
bonates is to be avoided. Gum arabic is the lime 
salt of a very weak acid. In contact with nitrate of 
silver it is decomposed, with formation of the gum
mate of silver ; but no such double decomposition 
takes place when it is placed in contact with the 
bromide or the iodide of silver. The action of light, 
however, on these latter compounds is to eliminate 
their acid element and separate the silver, and the 
iodide and bromide set free would tend to fix them
selves on the lime in the gum. If the washing be 
not thoroughly performed, however, gummate of 

, .  - -

THE GRAPE CURE. 

Germany is distinguished for originating several 
curative systems which have become popular " all 
the world over. " Homeopathy and hydropathy are 
now very generally practiced in the treatment of 
many diseases to which poor humanity is subject. 
But there is another system practiced in Germany 
which has not yet become general, nor is it very 
widely known, but which deserves attention, as it  ap· 
pears to be based upon common 8ense principles. 
One reason for its practice being still limited is owing 
to the fact, that it cannot well be practiced but in 
vine-growing districts ; still as there are many of 
these in America, it may be practical in various sec
tions of our country. The system consists in the 
treatment of patients with grapes, as constituting the 
most of their diet for a certain period. It is also 
practiced with a due regard to living in a healthy and 
beautiful locality, and combining with this pleasant 
exercise in the open air . Durkheim on the left bank 
of the Rhine, in the Bavarian Palatinate, is the head
quarters of the grape cure in Germany. There are 
other places where it is also practiced, such as at 
Vevay and Montreux on the Lake of Geneva, also 
Meran in the Tyrol, but Durkheim enjoys the most 
fame. The vine is cultivated to a wonderful extent 
in that district, but the grapes are principally used 
for the table, and are not so highly esteemed for 
making wine as some others. About fifteen different 
sorts of grapes are cultivated at Durkheim, but those 
which are most commonly used for the treatment of 
patients are of two sorts, called the Gutedel and the 
Austrian. They are both white ; their skins are 
very thin, and they are sweet and well-flavored. 
The black Burgundy grape, and the small dark· red 
Framiner grape are also used to a moderate ex
tent. The former is similar to the black Hamburg, 
which is well known in America ; the latter is a 
sweet aromatic grape, little known among us. The 
Riessling grape, from which the mo£t celebrated 
Rhine wines are made, is not used in the cure, as it 
is not held to be a good table grape. The sweetest 
grapes are always chosen, as an excess of acid inter
feres with digestion , and it also affects the teeth 
and mouth injuriously. The acids in grapes are the 
tartaric, malic and citric. There are also albumen, 
gelatine, gum, tannin, the oxide of iron and potash 
in grapes. Durkheim is a fashionable watering
place, like Saratoga, where persons congregate to 
partake of the mineral water for the restoration of 
health. The grape cure season commences about the 
middle of September and lasts nearly to the end of 
October. Persons afflicted with bronchitis, pneu
monia, a scrofulous constitution and tubercular con
sumption in its earlier stages, come to Durkheim 
yearly from all parts of Germany. It is a beautiful 
place, and at the castle there is a garden where the 
invalids congregate in the open air and where a band 
of music plays at the regular hours appointed for 
eating the grapes. Each invalid with a small basket 
in his hand goes up to the tables where the grapes 
are sold and purcbases the quantity which he in
tends to eat. The amount taken daily by persons 
undergoing the cure varies from three to nine pounds, 
and they are sold for about five cents per pound. 
Persons commence with eating about three pounds 
per day and gradually advance to the limits of their 
appetite. It is usual to eat them three times a day, 
namely, at seven in the morning with tea or coffee 
and some bread for breakfast ; at eleven o'clock the 
greatest quantity is taken ; then between five and 
six in the afternoon the last meal is served up. The 
skins and seeds are not usually swallowed. Butter, 
fats, pastry and spiced meats are forbidden to the in
valids. A free use of the grape is probably beneficial 
in the alleviation of many diseases. The action of 
the vegetable juices upon the human system is but 
very improperly understood. It is only by experience 
that the truth can be found out ; but the use of the 
grape-the fruit of fruits-is so natural that the grape 
CUre commends itself to our common sense. As the 
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grape i s  becoming very extensively cultivated i n  sev
eral sections of America, we expect that at no distant 
day we will have such villages among us as Durkheim. 
The first object to secure their success is the cultiva
tion of the right kind of grapes. 

A free use of the grape is looked upon with favor 
by many of the most sensible doctors in Germany. 
It is customary with them to send many of their pa
tients to the grape cure districts, just as many of our 
physicians advise consumptive persons to seek more 
favorable climes in search of health. 

Drawing and ROlling Metals. 

Dr. Robison, in the Encyclopcedia Britannica, re
marks :-" It is a very curious and inexplicable fact, 
that by forging a metal, or by frequently drawing it 
through a smooth hole in lL steel plate, its cohesion 
is greatly increased. This operation undoubtedly de
ranges the natural situation of the particles. They 
are squeezed closer together in one direction ; but it 
is not in the direction in which they resist the frac
ture. In this direction they are rather separated to 
a greater distance. The general density, however, is 
augmented in all of them except lead, which grows 
rather rarer by wire drawing ; but its cohesion may 
be more than tripled by this operation. Gold, silver 
and brass have their cohesion nearly tripled ; copper 
and iron have it more than doubled. In this opera
tion they also grow much harder. It is proper to 
heat them to redness after drawing a little. This is 
called annealing. It softens the metal again, and 
renders it susceptible of another drawing, without 
risk of cracking in the operation. " !\ir. Kirkaldy, of 
Glasgow, agrees with Dr. Robison as to cohesion and 
hardness, but avers that he was in error in stating 
that the general density is augmented. Instead of 
an increase, there was a proved decrease in the specific 
gravity of 0.70 per cent. in the bar specimen, and 
0 .36 per cent. in the plate specimen produced by the 
process of cold rolling. The most highly-converted 
steel does not, as some may imagine, possess the 
greatest densi ty, the hardest steel being only 7 .8152, 
whereas the softest is 7 ·8220. The specific gravity of 
puddled steel is less than that of some of the superior 
kinds of wrought iron. 

Mr. Kirkaldy's  experiment tallies very nearly with 
the received formula for the breaking strain of 
wrought iron. Here is his condensed table :-

Highest. Lowest. Mean. Tuns. 
lts. lts. lbs. 

188 bars, rolled . . .  68 ,848 44,584 57 ,555 254 
72 angle iron . . . . .  63,715 37,909 54,729 24� 

167 plates,  length· 
ways . . . . . . . . . • 62 ,544 3 7,474 50,731 } 

160 plates,  cross· 25il 
ways . . . . . . . . . .  60,756 32 ,450 46 ,171 

The breaking strain of 25 tuns for bars and 20 
tuns for plates must be considered in reference to 
the working strain, or the load which can with safety 
be applied in actual practice. The working strain is 
estimated at a third to a tenth of the bTflaking strain. 
The British Board of Trade limits the strain to five 
tuns, or 11 ,200 lbs. per square inch. 

A FARMER at Haubaurain, France, has been trying 
experiments with cod-liver oil in the fattming of 
calves, pigs and sheep. He gave two ounces to each 
pig daily, one ounce to each sheep, and an ounce and a 
half to each calf. The oil was mixed with bran amI 
chopped straw for the calves, with bruised beans 
for the sheep, and with kitchen refuse for the pig�. 
In ninety days all the animals thus fed were fatteD€d 
to a degree far beyond expectf1tion ; their meat was 
white, tender and easy of digestion. 

, . ... 

SILVER IN PlIOTOGRAPHY.-Mr. Spiller, the superin
tendent of the Chemical Department at Woolwich, 
England, states that a full silled sheet of albumen
ized paper requires 50 grains of the nitrate of silver, 
but ten grains of it only are expended, and the rest 
may be recovered from the solutions. The actual cost 
for silver does not really exceed two or three cents 
per sheet, and the other chemicals required amount 
to about the same. 

A POOR CORPORATION.-The New York Evening Post 
says :-We understand that the New York Gas Com
pany has privately declared a cash dividend of 100 
per cent, as wel l as a scrip dividend of 33 per cent. 
This is the concern which alleges that it  is too poor 
to pay the Government tax, and seeks to extort it 
from the consumers of their gas ! 
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Fabulous Walled Lake in Iowa. 

MESSRS.  EDITORS :-Having read an article some 
three years since, in regard to a wonderful walled 
lake in Wright county, Iowa, which I see repeatedly 
published lately, I wish to give y o u  the facts in re
gard to it, which I am prepared to do from personal 
observation. Having occasion to visit that part of 
the State in 1860, I made inquiries of " the oldest in
habi tants" of Clear Lake City (on the beautiful Clear 
Lake of Cerro Gordo county, some forty miles from 
Wall Lake) in regard to it, and they smiled at the 
Mil. But in traveling from that point to Fort Dodge, 
I went some twenty-four miles from the direct route 
to see for myself the wonders of Wall Lake. I passed 
along its banks far enough to bring the whole shore 
in distinct view, and could discover nothing in the 
least remarkable from what is frequently to be found 
in the lakes of that region, or w hat could easily be 
accounted for by those who are familiar with the 
action of the ice on the shores of  those northern 
lakes. The writer of said article, I presume, was 
nearly correct in regard to its area ; but its shape is 
rather irregular and the wall is broken and uneven ; 
in many places it entirely disappears in a sand and 
gravel beach . In no �pot could I discover any thing 
more than a low and irregular line of pebbles and 
boulders in termixed with earth, from two to six feet 
in hight, which had evidently been shoved up by the 
expansion of ice. In parts where there was not suffi
cient coarse stone or boulders to retain the earth and 
gravel,  the action of the water during the summer 
would wash down the work of the winter ' s  frost, and 
leave a beau tifu l beach from the margin u p  to the 
alluvial soil,  w hich is from two to ten feet above th e 
water . I have seen walls in every respect similar on 
other lakes of that region, which seem to be com
posed of drift and lost rock which abound in that 
vicinity. 

This ice action is quite considerable and remark
able in these extensive lakes ; it frequently forms to 
the depth of two feet or more, and the exp�nsion of 
a mile or so of surface acts with great force on the 
banks,  liftin g  up large masses of frozen earth and 
boulders weighing tuns and shoving them several 
feet fro m  the shore, and d uring very sudden and 
severe changes its motion is often perceptilJle to the 

eye. 
This walled lake seemed to be shallow ,  as the 

most of its surface was sb aded with a growth of flogs 
and rushes ; it also appeared to be the paradise of 
ducks and geese ; it might j ust a s  properly be termed 
a large goose-pond as a lake. I discoveIed no ap
parent outlet and saw no indications of its overflow 
or change of level . G. W. BELL. 

Croton, Mich . , Nov. 24, 1862. 

of musk . By this means artifici al musk might be 
obtained. Thick pieces of this gum are readily de
solved thus by using a li ttle heat. In our standard 
works,  European aud American, it is stated that 
gutta-percha is acid-proof ; you may indeed boil it in 
common nitric and nitro-muriatic acid, and but little 
change is effected. 

While I am in the way of criticizing, allow me 
also to say (in relation to an excellent article 
that appeared in the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN on the 
bleaching of engravings,  from the pen of a Bos
ton professor) that the best mode of using 
chlorine is to use it free of lime in water. Lime is 
more soluble in cold water than hot. The chloride 
of lime and water will always deposit a li ttle lime on 
an engmving, and to an " expert" the dark parts 
will have a gray appearance. Pure chlorine and 
water (soft) should be kept in the dark, for l

.
i g�t 

will decompose the water ,  and then weak munatlc 
acid will be formed. Chemists in England have it 
for sale free of lime for this express purpose . 

TH01IAS TAYLOR . 
Washington, D. C . ,  Nov. 29,  1862.  

Moist Sensitive Photographic Plates. 
MESSRS. EDITORS :-It has long been an obj ect with 

photographers to keep prepared sensi tive plates moist 
longer than ordinary, as i t  is well-known that in a 

dry atmosphere, in doors or out, It sensitive plate 
will crystallize in a fe w minutes and be rendered un
fit for use. My remedy is this :-Take ne wly-made 
plate frames and varnish them with gum shellac dis
solved in alcohol , until the wood is thoroughly 
saturated ; after being dried , immerse them in water 
for an hour, take them out, drain and wrap them in 
a wet towel, and plac€ them in a box made of wood 
or leather with a close lid. The towel should ba 
wet daily and the fra Mes kept in the box. By these 
mean s, with a nitrate bath of thirty t o  thirty-fi ve 
grains,  I have no difficulty in keeping the plates two 
or three hours or more. I have had many inqu iries 
about m y  process, u pon the supposition that there 
was some secret i n  tho preparation of the plate ; but 
it consists i n  preventing the evaporation of the 
moisture, and that is effectually done by the above 
method. F .  W. 

Petroleum for Oil-stones. 
MESSRS.  EDITORS :-·1 have an old stone very much 

soaked ,md gummed u p  with oil, so much so that my 
plane iron would slip over it without sharpenin g .  
I took to usi n g  petroleum o i l  on the stone, a n d  it 
seems to work first-rate. It draws the oil out of the 
stone,  and has a tendency to make the iron or chisel 
cling to it, w hich greatly facilitates the whetting.  

C .  G.  AUSTIN. 

The New Metal, Thallium. 

Preservation of Wood by Charring. 
M. Lapparent, of France , who has published a 

most interesting' eSEay on the preservation of ship 
timber, proposes to char its surface as the most 
effectual way of securing it from rot for a long 
period. He says ;-

By charring timber the surface is subj ected to 
a considerable heat, the primary effect of which is to 
exhaust the sap of the epidermis, and to dry u p  the 
fermenting principles ; in the second place, below 
the outside layer, completely carbonized, a scorched 
surface is found-that is to say, partly distilled, and 
impregnated with the products of that distillation, 
which are creosoted and empyreumatic, the antisep
tic properties of which are well known. A bench , 
the legs of which had originally been charred to the 
depth of 19 inches,  after remaining in the ground 
eighteen years, near a pond , was d ug up, and found 
to be in 8uch good preservation that it WitS difficult 
to get the point of a knife into the extreme end of 
one of the legs. On the other hand, vine-props of 
oak, driven into the dry soil close by, were rotten in 
one year . M. Lapparent ' s  method, which i s  about 
to be applied to all the dockyards of the French 
empire, is to char by means of a strong j et of in
flammable gas. A workman, in an average day ' s  
work o f  t e n  hours, wonld carbonize a surfa ce o f  410 
sq uare feet, and the expense would be three cents per 
10 square feet. A little tar smeared o ver the SUl'
face facilitates the process, and prevents the timber 
from being too suddenly effected by the heat of the 
gas. Bu t more than a merc thiu coat of tar would 
do harm. In ship-building, gas-charring should be 
applied to every surface likely to be i n  c ontact with 
moist or sta gnant air. In bou se·building, it should 
be applied to the beams and j oists embedded in the 
walls  or surrounded with plaster ; to the j oists of 
stables, cow-houses and laundries, which are affected 
by a warm, moist atmosphere ; and to the wainscoat
ing of ground-floors. For railway· sleepers, charred 
timber , when scraped, can be painted any color . 

A New Nail-making Machine. 

T0 the numerous features of interest contained in 
the machinery annexo,  'at  the London International 
Exhibition, hao lately been added a wonderful machine 
for making nails, the invention of Mr. C.  G ustafson , 
a Swede. Iron nails hi thorto used have either been 
forged or cut by machinery from sheet iron or iron 
wire. Nails  th us made are necessarily costly ; the 
first named by reason of the slowness of the manu
facture,  and the two latter by using too expensive 
material. This new mach ine supersedes all others by 
combining in itself th e  process of rolling, pointing-, 
cutting off, and heading ; and produces from bar iron 
a n  excellent nail at a very low cost . The rapidity 
with which the nails are produced by this invention 

Mr. Crookes, the discoverer of this new metal , gives is truly marvelous.  Using bar iron three-eighths of 
the following description of it in the Proceedings of an inch squaru, the machine, with the labor of only 

. one man or even a boy, will turn out in a day of ten the Royal Society : - "  Thallium in the pure state IS a 
hours as many as 1 5 , 000 three· inch nails. The nails heavy metal , bearing a remarkable resemblance to 

lead in its physical properties. Its specific gravity produced are of the very highest quality, being com-
12 Th f 1 1  d Pressed by the rolling process, and always having the Gun Cotton and Gunpowder. is, however ,  higher-about . e res 1 y scrape . 

1 t ' t grain of the metal in the direction of the length . MESSRS. EDITORS :-In the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN of surface has a brilliant metallic uster no qUI e so . t . h ' dl They are formed with fl uted sides,  which is the most Nov. 29th, I observe that Professor Seely stated ,  at blue in color as lead, and It arms es more rapl y 
, . d' l advantageous of all forms, but very expensive to pro-the Polytechnic Association , that " If some gun than this latter metal. It is very soft, oemg rea 1 y 

cotton is pulled out loosely , and some powder cut with a knife and indented with the nail ; it may duce by any other process hitherto resorted to. By 
d . . b t h slightly altering and re-adj ustin g certain parts of the sprinkled on it and a match is applied to it ,  the cotton also be hammered out an drawn mto wue, u as 

machine different sizes and forms may be produced . will burn without setting the powder on fire . not much tenacity in this form. It easily marks 
. b d d · h In working iron, the bars are h eated red hot in a This is owing to the fact of its burning with a flame paper. The fusing point IS elow re ness, an WIt 

d small furnace placed at the side of the machine ; but in which the heat is not intense. " This broad state- care several pieces may be melted together an cast 
as no fire is allowed in the exhi bition building , the ment, if not fully explained, might lead to very un- into one lump. There is, however, generally a loss 

d . machine can only be shown working such metal as happy results. Take grain po wder and bruise it, in this operation, owing to its rapid oxy atl0n. The 
can be worked cold. The practical efficacy of these place it over or under gun cotton, fire the cotton, metal itself does not appear to be sensibly volatile . machines is placed beyond all doubt from the fact and the gunpowder explodes. The very fine par- below a red heat. I have made no specml attempts . ht Ith h that they have been tested by the experience of two ticles of powder being unpolished, the heat is more at present to determine the atomic weJg , a oug 

read ily absorbed. As common gunpowder is a very from tW(i) estimations of the amount of SUlphur in years' const
_
an

_
t_w_o_r_k_

.
_ ... 

, ......... _.----
poor conductor of heat, and the flame is of low in- the sul phide it appears to be very heavy. The figures 
tensity and short duration , the grains are only sur- obtained did not, however, agree well enough to en
face heated, and of low temperature .  But the finer able me to speak more definitely on this point than 
particles of powder are, to use a very unphilosophical that I believe it to be above 100. I may mention 
phrase, " all surface together, "  and each has an at- that I obtained this element in the pure metallic 
m osphere whiCh tend s for the time being to cause state and exhibited it to several friends as early as 
the particles to retain a high temperature and thus January last, and should then have published an 
explode. account of it, had it not been for the reasons already 

Take the very fine shavings of gutta-pereha, and mentioned. Thallium is soluble in nitric, hy
pour on them, in a glass vessel, equal parts of nitric drochloric, and SUlphuric acids, the former attacking 
and sulphuric acid ; the gum and acid will respectively I it with greatest energy, with evolution of red 
decompose each other, and give off the strong fumes vapors. "  

WHILE the Monitor was a t  Washington for repair�, 
her turret was found uninj ured . Over the indenta
tions on the turret, received at the engagement with 
the Merrimac, has been inscribed the name of the en
gagement, punched into th6 iron . She has now 
gone forth to future conquests, and her sides may 
hereafter be i nscribed all over with the records of her 
victories. 

VALUABLE iron mines have recently been discover
ed in Aroostook county, Maine, by those engaged in 
th e  geological survey. 
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STEAM fLOWING IN EN GLAND. 

We have received the November number of the Wis
consin Farmer, one of the most ahly-edited and neatest 
in appearance of its class. If our agricultural inter
ests do not make great progress during the next ten 
years it {'ertainly will not be through lack of practi
cal and scientific information, afforded by the press 
devoted to their development. The editor has lately 
returned from abroad; during -his visit he witnessed 
a trial of steam plows, and has published a graphic 
account of it, the principal part of which we repro
duce for the benefit of our readers ;-

Just b e fore reachiug the spot, a short turn in the road 
bronght us up suddenly before au iron mon ster, with 
heart of fire and breath of steam , snorting and dashing 
up the hill, like the very devil of the olden time ! A shout 
and a bound, and we left the road to his uRembarrassed 
progress. This singular lo oking creature proved to b e  
Avelin g ' s  agricultural locomotive engine . I t  h a d  b e e n  
sent a mile distant for wood a n d  water, a n d  when its wild 
scream first startled u s ,  it had in t).'ain se veral tuns at these 
essentials ,  though m oving up the steep grade with all the 
maj e stic ease of an elephant drawing a light barouch e .  
W,e a!'terward s a w  i t  climbing steep hills in a stubble field, 
with It,S train full of curious spectators. A single engi
neer directed its movements with perfe ct facility, causing 
it to make graceful curves or short tUl'nS as o c casion reo 
quired or pleasure dictated .  

This e ngine h a s  a p atent extra-large b oiler fitted with 
thirty-seven 21l·inch tub e s ,  external plates of the best 
B':ltterley iron , fire· b ox and tub e plates of Bowling iron , 
With extra stays for high pressure. The fire·grate meas· 
ured 3 linches by 34,  and is suitable for wood or c oal fuel. :rhe cylinder, 10 inches in diameter, is  surrounded by a 
J acket and placed on the forward p art of the b oiler ; by 
�VhlCh arrangement priming in ascending ste ep inclines 
IS prevented .  The crank shaft i s  of common iron. The 
engine is fitted with improved governor, reversing link 
motion , p atent tender and water tank , under foot· plate , 
driving chain, and gear, steam·pressure gaug e ,  extra lock
up safety valv e ,  steam jet blower, firing tools and 
wrenche s ,  driving wheels 5 feet 6 inches in diameter, 12 
inches wide , p atent steerage and screw break for desc end
in� inclines.  It is remarkable for simplicity and p ower
bemg capable of drawing 10 tuns up an incline of 1 foot 
in. 6 and is e asily managed by any ordin ary engine·driver. 

But what of the steam plowing ? The two prominent 
plows in England are those of Fowler (of Cornhill) ,  the 
original inventor of the steam plow, and of Messrs. J.  & F. 
Howard, of Bedford. Both o f  the s e ,  together with others , 
engaged in this trial. Fowler's c ame first in order and 
shall, therefore , be first describ e d .  

As we entered t h e  field t h e  engine a n d  windlass w e r e  
stationed on the left headland , t h e  s elf·moving windlass 
on the right. Between these the plow-which c onsists of 
a diamond·shape d  iron frame ,  on whe els, but so bent in 
the middle that one end is up in the air while the otlier is 
o n  the ground , and of  8 plows , 4 o n  each end of the frame, 
-is pulled b ackward and forward ; 4 of the plows b eing 
s o  p o inted as to work in one dire ction,  while the other 4 
p ointing in the opposite c ourse are waiting to do their 
work when the machine returns .  In this way all turning 
about is avoided. 

The engine appears like an ordinary locomotive farm 
engine,  except that it has, under the boiler,  a clip·drum 
for hauling the plow. The rope used is made of wire and 
is kept from drag!(ing on the ground by simple supports 
easily handled by a strong b oy. 

The anchor c onsists of a " sheave " or clip -drum on 
three disk wheels, which by cutting into the ground pre
vent the whole concern from b eing dragged toward the 
engine.  Upon the top is placed a box into which weights 
may be placed to c ause the disks to sink deeper than 
they otherwise woul d ,  if required.  

The s oil in wh,ch this plow was working is a gravelly 
loam, not particularly favorab le to success, yet good 
e nough. The work was well done-the furrows well 
turned,  and ab ont 6 inches d e e p .  Time re quired to plow 
an acre , ab out 75 miuutes.  

This plow also op erate d a cultivator ,  similar in con
struction to the plow, but with seyen cultivator teeth or 
scarifiers instead of the four plows. It did its w ork well. 

The Howard app aratus differed from the preceding in 
t�at the engine was stationary during the plowing of a 
given field. Instead of the clip·drum for winding and un· 
winding the rop e ,  it has a separate reel resembling the 
hose cart which b elongs to a common fire· engine , This 
reel is placed alongside the engine and op erated by a 
shaft and wheel gear , which passe� over the top of the 
two wheels which support th8 drum. The p ower is com· 
municated to the plow-which resembles Fowler's-by 
m e ans of a wire rope aide d by four p ulleys anchored to 
the ground ; two of said anchors b eing located at the 
two c orners of the field towards which the plowing is b e ·  
i n g  i s  b eing done,  and the other t w o  so stationed as t o  
enable the engine to pull the plow b ack and forth-them
selves b eing moved up as the work progresses. This plow 
likewise did good work. 

But the great question arises-is steam plowing in Eng
land economic:1l ? To this we are b ound to reply : N o ,  
w e  think not. T h e  b e s t  work that we have e v e r  heard o f  
either of these plows doing w a s  t e n  acres i n  ten hours ; 
and this is remarkabl e suc cess. Six to eight acres per 
diem is probably the average . And when 'lVe consider 

the cost o f  the apparatus-$ 1 ,500 to $2 ,000 ; though the 
engine may b e  used for other purposes - the wear and 
tear of ropes and machinery , the consumption of fuel,  the 
numb er of men employed and the liability to delays by 
breakage and other derangements , it looks to us like small 
r esults for the investment. 

Such work as w e  saw c ould have been done equally well 
by four men with each an ordinary Yankee plow and one 
span of horses and at an expense of, say, $10 ; while here 
were employed an expensive engine-costing more than 
eight horses and of much less general use on the farm-a 
horse and cart to supply fuel and water and eight men. 
But it is  furthermore fair to infer that on a trial such as 
this was, more and better w ork would b e  done than would 
be practicable as the average ; so that it is probably more 
nearly correct to offset thre e  men with plows against the 

steam app aratus,  instead of four. Such b eing our prem
ise s ,  w e  cannot get the c onsent of our j udgment to en· 
dorse the steam plowing of England as e conomical, unless 
it be on very large estates and under p e culiar circum· 
stances.  W e  stick to the idea,  however, and shall con
tinue to hope for its full realization, at some day, o n  our 
glorious western prairies. 

Sulphur in Coal Gas---Red Lime Salt. 

The following extracts from the London Journal of 
Gas Lighting are portions of a paper read by the Rev. 
W. R. Bowditch, F.C. S. , before the Royal Society ;-

Gas which has been purified at the gas-works by 
lime, and which contains 20 or 30 grains of sulphur 
in 100 cubic feet, may be passed for a considerable 
time through a tube containing cold slaked limo 
without producing discoloration ; but, if the same 
gas be charged with a minute quantity of bisulphide 
of carbon vapor and passed through the same lime
tube, the lime becomes yellow and green from the 
decomposition of the bisulphide of carbon. 

If, instead of passing the gas through lime, it be 
passed through triethyl-phosphine, the beautiful red 
crystals which this base gives with hi sulphide of car
bon are not formed; but, if the base be dissolved in 
alcohol or ether, and the gas passed through this so
lution, the red crystals are formed, as Dr. Hofmann 
first proved. The alcohol or ether dissolves out the 
bisulphide of carbon from the hydrocarbon com
pounds of which it forms a part ; and, when it is 
thus dissolved, it reacts with triethyl-phosphine. 

Naphthalin, benzole, and other fluid hydrocarbons 
condensed from purified gas yield sulphide of hydro
gen and other sulphureted compounds by simple 
distillation, yet these do not produce the well-known 
red crystals with triethyl- phosphine. They may, 
moreover, be digested for weeks in an alkaline solu
tion of oxide of lead without producing any sulphide 
of lead. Under similar treatment, bisulphide of car
bon yields hydrosulpho·carbonate and sulphide of 
lead in a few hours. 

If the sulphureted fluid hydrocarbons condensed 
from gas be mixed with ammoniacal alcohol and 
heated, and an alcoholic solution of acetate of lead 
be then added, a black precipitate is formed after 
some time, which evolves sulphide of hydrogen upon 
addition of an acid. In this case, neither hydrosul
pho-carbonate nor hydrosulpho-cyanide of ammonia 
is formed ; yet it is well known that both are formed 
when bisulphide of carbon is added to ammoniacal 
alcohol. The erroneous view of the action of heated 
hydrate of lime upon the sulphur compounds in gas 
arose, I think, from the generally-received opinion 
that the blackening of lead salts by a gas is a proof 
that that gas is sulphide of hydrogen-j oined on the 
fact that sulphide of hydrogen is one of the com
pounds produced by the action of the heated lime. 
If the sulphide of hydrogen had been separated from 
the mixture of gaseous compounds produced, the 
truth would have been apparent ; but as, I believe, 
all experimenters h:lve failed to separi.1.te them, the 
subject was obscure. After having failed in many 
processes devised by myself and suggested by others, 
I at last removed the sulphide of hydrogen, and 
showed that tho blackening of lead salts is no proof 
of the presence of sulphide of hydrogen. Ordinary 
purified gas was passed over heated hydrate of lime, 
then through a considerahle quantity of well-washed 
hydrated peroxide of iron, over lead paper, and 
subsequently through moist slaked lime. The per
oxide of iron was slightly blackened, and withdrew 
every trace of sulphide of hydrogen ; the lead paper 
became black, and the slaked lime yellow. This 
yellow lime gave a primrose-colored solution with 
water, which precipitated lead and silver salts brown
ish-red, thus showing the presenca of impure hydro
sulpha-carbonate of lime. 

To be certain of the absence of sulphide of hydro
gen, some of the yellow lime was treated with hy
drochloric acid, and the gases evolved thereby were 
conducted into a solution of potash. The potash 
solution gave no reaction with- nitro-prusside of so
dium, showing the absence of sulphide of hydrogen, 
and when boiled with nitric acid gave no precipitate 
with a salt of baryta. 

The hydrochloric solution of the lime contained a 
sulphur salt, which was obtained as sulphate of lime 
when nitric acid was added and the whole was 
boiled. 

The blackening of the lead-paper in this case could 
not be due to sulphide of hydrogen, a that com-

39 1 
pound was absent. Nor, I think, is it due to the hy
drosulpho·carbonic acid which passed over, and in 
contact with, the lead-paper, and was arrested by the 
lime. 'I'he red compound which this acid produces 
with lead salts is said to turn black rapidly; and the 
red compound produced by a lead salt and those of 
Berzelius and Zeise undoubtedly does so blacken, as 
also does that produced by a salt of lead and an alka
line pentasulphide. I have, however, obtained a red 
lead salt by the reaction of crystallized hydrosulpho
carbonate of lime and basic acetate of lead, which re
mained red after drying in the air at ordinary tem
peratures and exposure for weeks to the free atmos
phere. I, therefore, conclude that the blackening 
of the lead-paper in the above case was not due to 
hydrosulpho·carbonic acid, but to some unknown or 
unsuspected compound. 

In order to understand this matter fully, I com
menced some investigations into the reactions of bi
sulphide of carbon with metallic oxides and other 
compounds, a portion of which I have now the pleas
ure of submitting ;-

Slaked lime and hisulphide of carbon are mixed in 
a close vessel,  and allowed to stand for three or four 
days. The lime at first becomes of a pale primrose 
color, which gradually deepens to a fine lemon yellow. 
Water added to the yellow lime gives a solution of a 

gold color, which precipitates salts of lead and silver 
reddish-brown and salts of mercury brown. 'fhese 
precipitates become black upon standing a short 
time. If the yellow solution be allowed to remain 
for a few days in contact with the lime, crystals are 
formed which will he very small and so distributed 
through the lime as merely to give it a fine salmon 
color. This lime-salt is of a bright ruby color, and it 
may be obtained in beautiful crystals. 

Some of the reactions of this salt are remarkable ; 
and more than one will exhibit the liability to error 
from the use of any but the most perfectly crystal
line, dry, and clean specimens. Baryta-water added 
in excess throws down from an aqueous solution of 
the pure salt an amorphous, red, insoluble precipitate 
quite as brilliant in color as vermilion. If this be 
washed directly after precipitation, the color is re
tained for a considerable pe-riod ; but, if left in the 
mother-liquor, it soon darkens. The washed salt 
dries a brick- dust I'ed, 

A very offensive suffocating gas is evolved during 
the decomposition of bisulphide of carbon hy lime, 
which is inj urious, if not poisonous ; and, having 
suffered severely from breathing this lind other 
noxious compounds derived from the same source, I 
think it right to call attention to it. I have formed 
a gas of similar properties by passing bisulphide of 
carbon and hxdrogen together through heated lime, 
and should not be surprised if it prove to be the long
sought simple sulphide of carbon. 

Slightly ammoniacal alcohol breathed from a cloth 
appears to be the best restorative for the severe de
pression caused by respiring the offensive gases and 
vapors above named. 
-------------------

The Destruction of Iron-clad Vessels-of-War. 

It will be remembered by our readers, that an ac
count appeared in this paper a short time since, con
cerning a new invention for destroying iron· clad 
ships, which was copied from an exchange. The in
ventor, ]\1[1'. Whittaker, of the United States sloop 
Kearsage, was sent to report to the Secretary of the 
Navy, and it would seem from the following state
ment that his invention had been approved arid was 
about to be tested ;-

Iron·clad steamer Ozark, 2 ,  now in course of construc
tio n  at Mound City , eight miles above Cairo,  Ill . ,  is about 
110 fe et in le,ngt� , will have four prop ellers, and a turret, 
twenty feet m diameter, for two large guns. The b oilers 
are in and the armor put on for about sixty feet on b oth 
sides .  First Assistant Engineer James W. Whittaker is 
examining the vessel, with a view to apply his new inven
tion for the destruction of iron· clad b o ats of all kinds ,  
having b e e n  ordered there by the Se cretary of the Navy 
for that purp ose.  It would not b e  proper to explain what 
the nature of this invention is ; suffice it to say Mr. Whit
taker has letters from chief engineers in our n avy and 
other scientific men, including Captain Ericsson's princi
pal engineer, wherein they express their utmost c onfi
dence in the plan, and recommend a trial speedily. Com
mander Porter is said to b e  highly delighted with it,  and 
gratified that he is to have the opportunity of first test
ing it. 

, . .  
THE Robinson arms manufactory, at Richmond, i� 

at work night and day-casting cannon, manufac
turing Sharpe's rifles and other arms, large and 
small, for the Confederate Government. 
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392 
Improved Patent Clutch Pulley. 

We illustrate herewith an ingenious device for 
shifting a belt from a fast to It loose pulley, as also 
for obtaining in a slight degree, a variable speed. 
Fig. 1 represents the invention ; in it A Al are two 
pulleys. The one marked Al is keyed fast to the 
shaft, B ;  the other wheel, A, slides upon a feather, 
as shown in Fig. 2 by the dotted lines, G.  Between 
the two wheels, A AI, in Fig. 2,  runs another pulley, 
C,  which is fitted to revolve loosely upon the shaft. 
Attached to one end of the wheel, A, is a steel cen
ter, b, the point of which 
takes against a depres- ..Pia-• .1 
sion, c, in the lever, D. ./ ' 
At right angles with the 
main part of the lever an 
arm extends which has a 
small pin, d, fitted with 
a friction roller project
ing downward ; this 
works against the collar, 
e, on the center before
mentioned. The other 
end of the lever is se
cured at the top to the 
framing of the machine, 
or to the floor as de
sired. These constitute 
the working parts of the 
invention. The opera
tion of it is simple. 
When it is desired to stop 
the lathe or any other 
tool that is driven by the 
belt, f, the handle is 
thrown over in the di
rection indicated by the 
arrow ; the small pin, d, 
then strikes against the 
collar, e, and lets the 
belt down on the wheel, 
C, which , being loose, 
of course transmits no motion. Or, if it is neces
sary to run quite slowly or to start easily, the 
driving surfaces opposed to the belt upon the wheels, 
A AI, may be lessened by increasing their relative 
distances apart to any required degree. The inven
tor states that this has been found a very excellent 
pulley for driving knitting machinery or other tools 
of that class . 

Patented Sept. 15, 1861, by John Shinn, of Rox
borough, Pa. ,  and further information may be 
obtained by addressing him or Mr. Wm. Adamson, 
of Philadelphia. 

" ARGYLLITE"-A NEW MINERAL. 

A very interesting description of a new mineral is 
given in the November number of Newton' s  LlYrldon 
Journal of Arts, by Lewis Thompson, M.R. C.S .  For 
some years past a nickel mine has been worked on 
the estate 'of the Duke of Argyll, at Inverary, Scot
land, and during its working several holes or borings 
were made to discover the extent of the vein. From 
these borings different kinds of minerals have been 
obtained and submitted to analyses, and were found 
to consist of sulphurets of copper, nickel , lead and 
arsenic, with the exception of one sample, which was 
detected by the Duke of Argyll himself, while on a 
visit to the mine, and who noticed that it possessed 
the power of reflecting light. It was found in very 
small quantities, but curiosity being excited to dis
cover what it was, a portion of it was sent to Mr. 
Thompson for analysis, who discovered that it was 
composed of lead, vanadium and sulphur-a combi
nation which, he says, was never before noticed. 
The crystals are very small, but by the aid of the 
microscope they were found to be twelve· sided or 
dodecahedrons. This discovery recalled a circum
stance to Mr. Thompson, of a peculiar kind of copper 
ore which he had noticed twenty years before, and 
which was obtained near Fowey, in Cornwall. This 
ore had always to be smelted by itself at Swansea, and 
the copper obtained from it could not be rolled in 
sheets. The cause of this was not examined into at 
the time, but as the ore contained well-.formed crys
tals, resembling galena, mixed with the copper, the 
thought occurred to Mr. Thompson that it might be 
the same kind of ore as that obtained at Inverary. 

ij;ht Jtittdific �tutritatt. 
Specimens of this ore were now subjected to careful a collar, B. When a hole is to be tapped, the stand 
analysis, and were found to contain lead, 60.8 ; vana- is placed upon the work and the tap screwed as usual 
dium, 20 . 5 ; sulphur, 1 8 · 7=100. The specific gravi- into the metal ; as it is drawn in it  presses against 
ty is 6 .04 ;  the color is a dark lead-gray, with consid- the collar, C ,  and this, ihrough the spring before
erable luster. The form of the crystals is a rhombic mentioned, throws the stand square up against the 
dodecahedron. Before the blowpipe it decripitates job, thus preventing any variation from a direct line. 
slightly ; with borax it affords a beautiful bluish- This invention is especially applicable to cylindrical 
green bead in the reducing flame. It is acted upon surfaces, such as steam boilers, where it is impossi
with boiling nitric acid, and affords a bright blue so- ble to get a square up to the shank of the tap, and it 
lution. Very small quantities of it have as yet been would be found useful in almost every operation fvr 
obtained, but mineralogiots may now be led to search which taps are used , aside from machine-work. The 

SHINN'S PATENT CLUTCH PULLEY. 

for large deposits of it, which , if obtained, will prove 
valuable to those who may own the mines. Vana
dium forms a beautiful dark blue color on silk, with 
tannogallic acid, and it is  stated to be very perm 110-

ment. A sufficient supply of this metal has not yet 
been obtained to introduce it into the useful arts . 

HADLEY'S PATENT TAP GUIDE. 

We present our readers this week with an illustra· 
Hon of a device for guiding taps, patented through the 
Scientific American Patent Agency. It is, we think, 

quite an original idea, nothing of the kind ever hav
ing come under our notice before. We have, how
ever, often seen the want of such an apparatus, and 
can cheerfully recommend it as being a very useful 
tool. It is very light and simple in its action. A 
cast- iron stand, D, having a hole through its center 
to admit the tap, A, is provided with a spring, C, and 

inventor assures us that 
a very great saving of 
time-as we can readily 
imagine to be the case-is 
effected by this simple but 
efficient device. Further 
information can be had of 
the patentee, Mr. William 
Swain Hadley, at the 
office of the Ledger, Phila
delphill., Pa. 

Effects of Frost on Iron. 
Mr. David Kirkaldy, of 

Glasgow, in a recently
published work detailing 
his experiments in testing 
the strength of iron and 
steel, also describes some 
experiments to test the 
effects of frost upon metal. 
A bar of Glasgow best bar 
iron, of i-inch diameter, 
was forged into ten bolts, 
and six of them were ex
posed all night to intense 
frost, in the month of De
cember,  1860, then tested 
next morning when the 
thermometer stood at 230 
Fah. The other four belts 

were kept warm all night and protected during testing. 
Three of the ten bolts were tested with gradual, and 
seven of them with sudden strains. With gradual 
strains the bolts exposed to frost gave way with 54, 385 
Ibs. strain ; the unfrozen bolts stood a strain of 55,717 

Ibs.-a difference of 2·3 per cent in favor of the latter. 
When submitted to sudden strains the difference was 
3 · 6  per cent in favor of the unfrozen bolts. The 
frozen bolts had been covered with a layer of ice, but 
thflir temperature was much higher than that expe
rienced in America. In Canada, where the tempera
ture is very low during winter, one of the chief ma
chinists on the Grand Trunk Railroad informed us 
that the effects of frost were destructive ,  almost be
yond comprehension, upon their locomotives. Fine 
Ii brous iron is the least affected in its strength by 
frost. 

SIR DAVID BREWSTER ON THE PATENT LAWS . 

We would direct attention to the elegant address 
of the venerable Scottish philosopher, Sir David Brew
ster, on another page. He points out in a graphic 
manner the absurdities of Sir William Armstrong in 
advocating free trade in inventions as compared 
with free trade in manufactures and natural products. 
The latter is free trade with the consent of the pro
ducers, the former is trading in the products of others 
against their consent. The one principle may be in 
perfect accordance with equity, the o ther certainly is 
not. The scienti5.c attainments of Sir David Brew
ster have gained for him a world-wide reputation. 
He has always been a friend of the meckanic and in
ventor, and his object in bringing this subject before 
the University of Edinburgh was to enlist the j udg
ment of educated perdOns on the side of right. He 
informed his audience that it was bis firm belief that 
" every educated man has a substantial interest in a 
due protection to inventors. "  This sentence deserves 
to be written in " letters of gold. " 

A HINT TO OYSTER-EATERs.-When too many oys
ters have been incautiously eaten, and are felt lying 
cold and heavy in the stomach , we have an infallible 
remedy in hot milk, of which half a pint may be 
drank, and it will quickly dissolve the oysters into a 

bland, cream jelly . -Exchange. 
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TO OUR FRIENDS. 
NOW IS THE TIME TO FORM CLUBS. 

With our next number another volume of this 
j ournal closes. We appeal to its friends in all sec
tions of the country where mail facilities exist to en
deavor to form clubs for the coming year. We feel 
justified in asserting that no other journal in this 
country furnishes the same amount of useful reading, 
and especially at the extraordinarily low price at 
which it is; furnished. The present high price of 
paper has rendered it necessary that we should some
what increase the subscription price of the SCIENTIFIC 

AMERICAN, but by availing themselves of our clubbing 
rates persons may obtain the journal on very reason
able tel·ms even now. We are obliged to pay moro 
than double the price we did one year ago for the 
same quality of white paper that the SOIENTIFTO 

AMERICAN is printed on, while the subscription price 
to clubs is only a fraction more than formerly. 

The long winter evening must be relieved of its 
dullness, and we must keep reading and thinking, 
and thus be prepared to overcome temporary difficul
ties and open new channels of wealth and prosperity. 
Friends, send in your clubs ; at least renew your own 
subscriptions promptly. 

See prospectus on the last page of this number. 

A FEW WORDS TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS ON THE 
CLOSING VOLUME. 

The period has arrived when we are about to close 
another volume of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN . The 
subscription term of nearly five thousand readers will 
expire with the next number, and with more than 
our usual solicitude we request a renewal of their 
patronage. We feel encouraged in doing this as we 
have received the most gratifying assurances from all 
our correspondents, that the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN has 
been conducted during the past year with even more 
than its former acceptability. It has furnished profit
able and attractive information, we trust, to all its 
readers ; and its illustrations and typography are un
equaled by any other periodical devoted to the litera
ture of the mechanical arts. It has been the aim of 
its publishers and editors to make it a creditable 
representative of American invention and enterprise, 
and it is universally admitted that it occupies this 
position and stand3 alone as the popular expositor 
an(l repertory of American art and science. It is a 
periodical respecting which our mechanics generally 
have said they " feel proud of it, and it deserves the 
patronage of all ."  As it is impossible to maintain 
such a large and cheap illustrated paper without a 
very extensive list of subscribers, we solicit all our 
readers to exert their infl uence and to labor more 
than usual to obtain for us new subscribers among 
their acquaintances. 

The proprietorli of the SCIENTIFIC .AMERICAN will 
spare no effort to render th" next volume acceptable 
to all its readers, and, if possible, superior to its 
predecessors. According to our established rule, the 

paper will be discontinued to all whose subscriptions 
expire, but we hope to experience the satisfaction of 
not being required to erase a single name from our 
mail books . 

THE MANUFACTURE OF PRINTING PAPER. 

The invention of movable types, stereotyping, the 
machine for casting type, and improvements in the 
printing press have undoubtedly tended to advance 
knowledge by the aids which they have furnished in 
providing cheap literature ; and at the same time, it 
it is equally true that improvements in the art of 
paper-making have done as much in effecting the same 
object. But all the improvements in type-making, set
ting type, and printing would be of little avail in 
advancing knowledge, if a sufficient supply of paper 
at a moderate cost was not obtainable.  Paper really 
forms the item of greatest cost in the art of book
making. Improvements in machinery for making 
paper and in the art of bleaching it, but above all a 
great reduction in the cost of the raw material-cot
ton-have reduced the cOht of paper so much below 
what it was during the last century that books and 
periodicals have of late years been produced at an 
unexampled and gratifyingly low cost. A change, 
however, has suddenly come over that state of things. 
Printing papel· which, eighteen months ago, was 
selling at six cents per pound has advanced in price 
three-fold ; and as a consequence, all kinds of pub
lications must be raised in price also. 'l'he causes of 
this are a depreciated currency, an increase of taxa
tion ; and, above all, a scarcity of the raw material
cotton-due to the war in our country, which has of 
course almost entirely suppressed the Southern cot
ton trade. 

In the year 1857 , cotton rags, of which paper is 
chiefly made, became scarce for a brief period ; and 
paper advanced in price one-half of its former rate. 
Much excitement was occasioned thereby, and great 
energy was displayed in making efforts to furnish a 
substitute for cotton and linen rags. Newspapers 
and other periodicals then teemed with treatises re
specting the manufacture of paper from straw, wood, 
flax cotton, and numerous other materials. Several 
good improvements were then undoubtedly made in 
preparing straw, grasses and wood for making 
paper ; but when the price of cotton rags fell, all 
the new materials, except in a few cases, were 
abandoned. The present prospects, however, offer 
no hope of a sufficlent supply of cotton rags being 
obtainable for several years to come ; therefore some 
substitute is imperatively required, and, judging 
from the present prices of the raw material, it is 
reasonable to conclude that many substitutes can be 
furnished at leES cost. Paper can be manufactured 
from every vegetable substance that contains fiber
the minute threads of vegetable tissue. 

The oldest known paper was made of the papyrus, 
an aquatic plant growing in Egypt. The Chinese 
made paper from cotton before the Christian era ; 
and the Arabians introduced the art of making paper 
from cotton and linen into Spain in the eleventh 
century. In 1719, Reaumer the E'rench scientist, 
published an essay, in which he stated that paper 
could be made of wood and hornets' nests ; and in 
1734, Seba, a Belgian writer on natural history, 
stated that good paper could be made from the alga 
marina or sea-grass. In 1751,  M. Guettard, of France, 
exhibited specimens of paper made of the bark, wood 
and leaves of trees,  and also from various plants ; 
and in 1756, during a scarcity of linen rags, paper 
was made of s traw in Germany. In 1772, a book 
was issued in Germany by Jacob Christian Schaffer�, 
of Ratidbon, which was printed upon sixty specimens 
of paper, made of as many different materials. There 
is a copy of this remarkable volume in the library 
of the Smithsonian Institution at Washington. 
Among the paper materials of which it is composed 
are hornets' nests, sawdust, moss, beech, aspen, . mul
berry, pine, hop vines, hemp, leaves of aloes, barley 
straw, wheat straw, broom corn, thistle stalks, and 
almost every material which has been proposed of 
late year& as a substitute for cotton and linen rags in 
paper manufacture. We have adduced these facts to 
show that printing paper not only can be, but has 
been made of an innumerable variety of materials. 
The simple reason why they have not been common
ly used is because paper could be made cheaper from 
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cotton rags, owing to the low price of the latter and be
cause they could be easily reduced to pulp. But this 
state of things has changed , and a favorable oppor
tunity is now presented for the employment in 
paper· making of some of the materials above enum
erated . 

A few weeks ago, we published some account of 
the progress made in Austria, in the mauufacture of 
paper from the fibers of maize·corn. We may learn 
something from Austria in the manufacture of both 
cloth and paper from maize fiber, as a substitute for 
cotton. We have lately examined a very beautiful 
pamphlet prepared by Professor J. Arenstein, and 
printed on paper composed of pulp made of maize, 
cotton and linen fiber. 'rhe quality of this paper re
sembled that of the flne " Indian wove" that is 
used for the prints of steel engravings. We are in
formed that a great number of works in the German 
language are now printed on maize paper at the Im
perial Printing Office in Vienna. There are also es
tablishments at Vienna and Schloglmule, where 
maize flax is spun and wov€n into cloth in consider
able quantities. It is to this substance that we wish 
to direct particular attention at this time. There is 
no country in the world where the raw material for 
maize paper can be obtained in such abundance and 
perfection as in the United States. Its fiber-un
like that of cotton-is not free, but is cemented and 
imbedded in vegetable gluten and albumen, which 
require to be removed by chemical and mechanical 
processes before it is fit for making paper. What 
the expense of these processes may be we are unable 
to say ; but the present high price of cotton rags 
warrants us in urging experiments with · this mate
rial , in the confident hope that it may be economically 
employed in the manufacture of paper. 

RELIEF FOR ENGLISH OPERATIVES. 

Subscriptions to the fund for the relief of the work
ing-classes thrown out of employment in Great Britain 
by the failure of the cotton supply are coming into 
the committee very rapidly. We are not of t.hat class 
who are fond of doing a good deed and then publish
ing it, but we cannot help saying that the action of 
the Chamber of Commerce and Corn Exchange, in 
this city, is in striking contrast to that of many of 
the British merchants abroad, who seem to have let 
no opportunity sl ip to inflict inj ury and damage upon 
our commercial interests . The sum of $100,000 has 
already been subscribed for this noble object, &ond 
Messrs .  N. L. & G. Griswold have genewusly ten
dered a new ship of large capacity, to carry abroad 
such provisions as may be contributed or purchased 
with the money collected toward relieving the suffer
ing poor of Lancashire and other manufacturing dis
tricts in England. 

Many of the railroad companies whose lines lead 
into New York have consented to transport over 
their respective roads corn, flour and other provisions, 
from the West to this city, free of charge ; and it is 
expected that most of the We&tern roads will net be 
behind the Eastern lines of transportation in carry
ing forward this humane work. 

It is hoped that half a million of dollars' worth of 
the products of the country may thus be poured into 
the lap of the suffering operatives of Great Britain. 
One of the publisner5 of the SOIENTIFIC AMERICAN is 
on the committee for receiving SUbscriptions to the 
" International Relief Fund ;" and any contributions 
remitted to this office for the cause will be acknowl
edged, and the amount handed over to A. A. Low, 
Esq. , the Treasurer of the fund in this city. 

NATIONAL WORKSHOPS. 

The Secretary of the Navy, in his receht report to 
Congress on the condition of affairs under his super
vision, urges, among other matters, the establish
ment of national foundries and forges, wherein a 
heavier class of wrought and cast- iron work cah be 
made than it is possible, in his opinion , to do in OUr 
private shops. We cannot see the utility of such a 
measure. It is true that at present the rolling mills 
and foundries of the country are urged to their ut
most capacity in order to meet the demands made 
upon them for plating, &c. ; but this is owing to the 
limited time allowed to the proprietors to fulfill their 
contracts, as also to the imprrative needs of the coun
try. To uuild and fit out a fleet offrom forty to fifty 
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iron-clad vessels and batteries might well tax the I non· compliance with the provi8ions of their pledge. 
energies of any nation unburthened by war and with How can a Government exact forfeit from itself? 
all its departments of government in a prosperous We repeat that, in our opinion, the country has no 
condition. How much morc difficult is it, then, to do need of national shops at this or any subsequent pe
so when i ts force is paralyzed, and its energies are riod, further than those which are necessary to com
benumbed by the rampant treason and insubordina- plate repairs upon ships already in service ; and we 
tion which is detected on every side ! If it were a doubt very much whether these could not be better 
paramount object, in founding such national estab- accomplished in private shops. The work which has 
lishments, to secure a better and more thorough class been done for Government by first-class companies of 
of workmen than could otherwise be obtained, we the kind just alluded to, has always, or in most cases, 
could most heartily co-operate with the Secretary and been up to the mark, but can as much be said for 
second his efforts in all possible ways. Such is not those engines which have been remodeled under 
the case. No better workmen can be found in this Government supervision? 
country, or in any other, than those which throng An example of the incompetency of the Govern
our private foundries ; it is immaterial whether they ment to carry on such great undertakings is well at
be native or foreign. If they are exotic, they have tested in the miserable war-vessels which it has hith
been attracted hither by the superior wages they re- erto built. It is a fact that the best war-vessels now 
ceive, as well by the increased social and political priv- in the service were built by contract with eminent 
ileges they enj oy. ship-builders. 

To establish national workshops is to offer a pre- --------------

mium for all sorts of incapables, who may have po- BRING ON THE PAPER STOCK ! 

litical influence ; and it is now, or has been until 
very recently, as difficult to obtain employment in 
Government yards as if there were no especial hurry 
or urgency. We hal'e this statement from good me
chanics who have sought for work and not found it, 
owing wholly to their being unacquainted with " some 
influential man in their district," or their entire ig
norance of all kinds of political machinery. Not 
only can these facts be established, but it is also true 
that, at a period when the Government required the 
services of engineers of experience to fill acting ap
pointments on the transport, dispatch, and iron-clad 
vessels and batteries which it was constructing, this 

So earnest and pressing has become the demand 
for paper, and so imperative are the public needs, 
that the attention and ingenuity of nearly every in
terested person in the community is turned toward 
this subject. The high price of cotton and the scarcity 
of rags are urged by dealers as legitimate excuses for 
enhancing the cost and diminishing the supply of the 
manufactured article. We are inclined to think ,  
however, that one very strong reason can b e  adduced 
for the increased price, which has been carefully kept 
in the background ; and that is, the mania for specu
lation with which the nation is bitten, and which 
has infected this branch of commerce in common wifh 

same politkal shibboleth presented itself and be- most others. 
came a grievous stumbling block in the way of men Nine cents per pound are now paid by dealers for 
who really desired to ser ve their country. Thi. error old newspapers, pamphlets, and , in fact, waste paper 
has been practiced to the injury of the acting navy of all description, and we urge all who have, at this 

appointments. time, any store of the above articles, to bring them 
National workshops would not obviate the difficul- forth and consign them to the warehouse. Authors 

ty alluded to, by any means. How vast or how great who may have on their hands tuns of unsaleable 
would the Secretary have this or these establish- editions, the merits of which the public obstinately 
ments? Or how large a sum would he be willing to and mulishly refused to see, can now recover their 
recommend Congress to appropriate for the purpose? expended time a nd treasure by retailing their brains, 
How long would it take to build such a national like beef or pork, at so much per pound. Let not 
workshop or shops, and how many subsidies would these gentlemen imagine that their flowers of rhetoric 
have to be provided for friends of the contractors? will be lost, their sonorous periods fall dead and still
What length of time would elapse before the shops born, or that their passionate and eloquent appeals 
were stocked with tools, and what eminent firms will be lost to fame. No ! They will all be merged 

would recdve the whole contracts for supplying into one grand chaos, in common with thousands, yea, 
them ? What antediluvian systems and what crab- millions of others. Where is Train and his pam
like progression would be inaugurated in spite of the phlets? Now is the time for hi!U to reap glory and 
protests of the mechanical world outside of these profit-twin honors that seldom go hand in hand. 
fostering Government yards ! It is not chimerical, in We heard, but the other day, of some persons who 
view of former experience in these matters, to assert realizp d  about seventy-five dollars as the proceeds of 
that f,woritism could be the rulc, and that manifest the sales of numberless books and waste papers of all 
injustice to a deserving class of men would be prac- kinds. In fact, for all we know to the contrary, 
ticed. there may have been some love-letters among them 

It is hinted that the private establishments cannot -some tender missives full of pathos and bathos
turn out suffident work to answer the demand, as letters, yellow and dim with age, written over on all 
also that they cannot make as large a class of forg- sides, crossed and re-crossed, signed with all sorts of 
ings or castings as might be desirable. These are romantic titles, breathing vows of affection unchange
are singular assertions in view of the facts. At able-epistles, in short, which were once priceless 
this writing, all the foundries in the country are but arc worth at this time-just nine cents per 
busy on the heaviest kind of work-shafts ,  cylin- pout;d ! It is well to be careful, however, in pull
ders, boilers, all of the first class in respect to di- ing out and selling this rubbish, as there is one in
mensions, are going forward on every hand. What stance on record, which occurred in Philadelphia, of 
Government could do more? There are steam ham.- a valuable ledger belonging to a merchant being 
mers and foundry floors that will, in respect to the found among a lot of old books sent to the paper 
former, fabricate armor plates or shafts that no ship dealer. Persons who live at a distance can collect 
in the navy could carry ; and as to the latter, there 
are pits where such slight things as condensers weigh
ing thirty-five and forty tuns can be constructed. If 
there is any especial need for more massive products 
of better material than are now furnished, we are 
much in error. 

But there is yet another point which would, we 
think, act materially against the successful operation 
of national workshops. And this is the contract sys
tem which the Government observes toward private 
establishments, and is properly insisted upon to guard 
against fraud and delay. How can there be any guar
antee to the public, in a time like the present, that 
their interests are consulted as far as possible, equal 
to that now afforded by the spectacle of the private 
workshops in the various States in full blast night 
and day? Not only this, but heavy forfeits are in
sisted upon from the contractors, both as a spur to 
them and a remuneration to the people in case of 

all their stores of this kind, put them in a large 
washtub, wet them and mash them into a pulp or 
nearly so, then drain them entirely dry 8,nd send 
them to market. It is not necessary to put in any
thing beside paper-sand does not add to the value of 
the stock, nor, in fact, does any foreign matter, and 
dealers will rigidly reject all such as has the appear
ance of being adulterated. The old paper is put into 
the picker and torn to pieces the same as rags ; the 
ink is then bleached out of it, and it is worked over 
in the usual manner. Probably no better opportuni
ty will be offered in many years than is presented at 
the present time to dispose of lumber of this sort. 
H is a good time to clean the literary house. 

White rags, at the present time, are worth twelve 
cents per pound and colored rags eight, and every 
scrap and thread that can be put in the market goes 
just so far toward answering the demand and conse
quently diminishing the price. 

Bring out the rags and papers, then, and let us 
retain our reputation as a nation of readers ! 

ORDER IN THE ENGINE-ROOM. 

'l'here is much force in the old saying extant that 
" order is heaven' s fust law. " We can testify to this 
virtue as being a most excellent one in conducting 
sublunary affairs. Most especially is it needful in 
places and situations that are full of complicated and 
costly machinery. 

The duty of the engine-room consists of a certain 
fixed routine, in ordinary cases. In the morning the 
water is tried in the boilers, the fires are lit, the 
pressure evolved, and the engine or engines set in 
motion ; supposing them to be in good order, they 
run without cessation, except such as may naturally 
arise in the operations of the wOIkshop ; it may be 
that a belt runs off, gets caught in the shafting, or 
similar occurrences. N ow in all these details, from 
the first to the last, we must have order and regu
larity. If an engineer comes in of a dark wintl y 
morning and has to light his fire, he must know ex
actly where to lay his hand on the match box. He 
must know where the lantern has been left, in what 
particular corner the shovel stands ; in fact, possess 
that intricate knowledge of the situation which a 

blind man seems to have, intuitively, of his surround
ings ; only where the latter gropes, the engineer 
must use the means nature has fundshed him, eyes 
and brains, and rely unhesitatingly upon them. 

A well-ordered and well-kept eugine-room is re
marked at once by all persons, and the conductor of 
the machinery praised accordingly ; but the sloven 
meets only with contempt. When we see the screw 
wrench kicking around under foot, the hammer half 
in the bed plate and half out, a flat chisel or two 
laying just where they will soon roll off into some 
part of the valv.e gear, half' a dozen washers, some 
lamp wick, a little red lead, and ends of india-rubber 
in a heaped-up mess in one corner, intermingled 
doubtless with two or three old pipes-we have the 
key at once to the way in which business is carried 
on in that place. Such sights as these are by no 
means uncommon, and upon viewing them, we 
generally go to the cylinder, and it is oftener the 
case than otherwise, that we hear · the rings slatting 
back and forth with each alternate stroke, or else 
giving the peculiar excruciating grunt that a cy linder 
emits when requiring lubrication. We assert, un
hesitatingly, that an engineer who is carele ss of ex

ternals will be reckless of the internal cond ition of 
his engine and machinery. Read the papers un
questionably, when you can do so without interfer
ing with your business ; but do not sit down to do 
so with this or any other article in your hand before 
you have put things to right frst. Slovenliness 
makes waste, and waste makes want-if not to you 
in one shape, it certainly wi ll in another ; and we 
would impress upon the engineel'ing fraternity in 
general to keep their room and tools neat and 1n 
good order. There are many advantages arising from 
it which will be felt not alone in comfort and con
venience but in the moral value of the lesson. 
Many and many a serious acciden t has heen averted 
by reason of the engineer ' s  knowledge of the situation 
of his tools. Many shipwrecks and breakages gener
ally have been prevented by having the axe or ham
mer at hand, the chisels in the rack, the screw 
wrench in the locker, j ust where they can be reached 
at a moment' s  notice ; instead of their being down in 
the coal bunkers, left in the boiler when the man
hole plates were last taken off, or indeed thrown 
down in onc corner so dark and unexplored that the 
tools never see the light of day again. Let us have 
order and reguladty, and our predictions of disaster 
will rarely, if ever, be verified. 

MUSK-RAT HousEs,-It is generally believed by 
" old trappers," who onght to know more about it 
than any body else, that the formation, strength and 
hight of the musk-rat houses is a sure precursor of 
high or low water during the spring succeedi ng their 
construction. Now, if there is any tru t h  in this, 
then we may expect a raging high flood next spring, 
for it  is a fact that the average h igbt of th e musk-rat 
houses is at least two feet higher than for Faveral 
years past. We leave the subject for naturalists to 
investigate. -St .  Paul Union. 
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NEW EXPERIMENTS WITH GUNS AND TARGETS. 
fact that strikes in the several trades are daily taking 
place, with more or less success, according to the na-
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New Oement.-A patent has been taken out by H. D. 
Another set of experiments with flat-headed solid ture of their demands. We are not of that school of 

bolts and flat- fronted shells took place place at Shoe- philosophers who think fine spun theories necessary 

bury ness, England, on the 14th ult. , and elaborate to decide upon the relations of labor and capital. A 

accounts of the trials are given in the London Times fair day's  work for a fair day 's  wages should be the 

and several other journals . In this case the trial standard, and then let individual skill and excellence 

was with a stronger target than had ever before been determine the rate of remuneration in solitary cases. 

used, and at a greater range. Again the guns lind It has been our fortune to mingle with mechanics to 

projectiles came off victorious. The target was 10 some extent, and we have invariably found this sen

feet high and 15 feet in breadth ; the upper plates timent to be the prevailing one among the most in

were 4z inches thick, the lower ones 5 inches, and telligent and reflecting of them. Societies of what so

the backing was composed of 18 inches of teak wood ever nature fall very far short of exercising any ma

and an inner skin plate tth of an inch thick. Th� terial good upon the general welfare of those trades 

top and sides of the target were inclosed like a box which they profess to serve-at least such has been 

to resemble the between-decks of a ship. A 70 their history in this country.  

pouuder gun was placed at a distance of 600 yards We have seen many a promising institution arise, 

and a 120-pounder at 800 yards. The latter gun was based upon the assumed necessities of employers and 

first fired with a Whitworth shell and a charge of 27 their compulsory compliance with certain fixed rules 

lbs. of powder. The projectile wcighed l5l lbs. , and of wages, and we have seen the same fade and fall 

was filled with 5 lbs. of powder. It left the muzzle through want of unanimity and proper organization. 

of the gun with a velocity of 1 , 500 feet per second, So soon as the leaders of these societies had secured 

and it struck the center of the 5-inch plate when its their own particular advancement, the lesser lights 

speed was 1 , 220 feet per second. This shell passed in the company were left to their own devices ; t hen 

through the target and burst inside. The hole made bickerings and disputes very soon demolished what

was a clean cut, 8 inches in diameter ; but the burst ever remained of the brotherhood. Far be it from us, 

ing of the shell did comparatively little damage be- in discussing these questions, to assume any tone 

yond that of a solid shot. The second shot fired was that might be mistaken for levity. The right to ask 

similar to the first, and with like results . These for increased wages is undeniably and manifestly cor

bolts were made of steel . A third shot was then rect, but the right to grant any such advance rests 

fired with a fiat-fronted cast-iron shell which weighed solely with the employer and his needs. This has 

130 lbs_ This shot, when it struck the target broke been our ground always, and we maintain as a prin

into fragments and only made an indentation two ciple that no man should be discharged or degraded 

inches deep. The hst shot fired was with a sol id in rank because, like Oliver Twist, he dares to ask 
steel shot which weighed 130 Ibs. ; it also went through for more. 

Scott, of Chatham, England, for the manufacture of 
a new composition called " Scott' s cement, "  the speci
fication of which we condense from Newton' s London 
Journal of Arts. Quick-lime in the state of powder is 
submitted to the action of sulphurous acid gas. The 
slacked lime is passed through a revol ving screen 
which sifts it, then it is carried down a shaft lined 
with fire-brick, which shaft is heated by a fire out
side. The heated lime, in a thin shower, is here met 
by a stream of heated sulphurous acid gas and is im
pregnated with it. The gas is prepared by placing 
sulphur in an iron vessel, having a fire underneath 
it ; and as the sulphur burns, the gas is given off in 
large quantities. One pound of sulphur to 80 pounds 
of lime is required. Iron pyrites may he used in 
place of pure sulphur. The sulphurous gas is also 
conducted to mingle with the flames of a furnace be
fore it mixes with the lime, so as to combine with a 
considemble quantity of oxygen. The lime thus im
pregnated with the SUlphurous acid gas is  now cooled 
and is fit for use as a cemeut. In nature this cement 
is similar to roasted plaster-of-paris, and may be used 
for like purposes . 

the target. Strikes, though apparently beneficial, are in no 

The trial t hen took place with the 70-pounder at wise so ; they are at best but a specious remedy for 

600 yards distance. It was fired with a steel shell an assumed disease that lies far beyond their reach . 

which weighed 81 lbs. , and a charge of 13 Ibs . ,  of There can be no general system of fixed wages in any 

powder. The shell struck the 4�-inch plate, passed community, fvr every man, in most cases, will flarn 

through the wood to the inner plate and burst. Two just such sums as his skill entitles him to ; that there 

other similar shots were fired with like results. are exceptions to this rule we readily acknowledge, 
These experiments have proved that solid iron but as to the main part of our statement the facts re

plates of five inches in thickness, backed with 18 main incontrovertible. Another feature of these re

inches of wood, and a plate of tths of an inch thick volts against natural laws, is the reaction that takes 

(making a total of nearly six inches of iron and 18 place immediately after the furore and excitement of 

of wood) , can be pierced with ease at great distances their inauguration ; those who have been instrumcn

by s teel shells. And on the other hand they have tal in starting them, and who were the first to receive 
demonstrated that cast-iron projectiles are almost the advance, are quietly set aside and their places 

useless in firing against such thick plates. 'l'he guns supplied with other men at the earliest moment. 
were rifled, and, with the projectiles, were furnished Only by mutual co operation can a proper state of 

by Mr. Joseph Whitworth. The rifling was octag- fceling exist between the employer and the employed. 

onal in the large gun and hexagonal in the smaller. Conflicting interests produce jarring and dcrange-

As a bit of advice to our Secretary 01 the Navy, ment where only concord should exist ; and we can 
who has advocated so strongly the organization of say, feelingly and truthfully, that any trade which 
national workshops, on the plea that private estab- loses sight of the fundamental principles upon which 
lishments caunot furnish such good materials and' the value of labor is based, not only inflicts a tem

workmanship, we would state that the BritiEh dock- porary injury upon its members but a future and 

yard shops have always failed to make l'eliable plates permanent one, which results in depreciating its 

-the best have been furnished by private establish- morale to such an extent that it sinks very low in 
ments. the public estimation. Very generally, however, the 

, .., .. , requests of the workmen have been met, as all em-
THE DRAIN OF LABOR. ployers have seen that the advance demanded was by 

the nature of things not improper. 
]'rom all parts of the country we hear continued 

complaints of the scarcity of labor, not only from the 
farmers, but also from the manufacturer� and mer
cha�ts . In some of the western States, if we may 
credIt our excha�ges, the cost of reaping the crops 
has been greatly mcreased by the delay which has 
occurred in getting the grain to market ; as also b 
the higher rates it has been found necessary to pay fo� 
" help ." The reason for this stringency' is apparent ; 
the reapers of the fields toil now in other scenes. 
Stc:l, no longer harmless but deadly, is wielded by 
theu stur?y �rms ; the saw, the hammer, nay even 
the pen, 

.
he8 Idle and useless while the graver and 

more w:lght�
, 
mat

.
ters of " life, liberty and the pursuit 

of happmess claIm the attention of the nation. 
In

. 
our �w� city it has been frequently said by 

parties, wlthm our own hearing, that their business 
was suffering for want of hands, and from this office 
may be seen every day full regiments of the rank and 
file, the bone and sinew of the various trades and 
handicrafts, marching away to the seat of war. It is 
a nice question and a vexatious one, to decide how 
far the absence of portions of a trade will affect the 
standard of wages of those who remain. We should 
be ignorant of passing events if we were blind to the 

WE invite our readers to notice the Im'ge amount 
of original matter contained in this number . Our 
editorial staff is strong, and we never labored harder 
to make our columns acceptable and profitable to 
our generous patrons_ We are determined as the 
difficulties increase in respect to the enormous rise in 
paper , to work all the harder to make the SCIENTIFIC 
AMERICAN more acceptable and valuable to its read
er�. All we want is your steady patronage, and we 
wlll do our part to the best of our ability. 

A GOOD DAY ' s  WORK.-We determined to act out 
oar advice given in another article to " bring on the 
paper stock ;" consequently we spent one day in scour
ing every nook and corner of our office for the pre
cious material. The result astonished us. We had 
an accumulation of 3 , 500 lbs. of useless material, 
which we readily sold at nine cents per pound, which 
netted a handsome remuneration for our day's  work. 

, • •  I 
RAISING SUNKEN SHIPS-OF-WAR.-The ship-of-the

line, United States, sunk in Norfolk navy yard when 
that place was evacuated by our forces, has been 
raised ; and men are now at work on the Oumberland 

which was sunk by the Merrimac. 
' 

Artificial :DIolder' s  Sand.-Melted pig metal from 
blast furnaces is usually run into molds of natural 
sand. A patent has been obtained by John Gjers of 
Middleborough, England, for the production of

' 
an 

artificial material which he states is superior to the 
natural sand. It consists of the slag of blast furnaces 
which when in a molten state, is run into a vessei 
containing water, wherein, by sudden cooliug, it be
comes divided into minute particles. These are then 
passed between heavy rollers and crushed, and in this 
condition used for molding. When employed for 
making " pig beds " instead of natural sand, the pigs 
come out of the molds much cleaner. On the outside 
of iron pigs run into ordinary sand beds, there is 
always a coating of silica. This requires the employ
ment of lime or oyster shells in the cupola furnace 

fl ·  
' 

as a ux when the pIgS are smelted for castings. 
The employment of this attificial sand obviates the 
use of lime in the cupola furnace. This material re
duced to a fine state, when mixed with moldina- sand 
in foundries, renders it superior in the production of 
smooth castings, 

Hardening and Tempering Steel Wire . - R. Hadfield and 
J.  Shipman, of Sheffield, have secured a patent for 
hardening and tempering steel wire to be used for 
crinoline and other purpo�es. 'rhe furnace for heat
ing the wire is constructed with fire-clay slabs hav
ing channels through which the wire is drawn

' 
upon 

a reel. In close proximity to the end of the furnace 
i� placed a trough containing a composition, consist
ing of about one pound of tallow and one pound of 
resin to every gallon of oil. This i� the hardening 
composition, and a stream of cold water flows con
stantly through the water trough to keep the harden, 
ing composition cool.  The wire is drawn through 
th: resin and oil composition, and passes through 
ChIPS of leather to remove the surplus oil. The wire 
being thus hardelled is carried along continuously 
under a roller, thence through a tempering bath of 
molten lead, then through a considerable space ex
posed to the atmosphere to cool it  before it is finally 
wound upon the reel. The speed of the reds for 
drawing the wire is proportioned to the time requisite 
for heating, hardening, tempering and cooling, ac
cording to the thickness of the wire operated upon. 

Paper from Hay and Beet Root . -A patent has been 
obtained by J. H.  Johnson . of London, for making 
paper from sea wra�k (zostera marina) , the residuum 
of the beet-root and commqn hay. These substances 
in about equal proportions, are first immersed in � 
lime bath for about 24 hours, and are thereby reduced 
to a coarse pulp. They are then boiled in a boiler 
for about 12 hours in a solution of caustic soda, un
der a pressure of 60 pounds on the square inch, and 
when taken out are washed in water, then treated 
with carbal'!otic acid, and afterward bleached with 
chloride of lime and sulphuric acid, in the same 
manner that rag pulp is bleached. The subsequent 
processes are also similar to those which common 
pulp undergoes. 

TEA to the value of $7,500,000 is annually imported 
into Russia. A person taking  tea once a day will 
conSUlne about 7� lbs. in a year. 
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The following are some of the most important im
provements for which Letters Patent were issued from 
the United States Patent Office last week. 'l'he claims 
may be found in the official list. 

Revolving Fire-arms.-This invention relates to that 
class of revolving fire-arms in which the bores of the 
chambers are continued right through the cylinder 
for loading them at the breech with metallic car
tridges. It consists in so constructing a slide for 
closing the opening provided in the recoil shield for 
the insertion of the cartridges into the chambers, 
and so applying the same in combination with the 
pawl by which the rotary motion of the cylinder is 
produced, that the said slide prevents the acts of cock
ing the hammer or rotating the cylinder, while it is 
open, and that the hammer, when cocked, prevents 
the said slide from being opened. James Jenkinson, 
of Brooklyn, N. Y. , is the inventor of this improve
ment. 

Device for Indicatrng the Elevation of Ordnance. -This 
invention consists in combining a sighting bar with 
a device for indicating the elevation of the piece, on 
the eame side of the gun as the latter device, so that 
the sighting of the gun and the adjustment of the 
elevation may be directed by the same man and at 
the same time. Charles B. Long, of Worcester, Mass. , 
is the inventor of this device. 

Officers' Shoulder Straps_-The object of tbis inven
tion is to obtain a shoulder strap which is less costly 
and more durable than those which are made of bull
ion embroidery, and which has a better appearance 
than those in which the border and bars are com
posed of metal plate,  and, at the same time, it has a 
desirable degree of flexibility ; to this end it consists 
in the construction of the border ef the shoulder 
strap of wire by coiling the wire upon a mandrel of 
half-round or nearly half-round shape to form the 
sides and IiInds of the border, lind combining the 
sides and ends by means of internal corner pieces 
stamped or otherwise formed of plate metal. It also 
consists in the use of a lining of wire cloth applied 
in combination with the coiled wire of the border for 
the purpose of better preserving the · form of the 
border and keeping the coiled wires from separating 
perceptibly in case of the bending of the strap. Gid
eon Robinson, of New York city, is the patentee of 
this invention. 

Drip Pots for Refining Sugar. -The drip pots com
monly employed for the draining of the molds in the 
manufacture of sugar are made with cast-iron bot
toms of uniform thickness, and in placing away the 
pots one above another in the sugar-house the bot
toms are often cracked or broken by being brought 
down violently upon the edges of the necks of those 
upon which they are placed. The object of this in
vention is to prevent such fracture, and to this end 
it consists in strengthening the bottoms by casting 
them with ribs projecting in such a manner that, in 
setting down the pots on the tops of others, the ribs , 
where the greatest strength is, will always strike the 
necks of the pots below them. Alexander Mackey 
and John W. Jarboe, of New York city, are the in
ventors of this improvement. 

Machine for Dressing Fibers.-This invention relates 
to the employment, in combination with each other 
and with suitable feeding rollers, of a series of combs 
or combs and scrapers attached to the periphery of a 
cylinder and a similar series attached to an endl>!ss 
belt, for the removal of the woody or pulpy portions 
of the leaves from the fiber. It consists in so ar
ranging the bearings of the shaft of the drums which 
carry the endle8s band, and those of the feed rollers 
as to leave the machine open bn one side to facili
tate the removal of the fibers ; and it further con
sists in so applying the upper feed roller as to allow 
the end next the open side of the machine to be 
raised for the purpose of permitting the uncombed 
ends of the leaves to be taken out of the machine. 
J . A. de Brame, of New York city, is the inventor of 
this improvement. 

Improved Harrow.-This invention consists in the 
arrangement of two or more rows of flanged teeth 
rounded at their front edges and secured to the frame 
in oblique positions, one row being inclined to the 
right and the other to the left, and so disposed that 
they cover the whole line, in combination with longi
tudinal triangUlar rib8 attached to the same framo 

with the teeth in such a manner that by the action 
of the teeth, when the harrow is drawn over the 
field, every particle of ground is disturbed and pushed 
off first in one direction and then in the other ; and 
by the action of the triangular ribs the ground is 
fully smoothed, pulverized and leveled. C. E .  Stel
ler, of Genesee, Wis . ,  is the inventor of this im
provement. 

ISSUED FROM THE UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE 

FOR THE WEEK ENDING DECEMBER 2 , 1862.  

Reported OfficiallY tor tM 8dent{li .. America; . 

*.* Pamphlet.s giving full particulara of the mode of applying for 
pfttents, under the new law which went into force March 2, 1861 , spedtYIng size of model required, and much other information useful to 
nventor�, may be had gratis by addressing MUNN &; CO.t Publisher 
of the SCIENTll'IO AIlERW .... N. New York.. 

3 7 ,030.-W. D. Andrews , of New York City, for an Im
provement in Steam Engines : 

I claim the construction of the valve with flanches, I I, attached re
spectively to the partitions, k k, and arrang�d to operate in conjunction with the ports, all in the manner herein shown and described. 

[This invention relates to valves of that class which effect the re
versal of the engine by reversing the relation of the steam and ex. 
haust pipes with two chambe.·s or passages, or seti of passages in the 
ste�m chest of the engine. It consists in a certain conslruction of 
luch valve of ring form, and a. certain arrangement of, the ports and 
passages or pipe connections in its Gasing, whereby the said valve 

3 7,038.-F. W. Hud son, of Leominster, Mass. , for an Im
provement in Apple-p arers : 

I claIm t�e arrangement of �h� gearing, E g h, disk. E, and shaft, 0,  substantially as Shown , for glV1l1g tbe fork I and apple thereon the two movements specified ; in combina tion wi'th' the knife arm, J, ar� rang.ed to opera �e ,  conjointly with the aforesaid parts through the me�lUm of the plDlOn, G, lever M, and flange, I, on disk, F, or their eqUIvalents, substantially as herein described. 
[This invention consists in arranging the fork on which the apple is 

placed with gearing, in such a manner that it. will by the turning of a 
crank rotate on its aXis, and also rotate in a circle in such relation 
with a knife or cutter that the apple will be properly pared ; the 
knife being so arranged as to operate conjointly with the fork to effect 
that result.] 

3 7 ,039.-D. M .  Gnnn and C. L. Cain, of O skaloosa, Iow a ,  
for an Improvement in Beehives : 

I claim, first, The springs or elastic projections, C, attached to the comb frames, B. as and for the purpose herein shown and described. Second, The false or sliding bottom, F, provided with a cleat, 1 ,  all around its edge, and an alighting board, n. and also provided with re. cesses, 1. in its under surface in connection with the notches m in the under side of the bottom, and in the lower edges of the s'ide; of 
�'�l;�.

ottom of the hive, Iiilubiiltantially as and for the purpose herein set 

(This invention relates, first, to an improvement in the construction 
of the comb·frames of the hive, whereby the bees are allowed a free 
passage from one comb-frame to the other, and the former rendered 
less liable than hitherto to join the comb8 of contiguous frames, and 
the gllard wires between the upper parts of the framu allowed to be 
placed lower in position than formerly, so as to prevent them being 
waxed or glued to the covel' of the bive. The inyention also relates to 
an improved means for keeping the comb-frames at a proper dh;tanc e 
apart, and also to a novel and improved arrangement of a false bot· 
tom applied to the hive in such a manner that the advantage of a 
proper ventilation is obtained, as well as facilities for cleaning the 
hive, and the guarding of the same against the ravages of the bee 
moth. ] 

37 ,040.-Snspended. 

3 7,041 .-Joseph Goodrich, of llfuscoda, Wis . ,  for an Im
provement in Sorghum Stripp ers : 

I claim the cutter, A, when constructed, arranged and operatin 
subSLantially as and for the purposei delmeated and set forth. 
37 ,042 .-Richards Kingsland , of New York City, for an Im

provement in Heaters and Ventilators for Tents : 
I claim the combination of the stoves, A B. drum, F, ventilatin� 

pipe, H, and discharge pipe, G, constructed and arranged to operate 
n manner substantially as and for the purpose set forth. 
I.This invention is formed of two of Kingsland's army stoves, to. 

gether with 8. long drum and ventilating pipe. The entire apparatus 
is nested together within a single stove. It has been fully tested, and and casing are enabled to be fi tted up entirely in a turning lathe, 

and the valve when in use is perfectly balanced.] bas received high commendation from the principal authorities in the 

3 7 ,031.-G. B. Bailey, of Greenfield,  Ind . ,  for an Improve-
army.] 

ment in Grain-cleaners : 37 ,043 .-Richards Kingsland, of New York City, for an 
I claim the curved guard plate arranged over the space, a, in Improvement in Army Stoves : cylinder, A, as herein set forth (or the purpoliile specified. I claim, first. A course of two or more stoves, A H, each having the 
[This innmtion consists in constructing a cylindrical screen with a form of an elliptical cyhoder with a flat upper surface, and provided 

longitudina.l opening in it, which is protected by a curved plate, ar- h�;�i:��:gl�fb���s�ob�: t���:�iet�:��\� %.'t 
a�o����rl;�ri�P:lt�i�I��� 

ranged in such a manner over said opening that grain may be readily other, in the manner and for the purposes explained. 
put into the cylinder, and the cylinder rotated in one direction with� O(�t�
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out the grain escaPing, and by rotating the cylinder in an opposite purposes explained. 
direction the &:rain will all escape through the guard opening.] [The object of this illveution'.is to produce a portable anti effective 
37,032 .-R. Chester,  of Chic ago , Ill . ,  for an Improvement stove parlIcularly for army purposes, capable of being tran'ported 

in Signal Lanterns : with ease and facility, and of being readily put up and used with a 

(jh��h�� s���n 
c7r���ns

a��o�ot)��ea:;���ees�Su� �� ��� r�:s:�:d;, � �; comparatively small quantity of 1uel. ] 
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t��e p������ 
delineated and set forth. 
3 7 ,033.-C. O. Crosby and Henry Kellogg, of Hartford, 

C onn. , for an Improvement in Machines for Frilling 
and Crimping : 

We claim, first, A crimper, acting substantia.lly as described, to 
crimp goods and to space the crimps, in combination with a table or 
platform and a holding mechanism or holder. substantially such as de
scribed, the combination acting substantially as specified, and we 
claim these also in combination with either one or two mechanisms 
for making stitches, substantially as specified. 

Second, We claim in combination, a crimper and ft, smoother, sub. 
stantially snch as described, and acting substa.ntially as specified to 
fold the crimps to an edge. 

Third, We c laim a crimper, whose acting edge is provided with 
slots, substantially as described, to admit the passage of a needle to 
secure the crimps as formed while said crImps are being held by the 
crimpp.r. 

Fourth, We claim in combination with a crimper, sub!tantially 
�
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retreating,.snbstantially in the manner and for the purpose specified, 
and, la.stly, we claim an auxilliary smoother, having a mode of opera
hon substantially such as specified in combination with R. crimper 
and a holder or holdine; mechanism, sub.5tantially such as described. 
37 ,034.-D. M. Cummings . of Enfield,  N .  H . ,  for an Im-

provement in Water Wheels : 
I claim the long and short sided buckets, A A A, of my improved 

water wheel, made substantially as herein described. 
I also claim the use of a combined series of long and short sided 

aC llte.a.ngled buckets, A A, when arranged within a water way. E, 
which is furnished with a series of stationary tangential shutes, K K. 
and with a connected series of movable connecting gates, :M M, sub· 
stantially in the manner and for the purpose herein �et f�l'th. . 

I also claim the arc�shaped open spaces� t t t, whleh Immedlately 
surround my improved wa.ter wheel, the saId spaces being outwardly 
bounded by the tangentifl.l chutes, K K, and the inner side of the 
water-way, E, substantially in the manner and for the purpose herein 
set forth. 
37,035.-H .  H. Day, of New York City, for an Improve-

ment in Elastic Bre eches for Ordnance : 
I claim an ela8tic breech-piece, composed of rubber or its equivalent, 

acting in combination with confined air, the whole being placed in 
rea.r of the charge, constructed substantially as above set forth, f.)r 
the purpose of lessening the pressure upon that part of t.he gun 
against which the gases press with greatest force in the act of explo
sion. 

[An engraving of this invention will soon be l'ublished in our 
columns.] 
3 7 036.-0. H. Dunham , of Washington, D. C. ,  for an Im, 

proved Lubricator for Steam Engines : 
I claim the combination of the simll1 t:;tneously.operating disk 

vah'es B }l"' with the tubes, 1\2 e2 and f2, arranged to provide inde
pende�t and unobstructed passages for the oil and steam, in manner 
substantially as and for the purposes explained. 

3 7 ,044.-Henry Kurth, of New Lotts, N. Y., for an 1m· 
provement in Tobacco Pipes : 

I claim the arrangement of the central opening, c, and weighted 
valve, d, in combination with the perforated plate, C, inserted into 
the bowl. A, of a smoking pipe, substantially in the manner and for 
the purpose shown and described. 

[The invention consists in the arrangement of a. weighted valve be. 
ing r¥tained by a perforated plate which is inserted in the bowl above 
its j unction with the stem, in such a manner that the inner end of 
the smoke channel is never closed by the tobacco in the bowl, and 
consequently a. good draught at the pipe is insured, and that by 
means of the central valve the spIttle and other impurities accumu· 
lating in the lower portlOn of the bowl can easily be removed without 
t.aking out the perforated plate.] 
3 7,045.--J. H. Mabb ett, of Mech anicsville,  N. Y., for an 

Improvement in Railroad Chairs : 
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lip, B, on the opposite side thereof, and each next adjoining the said 
recess or opening, E, on opposite sides of the same, in combination 
with the block, p. substantially as herein described and set forth. 

Second, I also claim supporting the head or table of railroad railk 
tit their respective joints on the outside thereof, and immediately un
der and adjoining the same, by means of the brace, B, in combina
tion with the bottom plate or bed ot the chair, and with the head 01' 
table of such rails, whereby great strength is given thereto, and un
due wear and fracture thereof prevented, substantially a.s herein de· 
scribed and set forth. 
37 ,046.-Alexander Mackey and J. W. Jarboe,  of New 

York City, for an Improvement in Drip Pots for Re
fining Sngar : 

'Ve claim the construction of a drip pot with a ribbed bottom, sub
sta.n tially as and for the purpose herein specified. 
37 ,047.-J. J. Marcy, of Meriden, Conn. , for an Improve 

ment in Lamp Burners : 
I claim the burner, B, having its tube, c, perforfl.ted at its lower end 

and encompassed by the �llard or fiunch, 1', in combination with the 
pC'rforated annular flancft or chimney supporter, C, applied to the 
tube, c, below the deflector or cone, d, all arranged as and for the pur
pose herein set forth. 

[The object of this invention is to obtain a lamp for burning coal oi 
with or \vilhout a glass chimney, and it consists in a peculiar arrange
ment of two perforated rims, a draught chamber and a cone or deflec� 
tor, ",'hereby the flame of the lamp will be suppli�d with D. requisite 
quantity of ail' to support proper combustion, and the draught ot air 
rendered uniform, so that the flame will not flicker, but give a steady 
light.] 
36 048.-I. M. Milbank , of Greenfield Hill, Conn . ,  for an , 

Improvement in Bre ech-loading Fire-arms : 
I claim the employment of a detached or loose breech-piece, 0, and 

a self·locking independent breech.wedge, D. arranged to operate to
gether in the manner herein shown and describf>d. 

[1'h1s invention relates to t.he use of a chambered breecb, which fits 
to the rear of tlle barrel with a valve-like joint, and which bas a move· 

scent.] ment toward and from the barrel, in a direction parallel therewitb, 
3 7  037.-John Firth and John Ingham, of Phillipsburg, and a lilUna movement to bril1g its. muzzle a\Jove the barrel for load-, N. J. , for an Improved Flask for Cast-iron Pipes :  • 

[This invention consists in a certain novel arrangement of two con
nected disk valves operating simultaneously with separate ports, 
whereby the steam or air from the part of the engine to be lubricated 
is conducted through the oil without interfering with its Gee 

I claim first, The combination substantially as set forth of' the two in&,. It consists in a certain improved arrangt.ment of such a. breech 
halveg, A

' and A',  of the flask hinged together. the sta�les, I,. or their in the frame of the gun and means of locking the same in connection 

T2;!lh�
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a a, and clamps, B B , or their eqUlvalents, with the barrel for firing, and unlocking the same preparatory to 
Second, The covers, H, of the holes, G, when. th� said covers are loading, whereuy a breech-loading fire:trm of exceedingly simple COll· 

f�l�Ife
t
��!���deOs���;e��Sk and adapted tf) prOjectIons on the same, 

. struction, and which i:i very  dm·'lble and t'lfccthYe, is obtained. 1 
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3 7 ,049.-Lewis and Jacob :!tliller, of Canton , Ohio , for 
an Improvement in Harvesting Machines : 

First, We claim in combination with a reversible mflin fr&me and eutting appara.tus, the double pa.wls &nd ratchets for connecting and disconnecting the driving wheels and axle, so that the necessary fast and 100M motions of the wheels upon their a.xles ma.y be had, whichever end of the main frame goes foremost, substantially as described. We also claim. in combination with a hinged pla.tform or cutting apparatus, the locating of the raker's position on the coupling bar, which connects said pla.tform or cutting apparatus with the main frame, substantially as described. 
We also claim, in combination with a hinged platform, finger bar 

and cutting apparatus, a double-hinged side or fence on said platform, so that the finger bar, cutters and platform attached to them, may be 
foldp-d up to or against the main frttme, so as to be carried by the main frame, substantially as described. 
37,050.-W. T. Nichols,  of Rutland, Vt. ,  for an Improve· 

ment in Motive Power : 
I claim a. treadle or rocker, E, constructed, arranged and opera.ted substantially in the manner and for the purpose �et forth. 

37 ,051 .-J. D. Otstot, of Springfield, Ohio , for an Improve· 
ment in Lifting Jacks : 

I claim, first, So connecting and combining the lever, B. with the stock and l ifting bar that it may be attached or detached, for- use or for transportation at It moment's notice, in the manner herein set 
forth. Second, The employment of the rod, d, in connection with the 
pawls, a a, for the purpose of detaching them from the teeth of the 
rack bar, when necessarv , substantially as specified. Third, The arrangement of the lever, B, the pawls, a a, the springs, 
c c, the rod, d, and the lIfting bar, E, in the manner and for the pur
pose specified. 
37 ,05 2 .-C. H .  Palmer,  of Lakevill e ,  Conn . ,  for an Im· 

provement in Repeating Guns : 
I claim, first, Presenting and thrusting the cartridges into the rear of the revolving barrel or series of such barrels in one point in its circuit, confining and discharging them at another point in such circuit, and removing the shells or cases In another part of such circuit, in the manner substantially 3015 set fonh. Second, The employment in such machines of the projections, g, and surface, i , arranged relatively to the breeches of the barrels, G, and tt') the surface, I, or their respective eqnivalentsl in the manner set forth, and this I claim whether the breeches of the barrels and 

the prOjections, g, or either of them, be adjustable or permanently fixed. Third. The employment in breech-loading arms, of the movable 
�h���er.' f��r����u��o�e t�l;�� :eXl}o:'�h.line with the barrel to be 

Fourth, The arrangement of the movable spont, N, springs, P and 
N2. and pUlliher, Q3, as herein set forth. Fifth, 'fhe spring guides, NI, arra.nged in an annular series around the path of the pusher, Q3, for the purpose set forth. Sixth, The clearing hooks, t t, arranged and operating as described, in connection with the revolving barrels, G. or their equivalents. Seventh, The clearing lever, U, oper&ted by the reciprocatlOll of the cleR.rillg hooks, t t, and cembined and arranged therewith, substantially as herein 8et forth. 
37 ,053 .-J. G. Perry, of South Kingston, R. I . ,  for an Im· 

proved Meat·cutter : 
I claim, first, The Cr)mbination of the two spiral.flaD;ged cylinders, differing from "ach other in the number of flanges and I II the speed at which they are driven, substantially as herein descrIbed and for the purposes set forth. Second, I claim the cross knives, 8, in combination with the case and cylinders, substantially as described and for the purpose set 

forth. 
37,054.-Titus Powers, of Philadelphia,  Pa. , for an Im· 

provement in Rifling Machines : 
I claim, first, The combination of the vibrating pInion shaft, I, and 

pinion, H, with the reciprocating frame, E ,  and plunger, D, all COll-
st

.
st������n3a����:g�g� ���lS������}!rg a�:;;;e�

o�:�'ny devices connected therewith, to impa,rt an intermittent motton to the plunger, D, or tube, 
C ,  through the in tervention of a bell-crank lever, G, and hub, F. with 
arms, y, substantially as specified. 
37,055 .-T. H. Risdon, of Mount Holly, N.  J . ,  for an Im· 

provement in Casting Water Wheels : 
I cla-im casting water wheels in one piece, in the manner and by 

means ot" a mold or molds, constructed and arranged as described. 
(This invention consists In casting aU the parts comprising the 

wheel in one piece, by forming, by means of a suitable mold, cores 
for the bncket8-or., rather, for ihe spaces between the bllckets-and 
letting them up in the mold.J 
37 ,056.-Gideon Robinson, of New York City, for an Im· 

provement in Shoulder Straps :  
I claim a. shoulder strap having its bordt>r comp08ed principally ot 8-

series of wires, b b, coiled or wound in a half round torm, and a series 
of internal corner pieces, C C,  combined substantially as herein 
specified. 
37,05 7.-Christian Sharps,  of Philadelphia, Pa. ,  for an Im· 

provement in Rifliug Machines : 
I claim, first, Imparting to the cutting rod ot a ritling machine, a reciprocating motion, thruugh the medium of an endless belt or chain, or their equivalents, and a rod connected thereto, substantially as and for the purpose herein set forth. Second, I claim any convenient number . o f  projections, x, on the rod, E, i n  combination with the grooved cylinder, D, when ea.ch projection is caused to pass from one groove of the cylinder to the adjacent groove, by the automatic devices herein described. 'fhird, I claim in combination with the rod, E, of a ri-ning machine, 
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tial1y as and for the purpose herein set forth. 
37,058.-Abiel Sampson, of Providence ,  R. I., for an Im· 

provement in Pntting up Cranberries for Preserva. 
tion : 

I claim the merchantable package of cranberries, preserved in their natur>tl condition by being submerged in water, as a new manufacture 
or article of trade. 
3 7,059.-Jacob Rupertus, of Philadelphia, Pa.,  for au Im· 

provement in Revolving Fire·arms : 
First, I claIm the center pin, C, having one end secured to the bar

rel and the other end formed substantially as described, 80 as to fit to the frame, the pin thereby serving as a longitndinal stay to stiffen the 
8aid frame, as described. Seoond, 'rhe arm, It hung to the]frame and adapted to the end of the center pin, substantially as descrIbed. 
37,060.-J. M. Simpson, of Maultville,  N.  Y. , for an Im. 

proved Machine for Cutting Tenons on Wheel Spokes : 
I claim, first, The cutter ba.rs, E E, placed in the reciprocating frame, B, and used in connection with the adjustable key-s or wedges 

j j s s, all arranged .substantially as and for the purpose set forth. ' . . Second, The adj ustable bed, H, provi.ded with the gage, .!\I, guide, J and clamp, K, when said bed is used In connection with the cntte� bars, E E, and recipr@cating frame, B, and arranged therewith, as and for the purpose specified. Third, The combinatio:l of the cntter bars, E E, reciprocating frame 
B , and adj llstable bed, H, all arranged for joint operatIon as and 1'0; 
the purpose set forth. 
37 ,061 .-C. E. Steller, of Genese e ,  Wis . ,  for an Improve· 

ment in Harrows : 
I claim the arrangement of two or more rows of teeth, C D, secnred by m�1'Lns of flanges, c d, and screws, a, or their equivalent.s, in oblique positIOns to the frame, A, in combination with the triangular bars or 

ribs, E , on the rear part of the frame, A, all constructed and operat
ing in the manner and for the purpose specified. 
3 7 ,062 .-W. H. Thompson , of Cleveland , Ohio , for an Im· 

provement in Horse·shoe Machines : 
I claim, first, The adjnstabl� rest, Ql, gage, S, slide, U, and �ng�rs, 

b b, in eombination wIth the cylinder, E, and sliding mandrels, J J /. Second, The combination of the cylinder. E, the mandrels, J J /, 
with their radistl stems, !or M', and. arms, N N', and the \Jams, 0 0 ', constrncted and arranged substantIally as set forth. Third, The combination of the cylinder, E, the sliding iaws, 
G G G' G',  cams, I I. and pin. K, operating in conjunction wit.n the wheel, D. and male dies, F F', the whole constructed and arranged ubstantially as specified. 

Illt ltitntific �mtritltn. 
37,063 .-John Tremp er, of Buffalo ,  N. Y. , for an Improve· 

ment in Variable Cut· off Gear for Steam Engines : 
I claim, fi rst, The attachment of the lifters or tripping levers, F F',  by pivot joints to two arms, E E' .  which are so arranged upon a rock· 

shaft, or its equivalent, a.s to work below the axis thereof and �o cause the opening ot" the valve, 810wly at first and with a graduallY. lncreas. In
§e����:

t
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c
W��: ap-plied as above specitied, the lifting block, .B, and the cone, G, substan

tially as and for the purpose herein set forth. Third, 'fhe arrangemen� of the lIfters or tripping levers, F F' and 
the tooth�d lifting block, B, in combmation with the rock-shaft. D, and a cone, G, connected with the governor or otherwise controlled, 
substantially as herein specified. . 
SC;i��d�

h
ioi�r�p�i��hrhn�sl�V:�S�FnFJ�i:if�eI;' to�::a�����i��� s��: stantially as and for the purpose herein set forth. 

[This invention consists in a certain novel mechanism, composed of 
two toothed lifters or tripping levers, jointed to two arms of a rock. 
shaft, and operating in combination with a toothed block on the up. 
right stem or rod of the cut-off valve, and with a cone or wedge con
nected with & governor or otherwise made adjusta.ble, whereby a 
gradual opening of the cut·off valve for the admission of steam to the' 
engine cylinder, and a sudden closing of the same to cut off the steam 
at such point as may be required during the first half of the stroke of 
the piston, are obtained i and it also consists in certain means applied 
in combination with the aforesaid tripping leverst for the purpose of 
enabling the steam to be continued on the piston to different points 
beyond h.lf.stroke.] 
37 ,064.-John Tremp er, of Buffalo , N.  Y., for an Improve· 

ment i n  Centrifugal Governors : . . 
I claim. first, A steam governor having vertical or nearly vertIcal 

ball arms, b b, and arms, c c, horizontal or otherwise, acting upon a 
Talve·controlUing or valve-actuating rod, d, the arms, c c. belll g  as 
long as or longer than the arms, b b, and the whole 80 constructed 
and arranged as to avail the full centrifugal force of the balls when 
hanging in vertical or nearly vertical positions tllld impart to the rod, 
d, a motion at least equal in extent to  that of the balls. Second, The rectangula.r or nearly rectangular ball arms. b c, b c. 
and the loaded lever, G, applied in combination with each other and in relation to the governor spindle and valve-operating or valve�controIling rod, d, substantially as herem specified. 

Third, So constructing the connections or surfaces of contact of the 
ball arms, the valve· operating or valve-controlling rod and the loaded 
lever, that the effective load on the lever aming In opposition to the centrifugal force of the balls, increases or diminishes as the centrif!l. gal force of the balls increases or diminishes, substantially ai herem 
described. 

lThe object of this invention is so to construct a centrifugal gover
nor that it may be driven at any speed, and increase or obtain power 
according to the speed, in  such a ratio as to overcome friction ; also 
to enable the balls to be made small and effect the necessary move· 
ment of the valve by a very little motion toward and from the axis 
of revolution ; also to cause the governor to run at the same speed 
whatever the position of the balls relative to the axis ; and to these 
ends the invention consist! in a certain novel mode of applying the 
balls in combination with the spindle or axis of the governor, and 
with a weight or spring employed to act in opposition to the centrifu
gal force of the balls. ] 
37 ,065 .-W. H. Willard, of Cleveland, Ohio ,  for an Im· 

proved Revolving Extension Colter and Gage Wheel 
Combined : 

I claim a gage wheel and revolving extension colter, constructed 
and operating !ubstantially as and for the purpose specified. 
3 7,066.-W. A.  Wood, of Hoosick Falls, N.  Y., for an Im· 

provement in Cutting App aratus for Harvestr,rs : 
I claim the harp or bow·shaped guard surrounding the finger bar, and leaving the unobstructed space herein represented between itself and the finger bar, substantially as and for the purpose described. 

37 ,067.-Wm. R. Arthur (assignor to himself and L. H. 
Clarke) ,  of Chicagll, Ill . ,  for an Improvement in 
Railroad Splices : 

I claim a splice or fastening for T-raHs consisting of the pair of 
deeply-crimped fish plates, B a b c  B' a b c, secured by bolts or keys, 
C C "  passing throngh the upper part. of the fish plates and through 
the neck of each rai l, and by one or more bolts or keys, C "  C ' I I ,  pass
ing through the -lower parts of the fish plates beneath the rails, when 
t�:tSi�
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grasping the base above and bel')w, and covering the under side of the Jatter for the greater part of its width, all as herein shown and described, so as to support the head and, base of the rails against both vertical and lateral deflection without strain upon the bolts. 
37,068.-E. C. Blakeslee (assignor to Holm es,  Booth & 

Hayden) , of Waterbury, Conn. , for an Improvement 
in Lamps : 

I claim the bent lever, g, on the fulcrum. I,  and actuated by R spring, as set forth, in combination with the fla:nged chimney, c, and 
ring or holder, b, for the purposes and as speCIfied. 
37 ,069.-P. L. Clow (assignor to himself and Windsor 

Stone) , of Cohoes, N .  Y., for an Improvement in Sash 
Fastenings : 

I claim the latch, C. the catch, h, and the spring, e e, the ·whole constructed, arranged and operating in the manner and for the pur
poses set forth. 
37,070.-James Crawford (assignor to himself and W. H. 

McIntosh) , of Roxbury, Mass . ,  for an Improved Flower 
Stand : 

I claim the -nower stand herein described an(1 represented, consisting of shelves. c, brackets. B, standard, A, and pedestal, a, combined, arranged and operating in the manner and for the purpose set forth. 
[The object of this invention is to produce a flower stand capable of 

I!upporting and exhibiting at one view a large number of flowers 
growing in pots, and which admits of the same being arranged in a va� 
riety of ways to form a mammoth bouquet or variegated flower-tree j 
and it consist.s in the manner of arranging a series of shelves on a 
standard so that they can be placed in any desired position thereon 
horizontally, each independent of the other and made self-sustaining.l 
37,071 .-George Custer (assignor to himself, E. B. Root 

and J.  J. Stevens,  of Monroe , Mich. ) ,  for an Improved 
Cultivator Tooth : 

I claim, as an improved article of manufacture, a cultivator tooth 
provided with ,,,ings, and all constructed of a piece of rolled steel, in 
the manner herein set forth. 

[This invention consists in constructing a cultivator tooth of rolled 
steel with a wing at each side, both formed from the same piece, 
whereby a much superior tooth than usual is obtained, one that will 
run steadier in the soil and pnlverize the earth. more perfectly.] 
37 ,072 .-Thomas Hope ,  of Boston, Mass.,  assignor to him· 

self and Henry Edgarton, of Shirley, Mass . ,  for an 
Improvemeut in Skates : , 

I claim the actuator, consisting of the right and left screw and lantern , when used in combination with the sliding heel rest. C, the sta
tionary foot rest, b, loop, B, and heel and instep straps, D and E. 
37 ,073.-Stephen Hull (assignor to himself and Isaac W. 

White) , of Poughkeepsie , N.  Y., for Improvement in 
HarvesMrs : 

I claim constructing the guard fingers, A, with four planes, d n 1 j ,  or the equivalent thereof, substantially as and for t.he purposes set 
forth. 
3 7 ,074.-R. G. Hunt. of New York City, for an Improve· 

ment in Wooden Sieves for Gas Purifiers : 
I claim a sieve or section of a sieve ma.de from the solid wood by 

397 
slotting, when the slots are conieal in form and so formed at the end 
as to leave a Wider bar at the end on the bottom side, substantially as described and substantiaUy for the purpose hereiubefore set forth. 
37,075 .-James Jenkinson, of Brooklyn , N. Y., assignor to 

Joseph Merwin and E .  P.  Bray, of New York City, 
for an Improvement in Revolving Fire·arms : 

I claim the slide, :F', so constructed with a f:lot, e, and notch, f, or 
����ro�q �!iv��:n �ilin��:�Sc0;ft.���:g, 7��� �Iiea ����:i'n���U&he whh�;:��� and rotation of the cylinder are prevented whIle the slide i s  open and that the pawl pre\rents lhe slide from beinl! opened while the hammer 
is being cocked substantially as herein specified. 
37 ,076.-C. B.  Long (a ssignor to himself, Augustus Rice 

and Jonathan Luther) , of Worcester, Mass. , for an 
Improvement in Adjustable Sights for Ordnance : 

I claim combining the sighting bar and the device for indicating the elevation on the same side of the pIece, substantially as and for the purpose herein speCIfied. 
37 ,077.-G. H. Reynolds (assignor to himself and C.  H. 

Delamater) , of New York City, for an Improvement 
in Condensing Steam Engines : 

re1a�}:�� ��S�h�h:t:��°:I�t����:r&:r�:�t�i����Tl, ��-rl��mEr�����! upon the former be caused to come to or near the condition of halfstroke, substantiaJly in the manner and for the purpoEe herein l5et forth. Second, Operating the pressure cock, Q, or its equivalent, by the movements of the lDj ection cock, substantIally in the manner and for the purpose herein set forth. Third, The. so-arranging the parts of the pressure cock or valve and of the injectIon cock or valve, and their several connections that the injection orifice may be increased and dIminished without effecting the pressure orifice, and yet so that by an add�tiollal movement of the 
same controllmg means, after the in.i �ction onfice is closed, the pI eSBure orifice may be opened wi th the effect hereio set forth. 
3 7,078 .-Paul Schulze (assignor to himself and F. W. Bill· 

ing) , of Brooklyn,  N.  Y., for a Process of obtaining 
Printing Surfaces : 

I claim the within-described process of drawing in soluble mk and 
treating such drawing for the several purpol5es herein specified. 

[This process promises to be very valuable, as by it cheap substi
tutes for electrotypes of wood engravingR and for etchings on steel or 
copper are obtained. It can also be used to obtain photographic llE'g
atives without a camera, and to make dies or seals. We are unable at 
present to publish an intelligible description of it. Patents have been 
secured in England and France throngh our agencY.J 
37 ,079.-Richard Uren, Thom as Dunstone and Joseph, 

Blight, of Eagle Harbor, Mich . ,  for an Improvement 
in Machinery for Manufacturing Safety Fuses : We claim the arrangement ot and mode of driving the several tubes and their flyer arms or gu�des and bobbins or spools, whereby bolh the yarns and tapes are laId, wound or twisted in opposite directions aiternate.1y a�d Simultaneously, a?d the process of making the tape-
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[This invention consists in  so arranging and giving motion to the 
tubes and Hyers or guides and spools {Jr bobbins of a fuse-making ma
chine as to lay the yarns and tapes in opposite directions alternately 
and simultaneously, by Which mealIS the process of making the tape
covered fuse is enabled to be carried on continuously.] 
37,080.-J. M. Hancock, of Philadelphia,  Pa. for an Im. 

provement in Coal·oil Lamps : 
' 

I c:laIm, first, Any SUItable reserVOir, D, in which is a tube forming 
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. Sc;cond, I clai� the tube, E, and it� reservoir, D, when the former 
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l.table base, A, and IS arranged to inclose a supple-
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p�l�:n the arrangement of the tube, E, tube, F, reservoir 

37,081.-J. A. �e Bram
.e ,  of New York City, for an Im. 

provement m Machmery for Separating Fibers from 
Plants : 

I claim, !irst, so arranging the bearings of the cylinder, those of the drums WhICh carry the endless belt and those of the feed roHeri as ������� t�:r��c����.�ft�� ou one side, substantially as and for 'the 
Second, So applyiug the upper feed roller as to enable its outer end to be raise� to lllcrease th� ope�ing between the two feed rollers at the open SIde of th� machme wI�hout raising the bearing of said roll

:�:�i���. 
opposite SIde, substantially as and for the purpose herein 

BE·ISSUE. 
1,357.-Benjamin Crawford (assignor to English Bennett 

Frisbee & Crawford) ,  of Allegheny Pa. lor an Im: 
provement in Steam Boiler I<'urnace�. P�tented Jan. 
uary 2 9 , 1850 : 

I claim, first, 'fhe injection of whirling jets of steam among the gases evolved by t�e .fuel 0t;! the grates, for the purpose set brth. Se�ond, Self.whlrJ�ng ad.]utages, or their equivalents, on the pipes leadll�g from the boIler or �team blower to proper pOlllitions for increa�lUg the .dr�ft o�· promotmg combustion, substantially as set forth. ThIrd, Whlrhng lIve steam fur the purpose of increasing or main-
��

i
������T

v
��!�� ��:r:;��m boiler furnace, substantially as set forth 

Fourth, � combined stream of mingled steam and hot air intro_ du�ed B:nd forced Into the ash-pit and up through the fire of a steam b�Hler tnrnac:e by me(l.us of the steam bOIler and hot air and steam plpes.w�lch Intersect. one another and terminate in a discharging noz���;;i��m the ash.pIt, substantIally as Ret forth or t.he equivalent 
}'ifth, Live stea� blowers a.rranged in the :flues of & steam boiler tor 

���J��S��:Soi� a;��ltYl;:S� draft. and blOWIng out the foul matter which 

te�f:\t'eTs����T����i����;p�c�fi:d: 
as set forth, for performing uni-

NOTE.-We recognize in the above list of claims the names of 
TWENTY-THREE patentees whose applications were conducted through this office. 

TO OUR READERS. 

RECEIPTs.-When money is paid at the office for snbscrip
tions, 8. receipt for it will always be given ; but when snbscribers remit their money by mail, they may consider the arrival of the first paper a bona fide acknowledgment of our reception of theIr funds. 

PATENT CLADls.-Persons desiring the claim of any invention which haa been patented within thirty years, can obtain a 
copy by addressing a note to this Office, stating the name of the pat. entee and date of patent, when known, and inclOsing $1 as fee for 
copying. We can also furnish a sketch of any patented machine issue since 1853, to accompany the claim, on receipt of$2. Address MUNK 
a: CO., Patent SoliCitors, No_ 37 Park Row. New York. Models are reqnired to accompany applications for P "tents 
under the new law, the same as formerly, except on design patents when two good drawings are all that is required to accompany the petition, specification and oath, except the government fee. 

NEW PAMPHLETS IN GERIl!AN.-We have just issued a re
vised edition of our pamphlet of InstructionB to Invmtor8, containing 
a digest of the fees required under the new Patent La.w, &0., printed 
in the German language, which persons can have gratis upon appli. cation at this office. Address MUNN & CO. , 

No. S7 Park·row. New York. 

© 1862 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, INC.
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PATENTS FOR SEVENTEEN YEARS. 

The new Patent Laws, enaoted by Congress on the 2d 
o f  March, 1861, are now in full force, and prove to be of grea.t benefit 
to ali parties who are concerned in new inventions. 
The duration of pa.tents granted under the new act is prolonged to 

IKVilN'lEBN years, and the government fee required on filing an appli· 
• ation for " patent is reduced from S30 down to SUi. Other changes 
in the fees are also made 308 follows :-

On filing each Caveat. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • • • . . . . • .  · ·  • • .  · · · · , · · ·  .$10 
On filing each application for a Patent, except for a deSlgn . . •  $15 
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On application for Re�is8ue . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . • • . . • • . • . • • • . . . .  530 
On application for Extension of Patent . • . • . . . . . • . . • • . . • • • . • .  $50 
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On filing application for Design, three a.nd a half years . . . .  $10 
On filing application tor Design, seven years . . • • •  , . . • . . . • . • • .  SUi 
On filing application for Design, four�een vears . . . . • . • . . . . . .  S30 

The law abolishes discrimination in fees required of foreigners, e.x� 
cepting reference to such countries as discriminate against citizens of 
the United States-thus allowine- Austrian, French, Belgian. English, 
Russian, Spanish and all other foreigners except the Canadians, t8 
enjoy all the privileges of our patent system (except in cases of designs) 
on the a.bove terms. 

During the last sixteen years, the business of procuring Patents fOl 
new inventions in the United States a.nd all foreign countries has been 
conducted bV Messrs. MUNN &: CO. , in connectfon with the publica.· 
lion of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN ; and as an evidence of the 
confidence reposed in ou Agency by the Inventors throughout the 
country, we would state that we have acted as agents for more than 
FIFTEEN THOUSAND Inventors l In fact, the publishers of this 
paper have become identified with the whole brotherhood of Inventors 
a.nd Patentees at home and a.broad. Thousands of Inventors for 
whom we have taken out Patents have a.ddressed to us most fiattering 
testimonials for the services we have rendered them, and the wealth 
which has inured to the Inventors whose Patents were secured 
through this Ollice, and afterward illustrated In the SCIENTIFIC 
AMERICAN, would amount to many millions of dollars ! We would 
state that we never had a more efficient corps of Draughtsmen and 
Specifica.tion Writers than are employed at present in our extensive 
Offices, and we are prepared to attend to Patent business of all kinds 
in the quickest time and on the most liberal terms. 

The Exallltnation or Invention •• 
Persons having conceived an idea which they think ma.y be pa.tent· 

able, are advised to make a sketch or model of their invention, and 
Bubmltit to us, with a. full description, for advice. The points of novelty 
are carefully examined, and a reply written corresponding with the 
facts, free of cha.rge. Address MUNN & CO., No. 3l Pa.rk�row, New 
York. 
Prelillltnary Exalllinationi at the Patent Office, 

The service we render gratuitously upon examining an invention does 
not extend to a search at the Patent Office, to see if a like invention 
has been presented there, but is an opinion based upon what knowledge 
we may acquire of a similar invention from the records in our Home 
Ofllce. But for a. fee of $5, accompanied with a model or drawing and 
description, we have a special search made at the United States Patent 
Office, and a report setting forth the prospects of obtaining a. Patent 
&;c., made up and mailed to the Inventor, with a pamphlet, giving in
�tructions for further proceedings. These preliminary examina.tions 
are made through ou) Bran.ch Office, corner of F and Seventh�streets, 
Washington, by e x-jJerienced and competent persons. More than 
5,000 such exammations have been made through this office during the 
past three yea 1'3. Address M.UNN &; CO. , No. 37 Park·row, N. Y. 

How to Make an Application for a Patent. 

Every applicant for a Patent mu�t furnish a model of hIS invention 
if susceptible of one ; or if the invention is a chemical production, he 
must furnish samples of the ingredients of which his composition 
consists. for the Patem Office. These should be securely packed, the 
itlventor'8 name marked on them, and sent, with the government fees 
by express. The express charge should be prepaid. Small models from 
a. distance can often be sent cheaper by mail. The safest way to remit 
mouey is by draft on New York, payable to the order of MUnn &; Co· 
Persons who live in remote parts of the country can usually purchase 
drafts from their merchants on their New York correspondents ; but, if 
not convenient to do 80, there Is but little risk in sending ba.nk bills by 
mail, h&ving the letter registered by the postmaster. Addre.s MUNN 
" Co., No. 87 Park·row, New York. 

ments, .tc. Our success in the prosecution of rejected cases has been Honey Received 
very great. The principal portion of our charge is generally left de- At the Scientific American Office on account of Patent 
pendent upon the final result. 

All persons having rejected cases which they desire to have prose. 
cuted are invited to correspond with us on the s ubject, giving B brief 
story of the case, inclosing the official letters, &c. 

Asstgnlllenta of Patents. 

The assignment of Pa.tents, and agreements between Pa.tentees and 
manufacturers, carefully prepared and placed upon the records at the 
Patent Ollice. Address MUNN .\ CO., at the Scientific American Pat
entAgency, No. 37 Park·row. New York. 

It would require many columns to detail all the ways in which the 
Inventor or Patentee may be served at our offices. We cordially invite 
all who have anything to do with Patent property or inventio.ns to call 
a.t our extensive offices, No. 37 Park-row, New York, where any quee· 
tions rega.rding the rights of Patentees, will be cheerfully answered. 

Communications and remittances by mail, and models by express 
(prepaid), should be add.essed to MUNN .\ CO., No. S7 P&rk-row, New 
York. 

caveats. 

Persons desiring to file a Caveat can have the papers prepared in the 
shortest time by sending a sketch a.nd description of the invention 
The government fee for a. Caveat, under the new law, is $10. A pam· 
phlet of advice regarding applications for Patents and Caveats, in En. 
glish and German, furnished gratis on application by mail. Address 
MUNN .\ CO., No. 37 Park·row, New York. 

J. L. of Wis.-We will give you the rule to calculate the 
horse. power of boilers, and you can then calculate the power of 
your o\vn. Find out the number of square feet of heating surface, 
and allow 9 square feet for each horse-power. To find out the 
power of your engine, multiply the average pressure per square 
inch on the area of piston, into the speed in feet per minute and 
divide by 33,000. A horse· power means 33,000 pounds lifted 1 foot 
per minute. Your engine has a cylinder of 20 inches diameter, 
stroke of  piston 20 inches and speed of 350 feet per minute, and 
c&rries 0 pounds of steam to the square inch. It is therefore 266 
horse-power, and requires a heating boiler surface of 2,394 feet. 
O n e  square foot of grate surface is allowed to each horse· power in 
mill·engines, but as you exhaust the steam into the smoke.stack 9 
square inches will be sufl1cient. "'�e prefer the fire·box style of 
tubular boilers similar to locomotives. If, upon trh.\l, you find this 
amount of grate surface too large, you can easily contract it  to 6 
square inches per horse-power. The abovevstated power is calcn. 
lated according to the common rule j but in all likelihood your en. 
gine will not  work up to half this capacity. Common rules for cal. 
culating the power of engines are not followed in praclice. 

A. R. C. , of N. Y,-You should purchase an ele ctro-mag
net to make your experimen ts, iNstead of making one your�elf, 

because it requires nicely-adj usted machinery to run on the wires 
properly . Use the finest·covered wire, made with pure copper, and 
place a piece of dry paper between each coil. A battery of intensity 
is made with a large number of cells and small plates j a battery of 
quantity is made with large surfaces or plates. A coarse wire on 
helices forms a magnet of quantity j a fine wire produces a magnet 
of intensity. The power of the magnet is in proportion to the num· 
bel' o f  coils and the strength of a compound batt ery. Use a short 
wire with a simple battery and a long wire with a compound bat. 
tery. 

C. A. R., of Va.-You inquire for a mode of making light 
porous fabrics, such as lawn and calico goods, I '  combustible and 
water-proof." 'Ve isuppose yon mean " incombustible,"  becRuse 
you can casily make them very combustibl e and water· proof by coat· 
ing them with boiled oil. They cannot be rendered perfectly \yater
proof and incombustible at the same time maintaining their por· 
osity ; but they can b e  rendered partially so by immersing them in 
a hot solution of alum and drying them in a warm room. 

Office business. from Wednel!lday, December 3, to Wednesday,  
December 10 ,  1862 :-
G. B. H . ,  of N. Y. , $15 ; J. H:, of Ohio,  $45 ; R. W. C. ,  of N. Y.,  

$20 ; M. L.  G., of Wis. ,  $20 ; O.  L. , of N. Y. , $45 ; E. S . ,  of N. Y. , $20 ; 
J. C. H . ,  of Mass. , $30 j W. H. S. ,  of Conn. , $20; J. W. G. ,  of Mass., 
$20 ; J. F. B., of Wis. ,  $15; o. E., of N. Y. , $15 ; J. W. B., of Cal. , 
$12 ; H. &; S . ,  of Pa. , $15;  E. R. M.,  of N. Y., $135 ; W. H. H. ,  of 
Mich . ,  $15;  G. M. H . ,  of Mich . ,  $HS j J. D. H. , of Pa. , $15 ; C. St. J. , 
of Mass. , $15;  E. P. , of 111. , $15 j W. H. D., of N. Y. , $135 ; J. H . ,  of 
Pa. , $15;  L. G., of N. Y. , $25 ; O. B. C. , of O hio, $lO j P. & M.,  of 
Ill. , $250 ; A. N. P . ,  of Ill. , $45 ; A. M. S., of N. Y., $15 ; J. �r. ,  of N 
Y.,  $15 ; W. S . ,  of Ohio, $15 j L. D. 0 1 1  of l\Hch., $40 ; G. A. D., o f  
Cal. , $25 ; D. M. E., of N. Y.,  $25 ; M. B. S . ,  of N. Y. , $15 ; F. S. , of 
Ill. , $5 ;  S. D. , of Pa. ,  $50 j B.  & M ' I  of N. Y . ,  $10;  P. A. C. ,  of Mass. , 
$15 ; H. W., of Pa. , $25 ; J. B. T . ,  of Pa. , $30 ; P. & G. K.,  of Mas� . •  
$30 ; G. S . ,  o f N. Y. , $15 ; J. C. G. H.,  of D emnark, $15 ; T. W. B . ,  of 
N. J . ,  $15 ; D. & T. W. , of Ca1. , $15 ; C. R ,  of Mich.,  $25 ; J. F. B . ,  of 
Wis. ,  $15 ; J. E. V. W. , of N. J., $25 ; J. A. R., of N. J., $10 ; J. W. , 
of N. Y., $15 ; E. L. ,  of Bohemia, $28 ; A. M. ,  of N. ¥. , $25 j J. A' I of 
Conn.,  $20 • 

Persons having remitted money to this office will please to examine 
the above list to see that their initials appear in it, and if they have 
not received a� acknowledgment by mail, and their initials are not to 
be found in this list, they will please notify us immediately, and in. 
form us the a.mount, and how it was senti whether by mail or ex. 
press. 

• 
Specifications and drawings and models belonging to 

parties with the following initials have been forwarded to the Patent 
O ffi c e  from December 3, to Wednesday, December 1 0 ,  1862 :-
J. E. V. W. , of N. J. ; L. G. , of N. Y. ; B.  & B . ,  of Cal. ; J. A. R . ,  

of N. J. ; E. M . ,  of N. Y. ; A. N. P. , of Ill. ; A. M.,  of N. Y. ; S. D. , 
of Pa. (2 cases) j G. A. D., of Cal. j W. D" .Tr., of 1'a. j H. W. , of Pa. ; 
F. S . ,  of Ill. ; E. L . ,  of Bohemia ; C. R . ,  of Mich. ; A. G. , of Main e ;  
C. R .  0 . ,  of Conn. j G.  A ' I  of Pa. j E.  G .  A. , o f  Mass. ; R. E . ,  of Ill. ; 
C. G. 0 . ,  o f N. Y. 

RATES OF ADVERTISING, 
Twenty-five Cents per line for each and every insertion, pay

ble 1U advance. To enable all to understand how to compute the amount 
they must send in when they wish a.dvertisements inserted, we will 
explain that ten words average one line. Engravings will not be ad
mitted into our advertiSing columns ; and, as heretofore, the publish. 
ers reserve to themselves the right to reject any advertisement they 
may deem objectionable. 

STRENGTH AND OTHER PROPERTIES OF METALS. 
Reports of Experi�ents on the Strength and other Properties of Metals for Cannon . .  WIth a Description of the :Machines for Testing 

MetalS, and of the ClassificatI�n of Cannon in service. By Ofiicers of the Ordnance Department U lllted States Army. By authority of the Secretary o f  War. Illllstrated by 25 steel plates. In 1 vol. quarto, $10. The best Treatise on C ast·iron extant. 
THE PRACTICAL METAL WORKE R ' S  ASSISTANT for Tinplate 'Yorkers, Braziers, Coppersmiths, Zinc·plate Orn ame�lters and Workers, WIre 'Yorkers, Whitesmiths. Blacksmiths, Bell-Han gers, 

Jewel!ers, E lectrotypers, and all other Workers in M etals and Alloys. By OlIver Byrn e. 1 1 lustrated, 8vo" cloth, $7 50. 
THE HAND B O O K  FOR THE ARTISAN MECHANIC AND 

ENG.INEER j c�.ntaini.ng In strltctIO�s in Orindtn g and Sharpeni n g  of 
C u ttmg Tools, :FIguratIOu of MaterIals by Abrasion. Lapidarv W-ork 
Gem and Glass E n,graving, Varnishin g and Laekering, AbrasIve Pro: 
cesses, &c. By OlIver Byrne. Iliustrated 'with 11 large plates and 
185 cuts, 8vo . cloth , $5. 

THE MANUFAC TURE OF IRON in ail its various b ranches, In� 
cluding an E ssay on the Manufacture of S teel. Illustrated by 150 
engravings. 1'hird edition,  8vo. , cloth, $5. 

'I'he ab0ve or any of  my P ublicatIOns sent free of postage. HENRY 
CAREY BAIRD, Publisher or Practical Books, P h iladelphia, Pa. 1 

GREA.T INTERNATIONAL AGRICULTURAL EX-
hibition at H amb urg, Germany, of 186;:' To Inyentors and 1\o�a��lfactur�rs 9f Agricultural Implements and J\Iachinery. This ex� 

�lbltlOn, WhICh IS t9 open on June 1 ,  1863. will be the first opportun_ 
I ty offered to AmerlCnn Inventors and Manufacturers to bring to the 
immediate notice of the people of Northern and Cen tral E u rope the 
great .improvemen ts of t.his coun try in Agricultural Implements'  and 
�Iachlllery, and such oth�r important mvention s pertaining to domes� 
tiC economy and other various occupations of' industly. Mr, James 
R. McDonald, Ex United States Consul, and for many years a resi· 
dent of Hamburg, has been selected as one of the Directors 01 this 
E xhibition, with a view of securing to American E xhibitors a proper 
intf�res� in their I?on�ribution g.  and to attend to their sale if required. 
Im medIate appl1catlOn should be made for proper accomodation to 
AUSTIN BALDWIN & CO., No. 72 Broadway, New York. 25 3 

L S W f M ' 
. 

. STEVENSON'S JONVAL TURBINE WATER WHEELS , . . . , 0 aSS.-A compOSItIon of 1 p ound of mutton which gave the greatest useful efI'ect over all othprs, flt the tl'ials 
suet, 1 ounce of  yellow bee's wax and �'th of an ounce of powdered ?ioielll�af;����rk��N�\���:�.

tured by J.  E. S'1'EVENS0
f.�e��5�

he 
gum shellac, is excellent for harness leather to keep it soft and 
water. proof. These substances are to be dissolved under heat in an 
earthenware vessel, and applied warm with a. sponge or a rag. The 
harness should be blackened with common shoe blacking and 
brushed before this composition is put on. Black lac varnish makes 
leather brittle. E xcepting patent leather varnish, which is dried 
under heat, al1 the other applications known to us, for harness and 
Rhoe leather, wear off with use and require frequent renewal. 

J. S .  J . ,  of Cal .--E . M. Archibald , Esq. , of this city, is the 
proper person to address for information in regard to Paine's eu· 

" THE HUMAN FACE DIVINE."-A NEW SYSTEM 
of PhYSIOgnomy. Eyes, E ars, Lips, Mouth, Head, Hair. 

Neck, H ands, 'Feet., Skin, with all 1\ Signs of Character , ) )  in the 
Phrenological Journal and Life Illustrated, for 1863. devoted to E th. 
n�����1��l��

o
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Alan. Amply illustrated, and adapted to the comprehension of all. 
Samples. 10 cent!. New volume. Only $1 a year. Address FOW-
LER & WELLS, 308 Broadway, New York. 25 2* 

Foreign Patent.. 
gine. 

We are very extensively engaged in the preparation and securing of S. W. F . ,  of R. I.-We do not now remember the address 

A GENTS WANTED !-MAI,E OR FEMALE !-AGENTS .1:\.� wanted in every county and town in th� United States to sell on 
commission (by eample) the best and cheapest Sewing Machine in the 
market. Agents make from $30 to $50 per month. For terms and 
fnrther information plea.se inclose a letter stamp and address S. N. 

Patents in the various European countries. For thA transaction of this of the correspondent who inquired about the writing·machine. 
Such communications we do not ordinarily p reserve, for the num· 
bel' o f them is legion. 

SHANNON & CO. ,  Manchester, N. H. 25 4* 

A.NDREWS' PATENT TOBA.CCO PIPE.-THE SUB-business, we have offices at Nos. 66 Chancery.lane, London j 29 Boule. 
vard St. Martin, Paris ; and 26 Rue des Eperonniers, Brussels. We 
think we can safely sa.y that THREE�I'OURrBS of all the European Pat
ents secured to American citizens are procured through our Agency. 

Inventors will do well to bear in mind that the English law does n(·t 
limit the issue of Pa.tents to Inventors. Any one can take out a Patent 
there. 

Circulars of information concerning the proper course to be pursued 
in obt.a.i.ning Pat.ents in foreign countries through our Agency, the re· 
quirements of different Patent Offices, &:c., may be had gra.tis upon ap
pllcation at out Princtnal o1Iice, No. 37 Part·row, New Yort, or eUhel' 
of our Branch Offices. 

Rejected Applications. 

We are prepared to undertake the investigation and prosecution ofre 
,ected cases, on reasonable terms. The close proximity of our Wash 
IIgton Agency to the Patent Ollice alfords us rare opportunities for the 
el'amtnaUon and comparison of references, modeis, drawtTl�f'" docu� 

G. V. M . ,  of Pa.-It appears to us that your improvement 
in coal scuttles is new. You had better send us a sketch and de� 

scriber, being engaged in other business, is desirous of  dispos
ing of righ ts for the manufacture of this valuable improvement., illus· 
trated in SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN of Nov. 29. Address '1'. C. ANDREW S, 
P. O. Box 1 , 120, Philadelphia, Pa. 24 3 

scription ,  and have an examination made at the Patent Omce. RELIEF FOR THE DEAF.-HASLAU'S ARTIFICIAL 
J. D. of Ohio .-There is no published work that contains Send �����:�� ��a%O�'

n
to

r0I¥1�ii�[��M.l\.'k����r���a�;:;�, 
v
��� 

illustrations of all the tools used in the manufacture of rifles, ac· York, and a descriptive circular of the above instrument will b e  sent 
companied with descriptions. to any address. 24 2* 

H. E. of N .  J.-The b enzine of petroleum may remove the ENGLISH PATENT FOR SALE, OR WOULD EX

copal varnish which bas been spilt on your valuable oil painting. -1 ch:wge for an American patent or real estate ; can be s een in 

but it must b e  managed with great care or the colors in the painting IPre;�����, U :.
pplying to L. DUGLASS, 82 Washington 

;i
r
�

et, 

will also be removed. It i.e: an unfortunate case, and you had better 
consnlt a professional picture artisan. 

'I.'. A. B . ,  of Mass.-We have received your samples of 
bleached and- colored jute, hemp and flax. They are very beautiful. 
The only way to bring your TImv proces� of bleaching before the 
p\I\Jlio i. to Mvertise. 

A. MESSIEURS LES INVENTEURS-A VIS IMPOR-
tant. Les Inventeurs non familiers avec la langue Anglaise e 

qui pre1'ereraient nous communiquer leurs inventions en Fl'a.ngais,peu 
Yen t noUs addresser dans leur la.ngue nataile. En voyez nous un dessin 
ft��:�:r

e�:rf:�:8c��c�:lct��e�
otre eX&meD. �'iWrN 
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SCIIIK'I'IrIO AnalCa 01llee· No. 87 Park·roW, New 1"ork. 
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THE WORKING FARMER FOR 1863. VOL. XV. A )[onthly Publication, Devoted to Agriculture, Horticulture, Floriculture, Gardening, Applied Science, Mechanics, Liiemture, the Arts and Current E\Tents. Prof. JAS. J. MAPES,  Agriculture Editor, assisted oy able contributors, pnblished on the first day of each month, at 126 & 132 Nassau street, New York. The snbscrlber having assumed the publication of the Working Farmer, in addition to his own labors as Editor, will enjoy the vainable aid of Prot'. J. J . . MAPES, the veteran Agriculturist, w�os� name has been so long and honor. ably connected with this perlOdlcal. Under his control, we have full confidence that the Workin,q Farmer will continue to diffuse that thorough acquaintance with practical Agriculture} which has placed it so far in advance of its co temporaries. In the other departments of the lVorkin.q Farmer} we hope} by the assistance of able contributors, to add new and increasing interest to its pa.ges. Valuable Premiums are offered to those who get up C lubs, full lists of which may be obtained on application to the publisher. We urge upon our fr.iends, and upon Agricul�urists and Horticul-
�h�i��r�:�}e����h�or:�;ea��;��!\ha����e;!!i�gfnttet��i��g�l�r�ngii: culture. We will furnish any .of the Two-dollar Weeklies, and the Workin,q Farmer. for the price of the weekly and twenty-five cents. We will furnish any of the Monthly l\:1agazmes, for which $3 or more is charged} with the Working Farmer, for the price of the Maga· zine alone. TERMS. One year} payable in advance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1 00 Chlbs of six subscribers. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  5 00 Clubs of twelve subscribers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 00 Clubs of eighteen subscribers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 00 Clubs of twenty-fiyE' subscribers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  20 00 

V�l����i:}\n p�p�·r· c�ve� : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :  �g Volumes two to fourteen} in paper covers, each . . . . . . . . . 1 00 We will seud a copy gratis to every person who sends us a Club of Twelve, Eighteen or Twenty-five Subscribers ; this i n  addition to the Premiums which we send to the gp-tter'llp of the Club. It is not required that all Subscribers to a Club be at the same Post-<?ffice. Sam-
���0:E�el�£li�oN�nl�tN��lauo��r��t�Ne��qyl�:��d} gratIS. Addr1ss 

WANTED A PARTNER WITH smm CAPITAL TO j oin in an iron ship-building establishment and machine shop, in a most favorable location. Address I I Engineer, " Letter Box 885, Philadelphia P. O . }  Fa. 23 6* 

TH E BEST AND CHEAPEST PORT ABLE PRINTING Press is the U Lowe Press, ) )  by the use of w�ich you can print Ca.rds, Bill Heads, Circulars} Labels, &c. , at a SHNlIlg of seventy-five per
. 
cent. Send for circulars to LOWE PRESS COl\lPANY, 13 Water street, Boston, Mas3. 23 4* 

INCRUSTATION IN BOILERS-A POSITIVE REM-edy. WlIlans's Anti-�ncrust.ation Powder, seven years in success  ful use, without injury. This should give i t  preference over new and unknown mlXtures lately put in the market. Refel'euces, George ShIeld, M iles Greenwood and others in C incinnati ; American Bank Note Company, &c., New York ; and over 1,000 more throughout the country. Circulars on application to H. N. \VINANS} Box 6, P. O. }  New York. 21 7* 

THE NE W YORK OBSERVER 
Is A RELIGIOUS AND SEOULAR NE WSPAPER, PUB-lished on a. double sheet} so as to be easily separated into two distin-ct papers. Iu  Religion it is free from sectariJ.nism} and gives a full, fair and impartial report every week of all matters of general interest in aU the denominations. In Politics it is entirely free fl'om party relations or affinitic:i, disClISSll1g great principles with freedom a.nd candor} and giving the fullest and latest intelligence of all the movements of the day. It sup· ports tke Government with vigor} Hdelity and ze al, i n  it-s efforts to crush the rebellion and restore the Uuion and preserve the Constitution. It criticises with t'reedom whatever m�asu�es are not adapted to the accomplishment of these ends ; bu.t Its steady purpose, from the beginning of the war, has been, and WIll be, to uphold the hands and strengthen the heart of the Government} while it puts forth its ellergies to protect us ag;'l..inst the most unholy rebellion that ef'er disturbed the peace of any country. The N. Y. Observer is the most complete fa.mily newspapt'r in the world. In the va.riety of  its Departments, in the tuiness of Us Information, in the extent of its Correspondence, in the number of minds enlisted in its Editf}ri�l and olher columns, in the amount of money expp.nded in procllrlllg m�terlais to enrich and adorn its pages, i n  the hp,althflll, relIgious, consenralive, genial tone that pen'ades the pupel'. In its S Lore3 of anecdote, biogr-aphy, poetry} science, art and general literature, it G�\�t�v�JDeug��E\�¥s�ther weekly paper. 

The proprietors of the New York Observer offer the f?llowing valu· able premiums for n cw subscribers. In all cases, the new subscribers must be those who have not in their own or others' names taken the paper during the past year. TO MINISTERS AND OTHERS. The Annals ofthe America.n Pulpit, by Rev. \ViIliam B. Sprague, D. 
r���:.� c.;���1���i!l�1�e2e����.rf�feCt\��d\�i.llim:�L�iE'P?S������aii���.l; Baptist} 1 vol. They contain the biography of more than a thousand ministers, and a history or' each denomination} , .. ·ith a .statement of ts doctrinal views} making a complete library of religious biography and history. The hves of these ministers are interspersed with memorable anecdotes and incidents} and illustrated by letters from distinguised statesman and clergymen, rendering the volumes an tnexh"'llstible source of instruction all d entertainment. The publishers) price for the seven \'olumes is $1� 50. "re will furnish the whole set to the order of any person who WIll send us twelve new subscribers with the payment for one year, o r  ll.ny two \--olumes for foul' new subscribers , or any onc volume for two new subscribers. In all cases the money ($2 50 10rTbc�A���Er��11�Dsb�ed)E��J.n advance. 

\Ve will furnish the whole set of the folluwin� \yorks to nny one who will send us fitteen new subscribers-with payment ot $2 50 in advance on each for one :real', viz :-American Fal'mel" S �ncyclopedia. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $4 00 Allen's (R. L . )  Amem:an Fa.rlll Book . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00 Allen (J . Fiske) on the C Lllture of tIle Grape . . . . . . . .  . . . .  • . . . . . . . .  1 00 Ba.rry ) s  Frlllt G.1.rden . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 25 BOlls�lllgaul t }s Rural Economy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .  1 25 Bridgeman}s Young Gardener)s Assistant . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . .  1 50 BuisVs American. Flow�r Garden Directory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 25 Comprehensive Farm Record . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3 00 Dadd)s  .Modern Horse Doctor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 00 Da.dd' s  American Cattle Doctor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00 Dana)� :i\luck l\Ianual. . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 00 French' s  Farm Drainage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00 Gadick's Fish Culture . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 00 Herbert's Hints to Horse·Keepers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 25 \Varder's Hedges and E\-yergreens . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00 '1'0 any one sending us ten new' subscribers and advance payment for each, one year} we will ser.d the Farmer's Encyclopedia} Farm H.ecord, and any five other books on the hst-or the entire list} except the �ncyclopedia and Record. For live new subscribers} with payment in advance} we will send the Farmer's Encyclopedia and Farm Record} or any other five bvoks n the list. For four new subscribers and payment} the Encyclopedia. and any book less than $3. . 
For three new subscribers} the Farm Record alld any dollar book. For two new subscribers, any two books in the list costing less than 

$3 ea.ch. And for one new subSCrIber any bool� costing less than $3 on  the list. These book� will be se.nt y mail or axpress} at the option or expense of the subscribers. Every evening devoted to canvassing may secure one or mora of these \·olumes. They are among the most practical works now publisbed on the subjects treated. With this collection of bonks i ll h i s  libra,"", neither the 'beginner nor the more advanced 1hrmer need go further for the inw sU'llction desired iu allY branch of his pursuits. They are.here placed wi.thin the reach of e,'Qry young lllan iu the con ,nry. wlthout a dolla.r III money. S ,lecimen copies of thp- paper sent  frcp,  tr) any audress. 

REYNOLDS' PATENT CONCENTRAL PRESSURE Water Wheel. For illustrated circulars and information concerning this superior wheel, dddress with particulars, TALLCOT & UNDJ<.:RHILL, Os, ... ego, N. Y. , or D. TALLCOT, agent, 482 Broad way, New York. 24 8'" 

THE UNDERSIGNED WISHES TO MAKE ARRANGE · ments to enable h im to mll.nuffl.cture on an extensive scale, 
H Brady & Nobles) Self-loading Gunl) (illustrated in No. 6, Vol. VI, of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN) new series). Its range is 1,000 yara�. For facility of loading and rapidity of firing it is equalled by no gun in use. Address FREEMAN BRADY, JR., Washington, Pa. 23 3* 

VALUABLE DOCK PROPERTY FOR SALE.-THE subscriber offers for sale a valuable plot of ground on Newtown Creek, near Penny Bridge, in the city of Brooklyn. The property is very desirably situated In the Seventeenth Ward} Meeker avenue, a great thoroughfare, forming the southerly boundary of the premises. A valuable dock privIlege of over 400 feet on Newtown Creek} renders the property very desirable for large manufacturing or storage purposes. Vessels of six or eight feet draft can navigate the creek at low tide} and of much greater capaci ty at high water. The upland and water privilege comprise abont nineteen acres, and will be sold very cheap, and the terms of payment made liberal. For further pa.rticulars} address J. B. BULLOCK} attorney for the owners} No. 39 Nassau street} New York. 22tf 
FORGING AND MACHINE WORK.-THE UNDERsigned having recently added several Trip Hammers to his manufactory, corner Jay and Plymouth streets, Brooklyn, is prepared to forge Steel and Iron of all kinds and shapes, in pieces not exoeeding 
500 pounds each j also all descriptions of Iron and Wood work, Turning, Planing, Fitting} &0., promptly executed. Address R. L. ALLEN, 
189 Water street, New York. 22, 23 and 25 

OIL ! OIL ! OIL For Railroads, Steamers, and for Machinery and Burning. PEASE'S Improved Engine and Signal Oil} indorsed and recommended by the highest authority in the United States. This Oil possesses qualities l"ital1y essential for lubricating and burning} and 
�t��,dth�����h:��i�ra�\l�a�fff::t� to�hre ����icsk�R��l ���i����r:�� machi.nists p'ronounce it superior to and cheaper than any other, and the only 011 that is in all cases reliable aud will not gum. The SCIENTIFI(l AMERICAN} after several tests} pronounces it H superior to 
i��e�tfo;r ��el \I�riri;aecftu��;� Ip: S.ac;�nAgrE',' :lo�r 6tl��r�y �t�::t� Buffalo, N. Y. N. B.-Reliable orders filled for &1'1y part of the United States and Europe 18 13 

To PHOTOGRAPHEHS.-IMPROVED PHOTOGRAHIC Camera, Patented March 25, 1862, by A. B. WILSON (Patentee of the Wheele.r and Wilson Sewing lIIachine)} ada.pted to all photographic work ; such as Landscapes, Stereoscopic Views} Carte Visites, AmbrotYJ,1es, £c. Can be used by amateurs and others from printed direCtions. Send for a circular. Address A. B. WILSON, Waterbury, Conn. 16tf 

DAMPER REGULATORS.-GUARANTEED TO EF-

of PO\S�;� a I����f:�;��: :�����{b�r�i,V!r��eh�Vo:�s�:�i�;�e�ett�\�r�� clusive right to manufacture damper regulators, using diaphragms or flexible vessels of any kind. Orders promptly attended to, or in ·  formation given} by addressing CLA.RK}S P A.TENT STEAM AN D  FIRE REGULATOR COMPANY, 229 Broadway, N. Y. Responsible agents wanted. 14 26* 
FURNITURE WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.-DEGRAAF ani! Taylor still continue the Wholesale and Retail Furniture and Redding' ,odsiness at No. 87 Bowery} New York, and have now on hand the largest surplns stock ever before offered in this city, which they are determined to clos� out at \Tery low prices ; also Carll's Patent Towel Stand and Clothes Dryer, the most-convenient article in use. i�\;����:&��:IY�i:� as represented. DEGRAAF & TAYLORizN22*87 

SOLID EMERY VULCANITE.-WE ARE N OW MANU-. factur:in� wheels of this remarkable substance for cutting, grind. mg and pobshmg metal�} that will outwear hUndreds of the kind commonly used} and will do a much greater amount of work in the same time, and more effic�ent1y. All in�erested can �ee them in operation at our ware.hous�E'\?Y(/liK <jfEL!PlN�t�NDw�iteiIN(ls8b�,bymai1. 14 13 Nos. 37 and 38 Park-rQw, New York. 

LAUTH'S PATENT
. 
SHAFTING, PISTON RODS, MAN-drels. Plates, &c. , of lron or steel, Address the subscribers (who are the only manufacturers under Mr. Lanth' s  patents in the United States) an� !Vho have the excl!lsive control of said patents), for circulat:s �ontall�lng statements of the results of experiments made by WIlham FaIrbairn, of Manchester, England. and Major William Wade 

a 1 U. S. A., also other valuable testimonials. JORES &; LAUGH-LINS, Pittsburgh, Pa.. ly* 

FULTON 'S COMPOUND , FOR CLEANSING STEAM 

will ���lei�i �!:esc��:·b�it!�. aW����:nP������l �IEW()�T�alii��� 
�!.�f S�d��ry �t�����lloR�·n. �f��s�roprletor, E. H. ASHiJR�rl' 

GUILD & GARRISON'S CELEBRATED S T E A M  Pumps-A�apted teo every var�ety of pumping. The principal styles are the DIrect ActIOn ExcelSIOr Steam Pump, the improved Balance Wheel Pnmp, D.uplex Vac�um B:nd Steam Pumps, a.:ld the 
�f�:r 1?�fi��i�'ift� e:��re��l�e:t N�:.n�na�od 5�U1Fi���gslt���� qWii: liam!'oburgh, and No. 74 Beekman street. New York. ' 

1 tf GUILD. GARRISON .I: CO. 

E MPLOYMENT ! AGENT WANTED ! !  A NEW EN-terprise.-The Franklin SQwing Machine Company want agents at a salary of $40 per month and expenses paid. For particulars ad: dr�OStrith stamp, HARRIS BROTHERS, Box 302 Boston, .Mass. 

BAIRD 'S PATENT PREPARATION FOR THE PRO-tection at' Steam Boilers fr:om Incrustation.-It does not injure the n;'etals ; 1s a great saving of tuel ; does not foam. and works equally well III salt and fresh water. For sale by JAlr1ES F. LEVIN, No. 23 Central \Vharf} Boston} Mass. New York depot} COLES & CO. , No. 91 West street. 4tf 
l\UAHTZ MILLS OF THE MOST APPROVED KIND. � Manufactured by BURDON, HUBBARD & CO. , 102 Front street Bl'o oklyn} N. Y. Also agents and manufacturers of the best Patent Premium Amalgamator, the best and simplest in use for saving both fine a��_�oarse gold. 14 13 "\;VOODWORTH PLANING MAC HINES, MORTISING, HAMlLTON E .  TOWLE, CIVIL AND MECHANICAL " Tenoning and Sash l\[a.chines} Scroll ;:;aws, Saw Mandrels, Cir. Engineer Office, 156 Broadway} New York. 17tf cnlnr Saws. and other wood working ma.chines! 1'01' sale by elIAS. 1I. S 'll'l'H} 135 N\}rth Third street} Phi ladelphia} Pa.. 21 eow6* 

.. --_._. _._---_. __ ._--- -------------A.LOOTT'" OONCENTRIC LA'l'HES - POR BROOM Hoe and P..ake Handies, Chair Rounds, &c.-PritJe} $25 ; and al  OIlier kinds of WOOd.W'[k��gNi'r';tj,\'.ei7�.ffi p���ertreet, New York. 

SCHOOL OF DESIGN, SET O}<' MATHE�IATICAL IN-slrumentr. for mechanical and architectllral drafting} price $6 put up and for Sale by JA�IES W. QUEEN & CO. , 924 Chestnut street, Philadelphia. Agents and importers of the Swils drawing tn. 
Ffl�':'de��� IlFu�:�:t':d��i!\o��� S��lg��fi��Cal instrument mtl�� s. 
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IMPORTANT TO INVENTORS. 
MESSRS. MUNN & co. ,  PROPRIETORS OF THE 

SCIENTIFIC AMERICA.N ,  continue to solicit patents in the United States and all foreign countries} on the most reasonable terms. They also attend to various other departments of business pertaining to patents, such as ExtenSions, Appeals before the United States Court. Interferences, Opinions relative to Infringements, &0. l'he long experience Messrs. MUNN & Co. have had in preparing Specifications and Drawings, extending over a period of sixteen years, has rendered them perfectly oonversant with the mode of doing business at the United States Patent Office! and with the greater pari of the inventions which have been patented. Information concerning the patentability of inventions is freely given, without charge, or sending a. model or drawing and description to this office. Consultation may be had with the firm between NINE and rOUR o'clock, daily, a.t their PRINCIPAL OFFICE, No. 37 PARK Row, NHW YORK. We have also established & BRANCH OFFICE in the CITY OJ' W A.8BINGtON, on the CORNER OF F AND SEVENTH STREETS} opposite the United States Patent Office. This Office is under the general superin. tendence of One of the firm, and Is in �daily communication with the Principal Office in New York, and personal attention will be given a the Patent Office to all such cases as may require it. Inventors and others who may visit Washington, having business at the Patent Offices are cordially invited to call at their office. They are very extensively engaged in the preparation a.nd securing 
at Patents in the various European countries. For the transaction of this business they have Offices at Nos. 66 Chancery Lane, London ; 29 Boulevard, St. Martin, PariS, and 26 Rue des Eperonniers} Brnssels. We think we may safely say tha.t threewfourths of all the European Patents leoured to American citizens are procured through our Agency. 

A pamphlet of information concerning the proper conrse to be pursued in obtaining Patents through their Agency, the requiremeuts or the Patent Office, &c., may be had gratis upon application at the Prin .. cipal Office, or either of the Branches. They also furnish a Circular of information about Foreign Pat nts. The annexed letters from former Commissioners of PatelJts we COlL.mend to the perusal of all persons interested in obtaining Patents :-MESSRS. MUNN &. C9. :-1 take pleasure in stating that while I heM the office of CommISSIOner of Patents MORE THAN ONE-FOURTH OF ALL THE BusrNESS OF THE . OFFICE came through your hands. I have no doubt that the publIc confidence thus indicated has be"1l fully deserved, as I h
. 
ave always observed, in all your intercoun� with the Office, a marked degree of promptness} skill and fidelity e) ',he inter .. ests of your employers. Yours} very truly, CHAS '\lASON. Immediately after the appointment of Mr. Holt to the office of Post. master General of the United States, he addressed to us the subjoined very grateful testimonial:_ 

MESSRS. MUNN & CO. :-�t affords me much pleasure to be t sti mo�y to the .a�le and effiCIe.nt manner in which you dilicharged your dutIes as SOhCl�or� of Patents while I had the honor of holding the ofl!ce of CommISSIOner. Your business was very large, and you sus tamed (an,:!) I doubt not, justly deserved) the reputation of energy mar�ed abllIty, and uncompromising fidelIty in performing your profeSSIOnal engagements. Very respectfully} Your obedient servant, J. HOLT. 
MESSR�. MUNN .& Co.-Gentlemen7It gives me -.ouch pleasure to sa that} durmg the time of my .holding the office Qf Commissioner lr Patents, a very large proportlOn of the bUsiness of inventors before the P�tent Offlce !Vas transacted through your Agency, and that I llave ever tounel .you faIthful. and devoted to the interests of your clients as w�ll as .emmently qualIfied to perform the dUties of Patent Attorn'eys WIth SkIll a�d a;ccuracy. V�ry respectfully, W?rI. D. BISHOP. CommulllcatIons and remlttances should he addressed to 

Publishers. No. 3�I¥a�kNro� N�'?Yo"k. 
PUMPS I PUMPS ! !  PUMPS ! !  !-CARY'S IMPROVED Rotary Force Pump} unrivaled for pumping hot or cold liquids Manufactureti and sold by CARY .I: BRAI�ERD Brockport N Y Also, Bold by J. C. CARY, No. 2 Astor House. New York. VOl.T lif • 

BURDON, HUBBARD & CO. 1tIACHINISTS.--MANU-actur�rs of HorIz0f!tal} Portable and Hoisting S team Engines, Steam Engmes, Sugar MIlls, Saw and Grist Mills Boilers Hydraulia Presses, Pumps and Gearing for working mines, &c. &c. No. 102 Front street, Brooklyn, N. Y. 14 13 

MACHINE BELTING, STEAM PACKING ENGINE . HOSE.-.The sup!3riority �f these articles, manuta�tured of vulcanIzed rubber, IS e�tablIshed .. Every belt will be warranted superior to lea.ther, at one-thIrd less prIce. The Steam Packing is made in every va�ety} and warranted to stand 300 degs. of heat. The Hose never needs oilmg} and is warranted to stand any required pressure' together wit all varIeties of rubber adapted to mechanical purposes. Directions prices 
�5R'ltnB�'t�fi;"bn�tr :.:gJ[N'8h���� 1�:"" warehouse.' NEW 

JOHN H. CHEEVER, Treasurer 14 13 NOB. 37 and 38 Park-row :New York. 
IRON PLANERS, LATHES, FOUR SPINDLE DRILLS Milling Macl,tin�s} and other Machinist's Tools, of superior quality on hand and fimshmg, and for sale low. For description and prices address NEW HAVEN MANUFACTURING COMPANY, New Ha. ven, Conn. 26 
PORTABLE S'l EAM ENGINES - COMBINING THE m�ximum Of. efficiency, durability and Qconomywith the minimum of weIght a�d prICe. They are widely and favorably known, more than 200 bemg In use. All warranted satisfactory or no sale A large stook on ha�d r�ady for immedIate application. DeSCriptive 'circulars se2J i� apphcatlOn. Address J. C. HOADLEY, Lawrence) Mass. 
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Improved Patent Gutter. ties in which they are held ; but the committee of 

We publish this week, for the benefit of our read- the Hamburg association have decided that their 
ers, an engraving of an improved mode of hanging next display shall be an international exhibi
gutters or the eaves-troughs of buildings. It consists tion . A glance at the map shows Hamburg to be 
of the ordinary metal gutter, A, provided at certain connected by rail and steamer with all the principal 
distances with tubes, B, which are open at one end cities of northern Europe, as also by ocean steamers 
and closed at the other. These tubes are slipped with New York and other foreign cities. American 
over the points of bolts, C, which are screwed into manufacturers will, therefore, have every facility for 
the frame of the house. Upon the under side of the exhibiting their products ; and it is particularly re
pipe, B, is a small spring a, which works through a quested that all those who intend to compete should 
slot in the tube aforesaid, and takes against the make their application to the Secretary, Dr. G. Hach
shoulder of the bolt, C ;  it is thus kept securely in man, at Hamburg. All necessary information will 
i ts position, and the danger of being blown off or be supplied by Messrs. Austin & Baldwin, of the 
detached in any way is entirely obviated. American and European Express, 72 Broadway, New 

YAPP'S PATENT GUTTER. 
Fig. 2 shows a section of the roof and eaves· trough, 

with the plan of attachment, very plainly. In this 
instance the bolts, C ,  are screwed into the rafters of 
the roof. This is necessary in some styles of archi
tecture' as the rain drip would entirely overshoot the 
gutter were it in any other position . Another mode 
of fastening the trough to the bolt is proposed and 
here illustrated. It is  8imply the substitution of the 
pin, b, shown in dotted lines, for the spring. 

The arrangement of this apparatus is very neat and 
tasty. It is also stronger than the old method, does 

not injure the shingles, and is easier to adjust in its 
place. Any kind of metal may be used in construct
ing the gutter, or any modification of shape desired,  
to correspond with the architecture of the edifice, can 
be given it. 

The patent for this invention was procured through 
the Scientific American Patent Agency, Nov . 4, 1862,  
and further information can be obtained by address
ing Wm. Yapp or J.  P. Abbott, Box 2, 434, Cleve
land, Ohio. 

Hamburg International Agricultural Exhibition. 1863. 
Agricultural exhibitions, more especially cattles 

shows, seldom interest beyond the immediate locali-

York City. Their advertisement will be found on 
another pagll. 

AN EFFECTIVE RAT TRAP. 
A correspondent in St. Louis, Mo. , seeing an 

article in our paper a few weeks since, relating to the 
destruction of rats, thinks that he cannot do his coun
try more service than by publishing his experience 
with rodents. He takes a small barrel , and covers it 
with green hide, upon the fair and honest surface of 
which he nightly spreads a banquet to which all rats 

of high and low degree straightway throng. This 
free lunch is continued for a number of nights until 
the pests aforesaid have come to look upon it  as a 
settled " institntion. "  When this point in the plot is 
achieved, two slits are cut in the hide at right angles 
with each other, and the viands set out as before. 
Now when the doomed vermin rally at night, all 
unsuspecting of disaster, they leap immediately upon 
the treacherous skin and fall plump into tho water 
with which the barrel is half filled ; once there, they 
swim to a stone that rears its friendly summit above 
the flood and forthwith squeal vociferously. Other 
rats, being socialists by nature, immediately rush to 
the aid of their distressed fellow-sufferers, but by rea
son of the hide resuming its normal position after 
each victhl'S disappearance, the whole brood are 

involved in one common ruin ; at least 80 says our 
informant, and he further adds that he has destroyed 
either 11 or 77 (his figures stand for either) iu one 
night. 

This trap is similar in some respects to the ono al
luded to in our former article ; the substitution of the 
untanned hide in this, however, for the swiuging 
head in ours, doubtless makes it more effective. A 
smart rat might save himself by jumping from the 
latter arrangement ; but no amount of " ground and 
lofty tumbling" could avert his fate through the slits. 

Our engraving explains the trap very clearly, and 
we hope that those afflicted with rats may find relief 
by adopting the remedy of our correspondent. 

N E W  

P R O S P E C T U S 
OF T H E  

� tientifit �meritan. 
FOR 1 8 6 3 ! 

VOLUME VIII.-NEW SERIES. 

The publisbers of this pop ular and cheap iHust-rated n ewspaper beg 

to announce that o n  the third of January next a new volume will be 

commenced. The j ournal will  be issned i n  the same form and size as 

heretofore, and i t  will b e  the aim o f  the publishers to render the con· 

tents of the paper more attractive and useful than ever before. 

The SCIENTIFIC A M E RICAN has been published weekly for 

ei ghteen years, and is  the most popular and largely-circulat.edj l)urnal 

oOts kind in the world. 

Owing to the e normous increase i n  the price of pr:i.nting paper the 

publishers are,  to their regret, compelled to increase the subscription 

price of the SCIENTIFIC A)IE RICAN to $3 per annum for single 

subscribers. 

As heretofore, every number of the SCIENTIFIC AMERHlAN will be 

profusely illustrated with first-class original engravings of new in · 

ventions and scientific discoveries, all of which are prepared eXprc,S8-

ly for its columns. 

The SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN is devoted to the juterests of Popu . 

lar Science, the Itlechanic Arts, Manufactures, Inventions, Agricul. 

ture, Commerce, and the Industrial pursuits generally, and is 1mlnable 

and instructive not only in the Workshop an d Manufactory, but also 

in the Household, the Library and the Reading Room. 

The SCIENTIFIC A�fERICAN has the reputation, at home a.nd 

abroad, o f  being the best weekly j ournal devoted to mechanical a n d  

industrial pursuits n o w  published, a n d  t h e  proprietors a r e  determined 

to keep up the reputation they have earned during the eighteen 

years they have been connected with its publication. 

To the Inventor ! 
The SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN is  indispensable to every inven tor, 

as it not only contains illustrated descriptions of nearly aU the best i n 

ventions as they camel but each number contains an Official List o f  

the Claims of all the Patents issued from t h e  United States Patent 

Office during the week previous j thus giving a correct history of the 

progress of inventions in this country. We are also receivingl every 

week, the best scientific journals of Great Britain, France and Ger� 

many ; thus placing in our possession aU that is transpiring in me

chanical science and art in those old countries. We shall continue to 

transfer to our columns copious extrallts from those journals of What· 

ever we may deem of interest to our readers. 

Chemists, Architects, ltfillwrights and Fa1'rl1 e1's ! 
The SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN will be found a most useful j o u r n a l  

to them. A l l  t h e  new discoYeries in t h e  science of chemistry a r e  gh-en 
in its colum n s ,  and the interests of the architect and carpenter are 110t 

overlooked j all the new inventions and discoyeries appertaining t o  

those pursuits being published from w e e k  to week. Useful a n d  prac · 

tical information pertaining to the interests ot' millwrights and mill

owners will  b e  found published i n  the SCIENTIFIC A?!1ERICAN, wh ich 

information they cannot posstbly obtain from any other source_ Sub
jects in which planters and farmers a r e  interested \,,-ill be f011lld d i s  

cussed in the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN ; m o s t  of t h e  improvements i n  

agricultural implements being illustrated in i t s  columns. 

To the Mechanic and .Manufacture1· ! 
No person-engaged in any of the mechanical pursuits should thi n k  

of doing without the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN. It costs b u t  s i x  cents 

per week ; every n umber contains from six to ten engravings of new 

machines and inventions which cannot be found in any other publica·  

tion.  It is an established rule of the publishers to insert  none bu 1 
Original engravings, and those of the first clalSs hi the art, drawn and 
engraved by experienced artists, under their o,,�n supervisio n ,  ex . 
pressly for this paper. 

TERIUS. 
To mail subscribers :-Three Dollars a Yearl or One Dollar for four 

months. One Dollar and Fifty Cents pay for one complete volume 0 1  
4 16  pages ; two volumes comprise o n e  year. A new volume com

mences on the third of January, 186.�. 
CLUB RATES. 

Five Copies, for Six Months. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $6 
Ten Copies, for Six Months . . . . . . . . • • . . • • . • • . • • . .  _ . • • • • •  l� 
Ten C opies, for Twelve M onths_ • . . • • • • . . . . •  _ . . • • • • • • • •  :t 3  
Fifteen Copies, for Twelve Months . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . .  - . 34-
Twenty Copies. for Twelve Months_ . •  , . . . .  _ . . . . . . • . . • . .  40 

For all clubs at' Twenty and over the yearly suhscription is  only 

$2 00. Names can be sent i n  at different times and from differen t 
Post-offices. Specimen copies will be sent gratis to any part of the 

country. 

Western an d Canadian money, or Post-office stamps, taken at par 

for subscriptlOns_ Canadian subscribers wUl please to remit 25 cents 

extra arC each year's subscription to pre·pay postage. 

MUNN & CO., Publishers, 
Park Row, New York. 
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